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Executive Summary 

The past decade, the creative industries have been growing, and the continuing increasing numbers 

of hopefuls who want to make a living in their chosen field of performance, has made the 

competition fierce for a creative career. What follows, is harsh working conditions which is unseen 

in other more ‘traditional’ sectors, and while there are many desirable features and especially 

psychological rewards to be gained, what characterises work in this sector is high uncertainty, low 

payment, short contracts, and generally ‘no one is better than their last piece’. The desire to pursue 

a creative career is expressed in many ways, but one of the greatest examples, is the global 

phenomenon of X Factor that has shown to hold the power to radically change the lives of hopefuls 

from one day to another. The aim of this study is to examine the participants that have signed up to 

the Danish version of the X Factor programme and how these participants subjectively experienced 

the work dynamics of the creative industries. 

This study found that the participants had three internal motives for entering X Factor, these 

can be seen as a need for 1) an experience out of the ordinary; 2) approval and 3) exposure. These 

would be complemented by external influences from both 1) social ties and 2) the production team. 

This study revealed several findings that all give insight to some of the complexities behind creative 

work and television production. Consistent with recent research on work subjectivity in the creative 

industries, the working environment of X Factor brought highly ambivalent work experiences. Self-

development and creative freedom was highly valued throughout the course of the programme and 

many of the participants found X Factor to provide the right circumstances for self-actualising their 

potential. However, this came with a shadow cost, and the participants were willing to self-exploit 

and self-inflict high amounts of pressure in order to be able to practice their beloved art form in 

front of the country, where tensions, anxieties and pressure became part of everyday life during 

their participation. An analysis of the participants’ final moments of the programme revealed how 

participants cope with being eliminated from X Factor. Consistent with recent research three 

strategies were found: 1) venting emotions; 2) minimizing the significance and 3) focusing on 

future opportunities. Furthermore, this study found three accounting strategies, that the participants 

used to justify their elimination post X Factor: 1) blaming the format; 2) emphasising on the tough 

working conditions, and 3) focus on development. Self-improvement seemed to be an important 

factor for coping with failure and to continue believing in future success. 

Keywords: talent show, subjectivity, creative work dynamics, emotional labour, coping with failure 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The past decade, the creative industries have been growing, and the continuing increasing numbers 

of hopefuls who want to make a living in their chosen field of performance, has made the 

competition fierce for a creative career. What follows, is harsh working conditions which is unseen 

in other more ‘traditional’ sectors, and while there are many desirable features and especially 

psychological rewards to be gained, what characterises work in this sector is high uncertainty, low 

payment, short contracts, and generally ‘no one is better than their last piece’ (Blair, 2001; Menger, 

1999). In recent decades, precarious work has seen a dramatic increase, due to factors such as 

globalisation, the spread of information technology, and the shift from manufacturing to a service 

sector. Due to these changes, a new economy has been created, which demands flexibility in the 

workplace, resulting in a decline of the standard employment relationship (Fudge & Owens, 2006). 

There is plenty of research covering careers, working conditions and labour market issues in 

the creative industries, but not much research has been conducted on the creative workers as 

individuals, or how these workers feel about, or subjectively experience their jobs. The literature 

that does exist on this area suggests that creative work contains highly ambivalent working 

experiences (Banks, 2007; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; McRobbie 1998; Ursell 2000), where 

self-fulfilling rewards often are intertwined with tensions, anxieties and pressure. Never ‘breaking 

through’ or not knowing where the next contract will come from, puts pressure on the creative 

workers due to the precarious circumstances they live under. In spite of this, the rewards that come 

from working with their beloved art seem to fuel a never ending desire to make art their main 

occupation. 

The choice of entering the creative industries can be compared to participating in the lottery 

(Hesmondhalgh, 2013), and it can not be ruled out that people overestimate their chances of 

‘making it’. For many, they eventually have to come to terms with never reaching success. This due 

to failure being the norm in the creative industries, as a consequence of the high uncertainty and 

vast amount of hopefuls (Caves, 2000, Menger, 1999). It is a fact that the big monetary rewards 

only lay in the hands of a few successful individuals, whereas those outside the inner circle can not 

expect to find a creative job with security like jobs in other sectors. 

It is argued that those who fail in the industries continue to fight for a creative career 

(Rosen, 1981). Despite this, not much has been written about how creative workers cope with 

failure and rejection. Just recently researchers have used psychological theories to examine how 
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hopefuls use different strategies to prevent loss of face when failing in the creative industries (Van 

den Scott et al, 2015; Wei, 2016). When creative workers are located in an environment where 

success is uncertain, it can in worst-case lead to depression if they never make it or fail to deliver. 

Learning to cope with failure and shoring up the necessary resilience to make it in the long run can 

therefore be seen as very important when failure is the norm in the creative industries. 

The desire to pursue a creative career is expressed in many ways, but one of the greatest 

examples is the annual talent shows that are produced in reality television formats all around the 

world. Here local hopefuls stack up in thousands in front of the audition booths, in the hope of 

realising their dreams of becoming successful in their favourite creative field. The talent show is a 

great visualisation of the competitiveness that is present in the creative industries and the 

competition to get on the programme is fierce. It can be seen as a tournament with winners and 

losers, whose outcomes are marked by high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty (Stoyanova & 

Grugulis, 2012). 

The global phenomenon of X Factor has in recent years dominated this field. This global 

phenomenon is very interesting because, it has shown to hold the power to radically change 

someone’s life from one day to another. In especially the United Kingdom, there have been several 

cases of ordinary people who have succeeded to gain a career in showbiz ‘overnight’, by 

participating in the programme. 

Reality television has become a field of cultural production in its own right (Bourdieu 1993; 

Suhr 2012), and in the recent decade, the academic world has paid increasing attention to this rather 

new field of the creative industries (Andrejevic, 2004; Grindstaff, 2002; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 

2011; Hill, 2005). Studies so far, have primarily focused on the producers of such 

programmes; how they perform and how they experience the work of producing a television 

programme. 

In contrary, this study will be based on the experiences of hopeful participants that have 

taken part in a reality television programme. Participating in the cultural production of X Factor, 

where sometimes millions of viewers are watching, the participants submit to the power of 

television. While reality television lives on the promise of delivering entertainment in the form of 

real people performing the real (Andrejevic, 2004; Hill, 2005), not everything is revealed on screen 

in the many homes watching the programme. Like any other project in the creative industries, a 

talent show contains creative work processes and an end product that participants put heart and soul 
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into creating, and being stars of a reality talent programme creates a work experience out of the 

ordinary.  

This area of research, the authors find highly relevant to study further, both due to a personal 

interest in working in the creative industries, but also to give a contribution to a field of work that 

has been under-researched compared to other sectors. As the economy is moving towards a ‘new’ 

one that entails many of the same conditions as the creative industries have ruled under for decades, 

it is relevant to examine the working lives of the people that constitutes these industries. This 

research is therefore driven by the curiosity to know how people perceive the work life of the 

creative world, both to provide insight on what drives and motivates creative workers, but also to 

examine the shadow costs that follows when pursuing a creative career. 

1.1 Aim of the study  

The study is set out to answer the following research question and sub-questions:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aim of this study is to examine the hopeful and ordinary people that sign up to the Danish 

version of the X Factor programme taking place from 2008 to 2016. This case takes advantage of 

the opportunity to investigate temporarily successful creative workers who are pursuing their 

dreams of becoming professionals in the creative industries. This is done by examining the 

subjective experiences of creative work within the special nature of the X Factor programme, and 

the scope will therefore be limited to this particular project in the creative industries. The work 

dynamics and conditions within the creative industries (Caves, 2000; Menger, 1999; Hesmondhalgh 

2013) define the context of the research, where concepts such as self-actualisation, autonomy and 

emotional labour are brought together to analyse the positive and negative experiences of working 

Research Question: 

How do participants 

experience the work 

dynamics of the cultural 

production of the Danish 

X Factor programme? 

Sub-question: 

What are the 

rationales for 

participating in 

the X Factor 

programme? 

Sub-question: 

How do the 

participants cope 

with being 

eliminated from 

the programme? 

Figure 1:  

Research question 

and sub-questions 
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creatively in this environment. In addition, concepts such as labour of love, psychic income and risk 

behaviour are used together with former research on television production (Grindstaff, 2002; 

Menger, 1999; Syvertsen, 2001) in order to investigate what motivates ordinary people to sign up 

for a talent show like X Factor. Furthermore, due to the competitive nature of the programme, it 

gives the possibility to examine how participants cope with being eliminated from the competition. 

Here, psychological theories are brought in to examine the participants’ experiences of the final 

hour of their time on the programme, to capture which strategies they use in order to cope with 

failure, and as an extension to the concept of emotional labour that the participants perform during 

the programme. 

To progressively conduct the reader to the findings of this study’s research, the next 

chapters are structured as follows: First the case in question will be presented to bring empirical 

context to the study. Followed by, the methodological choices that have been carried out. 

Afterwards, the theoretical framework will be presented in order to review key theories that are 

used to analyse the experiences of the participants and which the study wish to contribute to. 

Finally, the study is concluded with an analysis of the findings 

 

2. X FACTOR- ‘IT’S TIME TO FACE THE MUSIC’ 

 

X Factor er meget mere end et tv-program, Søren Bygbjerg DR event (Christensen, 2015a) 

 

This chapter provides empirical context for the case in question, by outlining the cultural 

phenomenon of X Factor. First it will briefly describe the programme, its history, and how it is 

categorised as a reality television programme. The following section gives attention to the Danish 

edition of the programme, starting with a description of the business ecology surrounding the 

franchise to explain how the music and television industries are entangled to bring out the 

programme. Lastly the format is explained together with the programme’s popularity onscreen and 

online. 

 

2.1 The X Factor programme  

X Factor is a music competition franchise, created by the English music and television producer 

Simon Cowell, set out to find the best music talent the country has to offer. The first programme 

aired in Great Britain in 2004, and has since become a global brand with programmes taking place 
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in more than 50 countries, including Denmark. Talent shows have the common goal of finding the 

next star, but the way X Factor distinguished itself when first aired was that it became the first 

talent show to allow groups to audition as well as expanding the age range with no upper age-limit, 

which gave older participants an opportunity, that other talent shows had excluded. Thereby, it 

became for ‘everyone’. In addition, the judges were put against each other as rivals instead of just 

commentating. Siobhan Greene, Director of Entertainment at ITV studios, explained:  

 

The idea of the judge rivalry was something that was very key to the show, unlike Pop Idol, 

the judges were not just going to judge they were going to mentor these acts and they were 

going to go against each other (Talent Show Story, 2012, ep. 4). 
 

The programme takes the viewer on a journey along with the participants where they get to watch 

‘ordinary’ people become ‘stars’ overnight. Thousands of people enter the competition each year 

around the world, all hoping to make it through to the live shows where they get to broadcast their 

talent to the nation. Through the competition the participants are among many things faced with 

tough audition forms, charismatic judges, performances on live television, eliminations and the 

emotional rollercoaster ride that follows with it - all recorded and aired on national prime time 

television. 

 

2.2 The X Factor format 

X Factor is a global franchise and comes with a fixed setup e.g. every version around the globe 

includes the recognizable theme song and the big X. The competition is split into three categories; 

solo acts aged 15–22, solo acts aged 23 and over, and groups (including duos). Each of the judges is 

given a category to mentor, which is decided by the producers of the programme and is revealed 

after the audition process. Major changes to the format need to be approved by the format owners, 

but minor changes made to adapt to the local market and improve the programme to keep audiences 

interested is allowed (Anja, BLU, 2016; Suki, BLU, 2016). The Danish version may therefore differ 

to the original UK version in some aspects, as for example; in the UK version the auditions are held 

on a stage in front of a theatre audience, while in Denmark the auditions are held in front of the 

judges only.  

The programme is split into different stages, with cameras following the participants from start to 

finish and in the latest season the stages looked as follows1: 

                                                        
1 The stages have changed during the years. 
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Stage 1) Pre-casting: This is the first step before the ‘real’ audition when participants sign 

up for the programme. Some will be invited by the production team, but most sign up via an online 

platform dedicated for this purpose. This season, X Factor had two pre-castings taking place, one in 

Copenhagen at the 19th of August 2015 and one in Aarhus at the 25th of August 2015. At these pre-

castings the participants will sing in front of X Factor casters, whom are set to be ‘professionals 

from the entertainment industry’ (Bygbjerg, 2015). After the participants have performed they will 

be told whether or not they have made it to the next round, which is an interview that will take place 

the same day. If the participants have made it this far they will receive an email of whether or not, 

they are invited to the auditions.  

Stage 2) Auditions: The next stage in the competition is the audition in front of the judging 

panel where the participants get the opportunity to sing and showcase their talent for the judges to 

commentate on. This year’s judging panel included: Thomas Blachman, Jazz musician, composer 

and producer, Remee, songwriter and producer and Mette Lindberg, front singer in Asteroids 

Galaxy Tour, all known from the Danish music scene.  

Stage 3) Five-chair challenge: After the auditions, only a few participants make it to the 

five-chair challenge. In this year’s season the viewer got to watch how the judges quickly 

eliminated the participants one by one in their respective categories until only nine acts were left. 

Those participants then have to perform again in front of the judges, having friends and family as 

audience. After the performance the judge of the category has to decide whether the performance 

was good enough to keep them in the competition and thereby give them a chair or eliminate them 

from the competition. The participants are not safe until everyone has performed as the judge is able 

to make swaps along the way until everyone has performed and the five chairs are filled by the 

participants that performed the best.  

Stage 4) Boot camp: The few participants left in the competition are being taken on a boot 

camp with the judge of their category. Here, they get to perform one last time before the judges 

solely has to decide who they want to take with them to the live shows.  

Stage 5) Live shows: There are seven live shows including the finale. Each live show the 

participants have to perform a song from a chosen theme (See this year’s themes in Appendix 1). 

After each performance the viewers are invited to vote for their favourite. In the elimination round 

it is announced which acts that have been placed in the bottom two and then have to perform again. 

This time the participants have to perform with a new song (a save me song) of their own choice, 
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which they believe, can get them through in the competition. The final choice of who is going to be 

eliminated is thereafter up to the judges to decide.  

Stage 6) Finale: The last three participants meet in the finale. First they get to perform on 

their own followed by a performance featuring established Danish performers. It is then up to the 

viewers to determine which two acts are through to the finale stage of the competition. The last two 

standing get to perform their take on a winning song, which has been composed for them 

individually whereas the viewers decide on their X Factor winner.  

 

2.3 X Factor as reality television 

2.3.1The reality takeover 

Reality television programmes are some of the most popular television in the world. According to 

the New York Times, reality programming is so popular it has changed the economics of the 

television industry (Carter, 2003). The large amounts of airtime and free publicity reality television 

programmes generate in the course of ‘‘gripping the nation’, has contributed to their economic 

viability in a tough commercial environment’ (Redden, 2010, p. 133). Although examples of reality 

television can be found throughout the history of television, it was not until the 1990s reality 

programmes began to dominate television schedules (Hill, 2005), and at that time it became a quick 

fix to the economic problems within the creative industries. Network programming had largely been 

based on creating scripted series to produce weekly episodes at a financial deficit, and then relying 

on future sales to provide the profit. Reality television programmes and non-scripted programming 

therefore became attractive for broadcasters when realised that they could win viewers at much 

lower prices, and were much more profitable than some scripted drama series (Carter, 2003). The 

requirements of producing a reality television programme was much lower than their scripted 

counterparts as it involved a smaller production crew, few scriptwriters or professional actors, and a 

non-unionized crew (Hill, 2005). At the same time the reality television programmes were in many 

cases getting just as many viewers, and sometimes even more because of the event nature of reality. 

Reality programming is therefore a great example on how the television industry successfully 

cannibalised itself in order to survive in the uncertain environment of the creative industries (Hill, 

2005). 

As a television genre it is difficult to define reality television as a unified genre, and it is 

usually just referred to as “factual entertainment”, which is a term commonly used in the television 

industry for popular factual television. This category can be seen as a crossover between 
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information and entertainment, documentary and drama, and it indicates the merge of factual and 

fictional programming, hence almost any entertainment programme can be placed under this 

umbrella (Hill, 2005). What typically separates reality television from traditional documentary or 

news programmes, is that these programmes are more focused on entertainment and commercial 

success than on educating or informing the viewer. 

The use of ‘real people’ is the most important aspect of reality television, and the ultimate 

goal for this category is showing real people, performing the real. Hill (2005, p. 2) defines reality 

television as a ‘catch-all category that includes a wide range of entertainment programmes about 

real people’. It then becomes a reality programme when documentary techniques are used in order 

to document and study the lives of ‘proximal, contemporary figures as representatives of typical-

hence real people’ (Andrejevic, 2004, p.65). ‘Real’ people are often referred to as ‘ordinary’ people 

throughout the literature (Grindstaff, 2002; Hill, 2005; Syvertsen, 2001), by ordinary it is not 

necessarily meant that they are an average or typical person, and the most general representation of 

the population. In most cases people are casted because of their unique character or unusual 

qualities, and ordinary should therefore be understood as, them not being experts or celebrities, and 

their claim to stardom is rooted in other criteria (Grindstaff, 2002). 

The success of reality television came in three waves during the 1990s and 2000 with 

different types of formats. The first wave of reality programming was based on the success of 

unscripted, on-scene footage of crime and emergency services reality television, also referred to as 

‘infotainment’ or ‘tabloid TV’ (Hill, 2005). The second wave was based on popular-observational 

documentaries and character-driven drama (‘docu-soaps’), which emerged as an alternative to 

‘infotainment’. Also lifestyle programming, where ordinary people with ordinary leisure interest 

such as cookery or fashion, were put together with expert judges from the respective fields, judging 

the participants and their skills. Lastly, the third wave was based on the success of social 

experiments that placed ordinary people in controlled environments over an extended period of 

time. Here, game shows emerged and these types of programmes can be traced back to British 

producer Charlie Parsons, who developed the highly popular “Survivor” in the early 1990s (Hill, 

2005). Due to the success of Survivor, reality television was rapidly transformed from a cheap form 

of niche programming to the hot programming trend of the new millennium (Andrejevic, 2004). 

Boddy (2001, p. 80) explained that the success of game shows was due to two main reasons: ‘it is 

‘cheap and easy to produce’ and ‘extremely exportable’ and these kinds of television programmes 

have in a long time performed well within the international broadcasting market. Different kinds of 
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game show formats, including talent shows, have successfully been sold worldwide and then 

produced to nationally specific requirements of the buying countries (Andrejevic 2004; Hill, 2005). 

Hence, reality television combines a local cast and local viewer participation with a customizable 

transnational format. Thereby, it provides a recipe for creating a local version of an internationally 

successful television programme (Andrejevic, 2004), and as shown below, the X Factor programme 

is one of the greatest examples of this. 

 

2.3.2 The X Factor reality 

X Factor can be categorised as a talent show, which is a combination of a variety show2 and reality 

game show, as several participants, are competing against each other week after week and 

eliminated one by one, until the winner is presented with the big prize. Talent shows are reliant on 

peak time scheduling for their success and according to Hill (2005) these formats do not lend 

themselves to repeat viewing and they quickly become yesterday's news. They refer to a format that 

includes interaction between non-professional actors and celebrities, although the non-professional 

actors often are treated as celebrities in their own right (Hill, 2005). In X Factor this is seen in the 

way the ordinaries get to interact with the celebrity judging panel and how they later on get treated 

as celebrities themselves by being the stars of the programme. 

The talent show format is far from new and has formed part of mainstream television for 

decades (Gunter, 2014). However, the talent show format was reinvented when reality 

programming came to dominate television schedules. The auditions, which had not been filmed 

before now became a big part of the programme and this type of ‘television about making 

television’ (Meizel, 2011) added great to the entertainment value as the viewer for the first time got 

to witness the raw emotions of all the hopefuls, good and bad, trying out for their spot in the 

competition. Following the trend of the television market, talent shows adapting to a reality-based 

format have since proved to be very successful for television broadcasters. Today, talent shows 

have become global brands and are providing entertainment for billions of viewers around the 

globe. Though there are several kind of talent shows, according to Danish lifestyle expert Henrik 

Byager they all contain the same formula: 

 

Der skal være en drøm, som både kan briste og blive til virkelighed. Og der skal være en 

udvælgelsesproces og et stærkt anker ofte i form af nogle skrappe dommere, som seerne 

                                                        
2 A theatrical entertainment of successive separate performances (as of songs, dances and skits)  
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også forholder sig følelsesmæssigt til. Til slut skal det ende med en stor finale, hvor 

drømmene fødes eller knuses. (quoted in Lassen, 2011) 

 

The ‘talent’ in talent shows is a crucial concept as it refers to the fact that it is required for the 

‘ordinary people’ to demonstrate an ability, aptitude or skill to make it into the competition, in this 

case the ability to sing. Even though the essence of X Factor is finding new potential recording 

artists it should be noted, that acts without a significant singing talent can still do well in the 

programme. Since the X Factor started in 2004, the more eccentric performers have played an 

increasing important role of making it through to the latter stage of the competition, providing both 

amusement and controversy in equal measure (The Talent Show Story, 2012, ep. 3). These big 

personalities provide great entertainment, but one can argue that the presence in the series is 

undermining what is supposed to be a talent competition (The Talent Show Story, 2012, ep. 3). This 

also makes it clear that reality television is focused on bringing entertainment, more than anything 

else, to the viewer.  

A talent show like X Factor differentiates itself in the way it is stylized (or formatted) 

compared to other non-scripted reality programmes. Up until the live shows, the producers are 

given a great degree of power to manipulate images of reality, and in between the participants’ 

music performances, several television techniques are used such as interviews, reaction footage, 

storytelling and so on, all helping to form the image and tell the story of the ‘stars’ of the show. 

Participants are always background checked for interesting stories to use for this purpose and the 

producers of X Factor will always try to balance what is real and what is ‘produced’, as audiences 

nowadays are better aware of television processes and are able to critically view the programme 

(Hill, 2005). The common story that the programmes want to tell is the journey the participants go 

through, and how they have developed as vocalists and performers, together with the proposition 

that everybody can make it.  

 

X Factor indeholder nogle grundting, som alle mennesker kan relatere til. Det er lidt som et 

eventyr. Den grimme ælling der bliver en smuk svane. Det er en udviklingshistorie og den er 

fyldt med følelser, som musikken så oven i købet er med til at forstærke. Dertil kommer, at 

der er noget på spil, og ikke bare for deltagerne men i den grad også for dommerne, der ved 

hjælpe af deres professionelle kompetencer skal føre deres deltagere til tops. (Suki, BLU, 

2016) 

 

Fundamentally, X Factor provides never ending fresh supply of non-professional performers in the 

form of the participants that bring in new faces and stories, making no series exactly the same. In 

exchange the programme provides the participants with a platform where they can raise their public 
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profile and showcase their talent to a wide range of people. This is virtually important for those 

seeking to develop a career in music as it also provides exposure of a more selective kind to 

potential future employers (Gunther, 2014) and thereby compared to other reality programmes, 

there are more at stake than prize money (Cvetkovski, 2015) there is a potential future career on the 

line. 

It is the ‘see it happen’ style of reality programming that makes a programme like X Factor 

appealing for audiences (Hill, 2005). The competitive nature of the programme adds to its 

likeability as it creates a dramatic jeopardy and at the same time can be funny and moving which 

brings viewers together and gives them something to talk about (Lawson, 2014). While not 

everyone will admit to being a fan of the talent show, more than any other series, what makes X 

Factor so popular for the audiences is the possibility to interact with the programme, discuss the 

events and the performances of the participants. As Television Executive Danny Cohen explains: 

 

One of the things that TV is still brilliant at is drawing large numbers of people together. 

And interactivity really enhances that because viewers feel they have a role to play in the 

decision (quoted in Lawson, 2014) 

 

Typically for game shows, the viewers participate as respondents or judges to the activities of the 

non-professional actors/celebrities, usually in the form of voting, and in the case of X Factor, the 

viewers can take part in the programme in various ways. Besides the opportunity to vote for their 

favourite participant, they can be in the live audience when the programme is broadcasted or at 

rehearsals before the official programme. Social media opens up for further engagement, and X 

Factor can therefore spill outside its boundaries of the television medium, extending the viewer 

experience well into the gap between broadcasts of the programme. Viewers are interested enough 

to search for information about the participants across various media channels and unlike the 

characters in a scripted drama series, the participants are real people whose lives continue when the 

programme is not broadcasted (Meizel, 2011). The viewers may also themselves sign up for the 

programme when a new season begins, which clearly symbolizes how well the programme fits with 

the self-participatory type of entertainment of today’s television programmes, and X Factor’s 

participatory design represents the pinnacle of a recent emphasis of the interactivity in 

entertainment (Meizel, 2011).  
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2.4 The X Factor ecology 

The ownership of the X Factor format is shared by Europe's largest TV, radio, and production 

company FremantleMedia and Syco Entertainment, often known just as Syco. Syco is a British 

entertainment company established by Simon 

Cowell in 2010 and operates as a global joint 

venture between Cowell and the major music 

label Sony Music Entertainment, with focus 

on the production and exploitation of music, 

television, film and digital content (Press 

Statement by Sony Music, 2010). Sony Music 

Entertainment therefore ‘provides’ the 

winning price of X Factor and has the sole 

right to exploit the winner and the finalists 

taking part in the live shows (Anja, BLU, 

2016). This exploitation strategy is explained 

in more detail in the next section. 

Syco and FremantleMedia manage the 

format through FremantleMedia’s subsidiary 

companies around the world, by giving them the production rights in their respective territory, thus 

making it an intercompany license agreement with clear arrangements on how to manage the format 

and split revenues. As Syco acts as a third party involved and part format owner, there is an overall 

agreement between them and FremantleMedia on how to split overall revenues (Anja, BLU, 2016). 

In Copenhagen it is the subsidiary BLU that on behalf of Syco and FremantleMedia that negotiates 

the X Factor format in Denmark, and currently produces the programme for the public-service 

television broadcaster Danmarks Radio. The agreement between BLU and Danmarks Radio is a co-

production agreement where Danmark Radio provides BLU with services such as studio rental, 

while BLU remain the main responsible for the production of the programme (Anja, BLU, 2016; 

Suki, BLU, 2016). The programme is then broadcasted on Danmark Radio’s main channel DR1 

every Friday at 8pm, during its run. 

 

Figure 2:  

The X Factor ecology 
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2.4.1 ‘Star-making’ and exploitation strategy 

Reality based talent shows are unique in the way they make it possible for commercial exploitation 

in the creative industries due to the intellectual proprietary interest in the participants and the 

various copyrights attached to their performances (Cvetkovski, 2015). The music producers of 

programmes such as X Factor are in the business of commercially exploiting the most talented (or 

popular) participants so as to create as many chart-topping stars as possible and one can argue that, 

the on-going season works as a marketing campaign for the next winner of the programme. In the 

case of X Factor, it is a part of the agreement that, besides providing the prize of the programme3, 

Sony Music Entertainment gets an option to sign the X Factor finalists in a limited period of time 

after the end of the programme, which makes them able to freely choose between which 

participants, beside the winner, they want to bring into their roster. 

It is expected that the participants will do well in the market because (a) the audience 

(consumer) has voted for their favourite performer and (b) the participants have already been 

guaranteed massive exposure through the media (Cvetkovski, 2015). X Factor therefore serves well 

as a risk minimization strategy for the record label and the relationship between Sony Music 

Entertainment and the rights holders seems like a clever business model because it lets Sony Music 

Entertainment add an artist or more to the roster that already got a lot of attention and hype, all very 

cost efficient compared to signing a new artist that has not been exposed to that level of media 

coverage. 

However, the idea of participating on a talent show as a guaranteed route to fame and 

commercial success is generally not supported, and it applies only to a minority of participants 

(Gunter, 2014). Below it displays 9 charts that serve to show how participants in Denmark have 

performed in the music industry after their feature in the X Factor programme. Their performance is 

measured as the sales volume of the three finalists from each season since 2008. The winner is blue, 

red is the runner up and green is third place. The sales performance is measured as total number of 

‘units’ sold4. 

                                                        
3 It has to be noted that the prizes have changed through the years. To get a complete overview of the 

winning prizes see Appendix 2 

 
4 The total units consists of the single streams, album streams, physical albums sold, subscriptions and 

downloads that all tracks and albums from each participant has accumulated since their participation in the 

programme. 
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Figure 3: Sales performance 2008-2015
5

 

 

 

One has to be careful when interpreting this data and it should be noted that with the arrival of new 

technologies and the disruption that has been in the music industry, a lot has happened to music 

sales since the earlier seasons. The changes in sales have mainly been due to an increase in 

streaming and download services (IFPI, 2015), but further explanation remains outside the 

boundaries of this study. What can be interpreted from the charts above, is that they show two 

interesting tendencies, one is that almost all finalists seem to have declining sales, already starting 

from the year following their participation. Like mentioned before, reality television does not lend 

themselves to repeat viewing (Hill, 2005) and participants can quickly become yesterday´s news, 

thus record labels will be keen to act fast when a new winner is found. Part of the strategy for them 

is to ‘milk the cow’ as soon as they have a popular creative product and time is therefore of the 

essence (Caves, 2000) when realising the potential of new X Factor winners or finalists. For many 

of the participants only the first release is being giving the initial ‘push’ from the record label, and 

                                                        
5 The data is connected to the artist name or group that participated in the programme. Some of the finalist 

did not release anything after the programme and therefore had zero sales. 
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Sony Music Entertainment will soon after focus on the next winner to gain as much from these as 

possible. 

Second is that, it is not given that the winner will perform the best after the programme is 

over, and the runners up tend to do, if not just as good, sometimes even better than the winner. This 

shows the reality of the music industry and the uncertainty of the music market. Flops will occur 

despite being voted the best in a music competition. Flops are part of the music industry, even more 

so than hits and the output of X Factor is still cultural gambles (Cvetkovski, 2015). Danmarks 

Radio’s Entertainment Director Jan Lagermand Lundme sums this up by arguing, it is not 

unrealistic but neither given, that participants will achieve a long term musical career because they 

won the X Factor. He points out the music industry is tough and requires hard work and once you 

have won you are on the same terms as everyone else and therefore nothing is guaranteed 

(Politiken, 2013). 

Above shows that, X Factor is a great example on a cross-collaboration model in the creative 

industries that forms new business models to cope with the uncertainty of the market in times where 

the music industry has been ripped apart by technological developments. 

 

2.5 X Factor popularity on screen and online  

The Danish edition of X Factor has experienced great popularity since it first aired in 2008 and its 

success has been celebrated several times in the Danish television industry, lately at TV Prisen last 

year, where it won for ‘best entertainment programme’ (Obitsø, 2015). Audience ratings are high 

and new forms of social media have made a happy marriage with the programme, which only adds 

to its popularity. It is therefore no surprise that the programme will open up for its 10th season next 

year. In order to show the programme’s popularity and the enormous attention the participants are 

presented with, the next section will briefly give an account for its massiveness in terms of viewers 

and how such a viewer base influence the popularity of the participants while the programme is 

running. 

 

2.5.1 Ratings and share 

When the first season of X Factor Denmark aired in 2008, 2.2 mio. people tuned in to watch the 

finale, which was the biggest amount of viewers in any entertainment programme ever in Denmark 

(Pedersen, 2008). The following season was even more successful when additional 75.000 people 
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watched the finale (TNS Gallup TV-Meter, 2009), and is today still the peak of the Danish X Factor 

history. 

 

 

 

 

 

When looking at the total history of X Factor in Denmark, the average viewers that tune in to an 

episode of the programme is 1.62m for the performance part of the programme, and 1.74m in 

average watch the eliminations of the programme that follows (Figure 4). This success, viewer 

wise, kept on for the following years, but have the last three years seen a decline in average viewers 

going from 1.87m in 2010 to 1.38m in 2016 (Figure 4)6. The recent year’s decline in television 

viewers in the Danish market is argued to be due to many of the viewers having cut down their 

consumption of traditional flow-television in order to make room for the streaming services in their 

daily television habits (DR Medieforskning), but this discussion remains outside of the boundaries 

of this study. However, the share7 has been stable in recent years with 61%, which is high for 

television programmes in Denmark (DR Medieforskning). Thus, despite decline in viewers the 

programme has not seen a decline in popularity with the viewers watching Friday night television.  

                                                        
6 See Appendix 3 for average ratings data   
7 The percentage of television sets in use that are tuned to the programme. 
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When X Factor started the new season of 2016, 1.51m viewers were watching and it became the 

second most watched programme of all Danish television programmes that week (TNS Gallup TV-

Meter, 2016) and the finale ended with 1.6m watching the programme. This programme can 

therefore be argued to be one of the most popular television formats in Denmark, this is especially 

also apparent online. 

 

2.5.2 Online and social media  

Since last year, Danmarks Radio started to use all social media platforms in order to get their 

viewers to engage with the programme and has been successful thereof. The introduction of the 

Danish X Factor app expanded the viewer's experience with the programme providing an 

immediate extension of their engagement with the context of the programme. The app contained the 

opportunity to re-watch performances, watch behind the scenes material and play the 4th judge 

while voting for free. The App has been the most bought application in App store and has been 

downloaded more than 425.000 times (Christensen, 2015b). This resulted in immediately after 

introducing the app, Danmarks Radio saw more than double the votes for the first live show in 2015 

compared to the previous year with more than 330.000 votes. (Christensen, 2015a).  

Online X Factor is breaking previous records this year (2016) by having more than 400.000 

visits every week during the season (Christensen, 2016) as well as having more than 233.000 active 

Facebook users on the programme’s Facebook site. X Factor’s YouTube channel that also was 

introduced last year has had more than 10 million views of this season’s performances (Christensen, 

2016) compared to the 6,8 million views it had at the same time last year (Christensen, 2015b). 

Lastly, more than 50.000 users have followed the programme on snapchat and 55.000 on Instagram 

(Christensen, 2016) compared to last year’s 30.000 (Christensen, 2015b). 
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It is not only the programme that experiences high engagement with the viewers online, this high 

engagement is also seen on the social media profiles of the participants. To give a picture of the rise 

in popularity that is experienced by the participants, Figure 5 shows how the individual participant’s 

social media channels are performing in likes and followers as soon as they are announced as 

finalists, up until the finale. These graphs show two interesting tendencies. First, they clearly show 

the popularity of likes and followers are increasing every week the programme is running. 

However, this increase varies among the participants. The second tendency is that the popularity on 

social media does not always indicate who will proceed to the following week and eventually win 

the programme. See Appendix 4 for social media data. Together with the television ratings it clearly 

shows the attention that participants get during their feature on the programme has a profound effect 

on their popularity and visibility in the creative market. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: 

Facebook likes and Instagram followers 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

 

The next section will outline the methodological foundation of this study; how research was carried 

out and why specific methods have been selected. First the research perspective and strategy is 

stated followed by chosen methods of data collection and data analysis. Lastly, limitations, aspect 

of validity and generalisation are considered and an ethical review is stated. 

 

3.1 Research perspective and strategy 

Phenomenology is the study of subjective experience (Husserl, 1984), and this research philosophy 

has been adopted in order to understand, from the perspective of Danish X Factor participants, how 

they perceive the realities behind creative labour as a part of a real life setting in the creative 

industries. This study therefore places ‘the actor’s life-world at the heart of the analysis’ (Justesen 

& Mik, 2012, p. 62), which is useful when wanting to describe the motives and actions of these 

particular individuals. It is therefore not objective in its approach of the empirical data, and it aims 

to ignore any pre understanding of the phenomenon. Phenomenology seek to find out what the 

research subjects have in common as they experience this phenomenon (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 

2012), and through their shared experiences of participating the programme, it helps to understand 

this phenomena (Husserl, 1984). A researcher’s epistemology according to Holloway (1997) is 

literally the theory of knowledge, which serves to decide how the social phenomena will be studied. 

The authors epistemological position of the study that was undertaken can be formulated as: a) data 

is contained within the perspectives of people that were involved with X Factor as participants; and 

b) because of this the authors chose to engage with the participants in collecting the data. 

The authors have taken a grounded theory approach where the focus initially has been to 

unravel all the elements of experience (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in order to describe and explain the 

phenomenon of X Factor. While phenomenologists often refer to the lived experiences of the people 

in question, and data is often limited to interviews, grounded theorists seek to include all data 

sources that might contribute to the development of theories that explain how aspects of the social 

world 'works' (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest that such a comparative 

analytical method can be applied to social units of any size and using a technique described as 

‘constant comparison’ (Corbin & Strauss, 1990) the authors have constantly compared the empirical 

findings with the theoretical framework to study these elements and their interrelationships. As an 
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incident has occurred it has been compared against other incidents for similarities or differences to 

thereby find statements of common meaning. This approach supports the problem statement of this 

thesis, as it tries to understand the nature and meaning of how the participants have subjectively 

experienced their time within the social world of the Danish X Factor programme. 

 Furthermore, this paper takes an explorative case study approach in order to answer 

the overall research question. This through a systematic generation of theory from the data that 

contains both inductive and deductive thinking. The main premise of the research is therefore to 

investigate a specific phenomenon, in this case creative work dynamics within a televised talent 

show, and then provide general findings on the subject. What characterise a case study is that it is 

an empirical examination that deals with a single phenomenon, and according to Yin (2009) a case 

study design should be considered when the focus of the study is to answer a “how” question, 

which is coherent with the research question. 

 The overall focus is to understand and give insight in to labour market conditions of 

the creative industries through the micro case of X Factor, and the people that have been contracted 

to this creative project. The authors present a review of existing research on the creative industries 

in terms of, working conditions, creative careers and concepts such as emotional labour to give an 

overview of the work dynamics within this particular setting. The analysis is primarily based on 

data derived from interviews, together with the existing research in this field.  

 

3.2 Methods of data collection 

Qualitative data is the source of rich descriptions and explanations of processes in identifiable local 

contexts (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In this research the authors will make use of qualitative 

methods, which is ideal in order to understand the life world of particular people and understand 

‘the particular context within which the participants act and the influence this context has on their 

actions’ (Maxwell, 2013, p. 13). The empirical data of this study consists of a combination of both 

primary and secondary data sources. Primary sources have been obtained using qualitative methods 

such as interviews conducted with former participants of the X Factor programme, in order to 

explore the first hand circumstances surrounding with how the participants subjectively experience 

their work on a popular talent show. Also participant observation has been conducted on site at the 

studio in DR Byen. Secondary sources have been obtained to gain an in-depth knowledge about 

reality television, the X Factor programme and the complexities of the labour market within the 

creative industries. 
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3.2.1 Primary Sources 

This study is primarily based on data obtained from January to beginning of March 2016. The 

sources comprise of participatory observation and in depth interviews with participants and the 

production behind the X Factor programme, which complement each other. 

In terms of recruiting X Factor participants, the authors sought a mixture that would balance 

the following dimensions: representatives from all seasons, men and women, older and younger and 

lastly participants that had expressed good and bad experiences with the programme to the press. 

The authors were guided by these principles, but at times the direction would shift depending on the 

access to the different individuals and the method of approach was a continuous learning process, 

which is appropriate to a qualitative research project.  

All interviewees were picked out because of their progression to the live shows of the 

programme; every person was therefore between the last nine acts of each season they participated 

in respectively. This decision was made early in order to get responses from participants that have 

been ‘in action’ with the setup of the programme. The participants were carefully examined before 

being approached and contact lists were made in order to easily get an overview of the accessibility 

of all the participants taking part in the programme from 2008-2015. All the chosen participants 

were accessed through social media channels, except four of them that were reached on the 

production site during the on-going X Factor season of 2016. These were randomly chosen as it was 

uncertain which of the participants would be available on the day for the interviews. 

After some difficulties gaining access to former participants in the beginning, mainly due to 

reluctance to be associated with the programme again, it was possible to get respondents from all 

seasons since 2008, in which the goal for providing some longevity in the data was met. Kvale 

(2015) argues that neither too few nor too many respondents are ideal for a qualitative study and 

suggests that the limit of interviews depends on when the information coming from the respondents 

begin to saturate. The collection of data therefore stopped when the responses did not provide any 

new patterns in the data. The total of 20 interviewees that was conducted, were evenly divided in 

gender, and their age span from 15 to 56. This, to provide a spread in their experiences with the 

programme and to capture subjective experiences from people in different stages of their life. 

Besides the participants taking part in the live shows, the X Factor production was also 

approached in order to get more extensive knowledge of the X Factor set up. Among the people that 

were reached out to was, the head of production Suki Hangaard and Christian Overbeck who is one 

of the two responsible for guiding the participants during the programme. Additionally, a small 
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interview with the entertainment lawyer Anja Kempinski Nemeth was conducted, who is connected 

to the production BLU Aps, and also PR Manager, Maria Rugbjerg Hoppe from Have 

Kommunikation, that is in charge of PR and press related tasks involving the participants during 

their time on the programme. Lastly, a short interview with Contract Consultant Mikael Højris from 

DMF (Dansk Musiker Forbund) was conducted to get insight on the different arrangements the 

participants sign up for when entering the programme. 

 

3.2.2 Interviews 

To conduct the interviews with the participants a semi-structured interview guide was followed, 

which the literature agrees is suitable for explorative studies (Justesen & Mik, 2012). This, to allow 

the participants to freely express themselves from specified themes the authors had prepared 

beforehand. The interview guide covered several topics such as desire to do music, reason for their 

participation, working conditions, social relationships, intrinsic rewards, work-life balance, career 

development and post X Factor experiences. Like Kvale (2015) suggests, the authors urged to let 

the participants be specific about events and encouraged them to describe as accurately as possible, 

what they experienced and felt, and how they acted. Every participant was presented with the same 

open-ended questions in order to later compare their answers, and the answers would typically be 

followed up by improvised questions to further let the participants elaborate on their answers. Small 

hand written notes would be written down after the interviews in order to note initial impressions 

from the interview. The interview guide was revised after five interviews in order to improve the 

quality of the questions and remove unnecessary topics.  

Both authors conducted the interviews in Danish and the interviews lasted in average forty-

five minutes. The participants were individually interviewed mostly at non-work locations, but 

some were also conducted via Skype or telephone. In order to continuously obtain a full picture of 

the answers, all interviews were audiotaped, transcribed and computerized by both authors soon 

after the interview was made, except for one interview that was conducted via mail correspondence. 

The authors strived to put the participants in an easy-going environment and not let them be 

disturbed by other factors than the authors. As part of the phenomenological perspective, the 

authors were aware of the influence between interviewee and interviewer (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 

2012; Kvale, 2015). 
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3.2.3 Participant observation 

When researchers engage in participant observation they try to learn what life is like for an ‘insider’ 

while remaining, inevitably, an ‘outsider’ (Mack et al, 2005). From the beginning the goal was to 

get a look inside the X Factor production, as it would give a nuanced understanding on how it is to 

be a part of the programme, which the authors believed only can come from personal experience. 

After having gained access through contacting the production directly the authors got to observe the 

small community behind X Factor for four hours, and to follow their preparations for the show the 

following day. While visiting the studio in DR Byen the authors carefully made field notes of what 

was seen and an audio recorder was set to record the conversations in order to later be able to go 

through what happened and what was said during the stay. The authors also tried to engage with 

people as they encountered them spontaneously. One conversation with a staff member or 

participant would lead to another like a snowball effect and the authors were able to reach several 

people inside the studio with a connection to the X Factor production. The visit would also lead to 

small interviews with random participants in a room apart from the rest of the group, as they got 

available. After the trip to the X Factor studio, conversations from the audio recordings were briefly 

transcribed while noting interesting occurrences during the visit. The authors strived to objectively 

describe what was witnessed, which is required when obtaining data through participant observation 

(Mack et al, 2005) and it was important for the authors to walk a fine line between intimacy and 

detachment in the efforts to learn the ‘native point’ of view. 

 On a second trip to DR Byen the authors got to watch a full rehearsal of the show 

where the authors placed themselves close to the participants in order to follow their involvement. 

This made it possible to watch how they prepared for the evening's live recording of their 

performances, which gave an idea of how the setup was established and thereby a first-hand 

impression of which processes the participants go through in order to deliver their performances. 

This contributed to extending the knowledge about what the participants are doing on the 

programme and what circumstances they perform under. 

 

3.2.4 Secondary sources  

An extensive amount of desk research has been conducted through the whole research process in 

order to repeatedly evaluate the author's perceptions of the participants’ experiences, and to get the 

full picture of the X Factor programme. The secondary data was obtained from a various amount of 

sources such as publications, newspaper articles, blogs, websites and documentaries. Watching the 
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programme became a part of gaining knowledge about the behaviour of the participants, and all 

series of the television programme have been examined, where especially the final moments of the 

participation have been studied. 

This study takes advantage of some existing quantitative data in order to back up the 

primary data. Quantitative data is brought in to provide an overview of factors that influence the 

work mechanisms and career prospects within X Factor as a part of the creative industries. Sales 

data on former participants was obtained from M&I Service, the official supplier of music market 

data including digital consumption for IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry), 

which has been a regular partner for the entertainment business in Denmark, providing sales-, 

download- and streaming data from the major stores and digital music services. Television ratings 

was obtained from Gallup’s TV Meter, which collects daily viewer ratings in households with 

television and TV meters in Denmark, on the behalf of Danmarks Radio and TV 2/DANMARK 

among others. Furthermore, data from social media channels of the participants from the 2016 

season has been obtained on a weekly basis during the live shows, which started February 19th and 

ended April 1st. 

To understand the business ecology surrounding X Factor, the authors sought to gain insight 

by contacting Sony Music Entertainment, but were unable to gain access. Typically for the creative 

industries it can be hard to surpass gatekeepers, which made it difficult to gain information on this 

subject. To overcome the reluctance from Sony Music Entertainment, papers on talent shows and 

reality television were thoroughly examined in order to be able to gain knowledge about how X 

Factor functions in the creative industries, and particularly in the music industry. 

 

3.3 Data analysis approach 

The transcripts of the interviews were each read several times by both authors in order to gain a 

deep understanding of the data. As qualitative research can produce huge amounts of data, the data 

needs to be reduced into a way that can help to construct meaning. All the interviews and notes 

during the study would pile up to unmanageable amounts of text, therefore coding methods have 

been applied in order to sort out the raw data into ‘chunks’ of similar data, in so to more easily be 

able to pull out and cluster different chunks of data into patterns. Data collection is a selective 

process (Miles et al, 2013) and not all data was coded during the data reduction process, as the 

authors focused only on the most relevant data with respect to the research question. Miles et al, 

(2013) believe that coding is analysis, and during the coding phase of this research, the authors have 
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carefully sought to construct the meaning behind the data, while repeatedly comparing it to the 

theoretical framework. This by highlighting ‘significant statements’ sentences, or quotes that 

provide an understanding of how the participants experienced the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994)  

A three stage analysis of the data was carried out during the study and in the first stage each 

transcript was examined individually to sort the data out, using the key themes of the interview 

guide. In the second stage, the key themes were compared and contrasted in order to identify 

patterns between the transcripts. Finally, the emergent patterns from the entire data set were 

reassessed in order to interpret the relationship between the work dynamics of the X Factor 

programme and the subjective experiences of the respondents’ participation. 

For the coding process ‘descriptive coding’ has primarily been used in order to summarise 

in a word, the basic topic of a passage of the data (Miles et al, 2013), but also some ‘in vivo’ coding 

was used in order to describe what the participants said in their own language. The codes were a 

mix of structured codes and open codes. Structured codes were used to subdivide the codes in 

different stages of the participants’ journey through the programme, and open codes came to mind 

from reading through the data several times and then creating tentative labels for segments of the 

data to summarise what unfolded. For a list over the codes used, see Appendix 5. The findings are 

presented using narrative descriptions to outline the plots of human action and how the social action 

the authors witnessed unfolded. A note to this is that quotes by the participants may have been 

fixed, without changing the meaning of the quote, in order to make them linguistically correct and 

easier to read. Furthermore, matrices and networks have been created to visualise and display the 

findings. 

3.4 Limitations 

In order to investigate and analyse the research question, the research area must be defined and 

delimitated. This research set out to examine the subjective experiences of Danish X Factor 

participants, and therefore the main learnings are gained from the participants’ perspective. The 

business perspective is therefore based on the participant’s own interpretations and a few secondary 

sources. The focus has primarily been to account for their experiences in the beginning of the 

programme and during the live shows where they get to be a part of the core production of X 

Factor. This, in order to examine both their rationales for participation, and how they felt being part 

of delivering both a musical product and a television programme. This study therefore only 

examines creative work processes in relation to X Factor and the authors acknowledge that work 

processes can be highly differentiated between organisations. It is the unique environment of a 
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talent show that is set out to be examined in this case. When examining the moment of the 

eliminations, it is primarily the immediate reaction and medium-term experience that comes from 

failing to succeed in the programme that is analysed. 

The literature often has several names for the individuals that work in the creative industries. 

Through this study the term creative worker is used when assessing these individuals, and the 

respondents for this study are mentioned as participants throughout the case but are compared to 

creative workers when they go through to the live shows. This, as the authors argue they become 

professional workers, both in terms of their contractual obligations, but also because of the time and 

efforts they invest in delivering a creative product. 

3.5 Validity and generalisation 

As a basic foundation to achieve validity, the authors have strived to ensure that the research 

question is clearly written, and the question has been substantiated. A primary strategy for the 

whole research has been to include different data sources to cross check with the primary data. The 

authors have strived to reduce bias such as selecting subjects purposefully, or choose to only 

analyse data that is more likely to generate desired results. 

As a micro case on work dynamics in the creative industries and because of the special 

nature of talent shows it is difficult to generalise the findings to a broader level of the creative 

labour market. Ragin (1987) argues that case study approaches value understanding of complexity 

over generality. This is a commonly held conception and it supports the notion that case studies are 

less suitable for generalisation purposes. The goal is to expand and generalise theories (analytic 

generalisation) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalisation) when studying a case 

and while the case study does not represent a ‘sample’ (Yin, 2009), one study is therefore not 

enough to be generalisable. This case study of X Factor participants therefore offers the possibility 

to contribute with additional empirical findings to the understudied case of subjective experiences 

of creative workers within the creative industries, and seeks to add to the existing theories in this 

field. 

3.6 Ethical review     

The research of this study has taken ethical consideration into account e.g. securing permissions and 

the right to auto tape interviews were obtained prior data collection. In addition, all participants 

taking part in the X Factor programmes were offered confidentiality and some names, age and 

gender have been changed to protect privacy. Lastly, no illegal or ethically wrongful behaviour took 

part during the research of this study.     
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4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

The following section will review the academic building blocks of this study. The aim of this 

section is to understand the working conditions in the creative industries, support the analysis with 

tools from academic background and later examine the findings of this research in relation to 

existing knowledge. The theoretical framework will include a combination of existing theories on 

creative labour and reality television production as a branch of the theory on cultural production. 

First, research concerning issues of the creative labour market and the rationales for creative work 

will be reviewed, which maps the foundation for workers in these industries. Second, important 

studies made on working conditions in the creative industries will be reviewed, as these are 

valuable in explaining the subjective experiences of the X Factor participants under the 

circumstances of the creative labour market. In addition, the concept of emotional labour will be 

presented in order to analyse work dynamics related to television production. Lastly, former studies 

on coping with failure in a talent show context will be reviewed in order to later analyse the 

eliminations of the programme. 

 

4.1 The creative labour landscape 

When looking at empirical research on creative labour there has during the last decade emerged a 

substantial body of research on different fields and occupations within the creative industries, 

including television production and music performances, which has provided a fairly consistent 

picture of this particular working sector (Blair 2001; Ursell 2000; McRobbie 1998; Banks 2007; 

Hesmondhalgh & Baker 2011). Historically the creative workers have been overlooked in academic 

papers and Banks (2007) points out that in the past resided a common belief that the worlds of art 

and culture were outside the remit of economic analysis and that work in this field has been 

considered unimportant for the serious-minded scholar. The creative workers have therefore been 

avoided because cultural production has not been seen as ‘real work’ and that employment in the 

entertainment business such as music and television has often been understood as ‘fun’ rather than 

structured economic activity (Banks, 2007). 

It is difficult to find a clear and uniform definition of creative labour, and there is almost as 

many definitions as there are studies, especially as the future of all work is widely assumed to be 

adopting a creative industry model and thus becoming more creative, autonomous and personally 

rewarding (Florida, 2002). The same can be said about defining the creative worker and the 
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literature has shown several ways of defining these types of workers. Depending on the definition 

of creativity, the creative workforce can range from Richard Florida’s (2002) broad definition of the 

‘creative class’ to more narrowed down definitions of the creative worker (Alper & Wassall, 2006; 

Frey & Pommerehne, 1989). In Florida´s book ‘The Rise of the Creative Class’, he defines the 

creative class as the class that creates the most economic value through their creativity. He goes on 

to explain that the creative class can be broken up into two classes: the creative core and the 

creative professionals. The creative core is the class, which entails the most creativity and is defined 

by work carried out in order to create new forms or designs. Artists lay within this class together 

with other examples such as engineers, researchers, designers and architects. The work carried out 

by creative professionals is characterised by the ability to solve problems, and their jobs usually 

demand a high educational level. A critical point on Florida’s work is that he attaches creativity to 

special occupations, which limits the definition. Creativity is something that every person has in 

them, and it can be used in most occupations. Therefore, it is important to be careful when defining 

the worker in these industries, as creative work also can be found outside the core of the creative 

industries (Bille, 2012). An intuitive way to define an artist within the creative industries is using 

Frey and Pommerehne’s (1989, p. 146-147) eight criteria for determining when a person is an artist, 

and they are as follows: 

1.  The amount of time spend on artistic work 

2.  The amount of income earned by doing artistic activities 

3.  The reputation as an artist among the general public 

4.  The recognition among other artists 

5.  The quality of the artistic work 

6.  Membership in a professional artists’ association or group 

7.  Professional qualifications through creative education 

8.  The subjective self-evaluation of being an artist 

 

In Frey and Pommerehne’s review of the eight criteria above, they come to the conclusion that no 

right definition of the artist exists and no definition would qualify everywhere (Frey and 

Pommerehne, 1989). It should be noted that the most objective criteria are 1, 2, 6 and 7 because 

they do not directly relate to the quality of work. The more subjective criteria can lead to quite 

different results depending on which selection criteria that are used.  
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The creative industries are often considered to be a dual-labour market and Caves (2000) argued 

that the people that work in the creative industries belong to two different groups of workers and 

distinguished sharply between ‘humdrum’ and ‘creative’ inputs throughout his book ‘Creative 

Industries’. He defined the humdrum workers as those who deals with work activity such as 

technical or routine work in the market and the opposite are the creative workers (e.g. the ‘artist’, 

the ‘actor’, the ‘musician’ etc.) who are the creators of the artistic products, and are located in the 

centre of the creative labour process. Essentially creative work refers to the act of labour within the 

process of cultural production (Banks, 2007) and creative workers can be seen as those who are 

mainly responsible for the production of ‘symbolic goods’, ‘experience goods’ or sometimes just 

called ‘texts’, (Bilton, 2007; Caves, 2000; Hesmondhalgh, 2013). These descriptions of the outcome 

of creative work can be understood as products such as music or a television programme ‘whose 

value is contained not in physical properties or even in intangible qualities, but in symbolic 

meanings - ideas, images, emotions and experiences’ (Bilton, 2007, p. 138). 

 

4.2 The creative labour market - main characteristics 

The creative labour market differs in some areas from traditional labour markets and a number of 

studies on creative labour have tried to explain the mechanisms of the market, based primarily on 

survey data, which have generated some clear findings (Towse, 1992, Menger 1999, 2006). Menger 

(1999, p. 545) generally paints an unattractive picture of the creative labour market in his review of 

the sector. While this paper was written in 1999 it still works as a cornerstone in the literature and 

some of his main findings on creative work are compiled below: 

 The artistic workforce is on average younger than the general workforce; they are educated 

and place themselves in concentrated clusters around bigger cities. 

 The workforce appears to be growing 

 The rates of self-employment are high, the rates of unemployment are higher, and rates of 

several forms of constrained underemployment, like non-voluntary part-time work, are 

higher. 

 Earnings are very unequal 

 Artists are often multiple jobholders so they can cope with the high risk of unemployment in 

the field. 

 Artists earn less than workers in adjacent occupational categories whose workers have 

similar education, training age and other human capital. 

 Work is irregular 
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 Career prospects are uncertain  

 Contracts are short-term 

 ...and there is little job protection 

 

The creative labour market is often called a precarious market, this meaning that employment is 

uncertain, unpredictable, and risky from the worker’s point of view. In the creative industries there 

is a high uncertainty of demand, also known as the ‘nobody knows’ principle. It therefore becomes 

difficult to forecast if a song becomes a ‘hit’ or an artist ‘breaks through’ and the reaction to e.g. a 

new song or artist is unknown beforehand and not easily understood afterwards (Caves, 2000). This 

uncertainty reverberates throughout the industry down to the everyday activity that the creative 

workers participate in. As Menger (1999, p. 560) notes, 'uncertainty plays a major role not only 

during the early part of a career but throughout the whole span of the professional lifespan'. 

In recent decades there has been a dramatic increase in precarious work due to factors such 

as globalisation; the shift from a manufacturing based sector to a service sector, and the spread of 

information technology. These changes have created a ‘new economy’, which demands flexibility 

in the workplace and has caused a dramatic increase in precarious work, together with a decline of 

the standard employment relationship (Fudge & Owens, 2006). Precariousness in relation to work 

can be described as poorly paid, insecure, unprotected, and making it hard to support a household. It 

includes all forms of insecure, contingent, or flexible work, from illegal, casual and temporary 

employment, to home working and freelancing (Oakley, 2009). Musicians for instance, can be 

described as precarious in their self-employed status, even though a small minority of all musicians 

may make a large amount of money. 

 

4.3 Oversupply of labour 

Much of the features mentioned above are an effect of the oversupply of creative labour that exists 

in the market (Menger, 1999, 2006; Miegé, 1989). Despite his research being from the 1970’s, 

Bernard Miegé’s work gives a great picture of creative labour in the complex world of the creative 

industries. He showed that creative workers are underpaid due to an excess supply of creative 

labour, which takes the form of different vast reservoirs or pools of non-professional cultural 

workers. He claims that wages are kept down because of the mobility and availability of creative 

professionals between different fields (Miegé, 1989). These features have been documented for so 

long that oversupply of creative labour appears to be permanent and may act as a real structural 
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condition of the unbalanced growth within the arts (Menger, 1999; Miegé, 1989). This excess 

demand of workers indicates that far more people seek to enter and train themselves careers in the 

creative industries, than these can employ. When so many wish to be a part of these industries, it 

makes the price for creative work drop significantly and the low payment of creative work for the 

many hopefuls is one of the toughest properties of the creative industries to deal with, which 

eventually make people burn out before they even get a foot inside. 

Many circumstances have had an influence to why there is an excess supply of creative 

workers in the steady growing creative industries. Some of the most momentous factors that have 

contributed to this condition can be traced back to the steady growth of federal and local 

government subsidies in Europe through the 70s and 80s, which created a rapid expansion in the 

creative employment sector. Furthermore, has urbanisation, increasing educational level, a rise in 

incomes, more leisure time and public support all contributed to the increasing labour force 

(Menger, 1999). The technological advances during the last couple of years have also made it 

possible for a whole new wave of creative jobs and functions to emerge in e.g. broadcasting, new 

media and advertising industries. Technological innovations have in addition to this made it easier 

to create and distribute artistic creations, which have resulted in an increase of the productivity, 

growing the competition among the creative workers, and made a declining control over entry and 

professional practice through the traditional value chain (Menger, 1999). 

With many entrants it will be hard to find a ‘chair’ to fill or a scene to perform on, and a 

great amount of the aspiring creative workers will find themselves in the bottom of the market. The 

fact is that distribution of income is very skewed from bottom to the top in the creative industries 

(Hesmondhalgh, 2013; Rosen, 1981). Already in 1981 Rosen stated that the creative labour market 

was skewed where only a few dominated the entire market. He explained that it was not uniquely 

connected to the creative industries but that it can be compared to an oligopoly in any other 

industry. Rosen (1981) investigated the economic activity surrounding superstar artists in his work 

‘The Economics of Superstars’ and characterises the superstars as a small concentration of 

individuals with high income in the market. Following standard theory, it is suggested that people 

with above average talent should earn more because their product would be more preferable by the 

consumers. However, this is not always the case, as preference alone is not enough to explain the 

economics of superstars. Rosen (1981) therefore introduced the ‘box office appeal’ as an important 

phenomenon when understanding the economics of superstars - this explained as the ability to 

attract an audience and generate a large volume of transactions. The ‘box office appeal’ is however 
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hard to measure and it is very difficult to determine when an artist possesses this attribute. Rosen 

(1981) goes on to explain that an access to mass distribution channels and technology is more likely 

to offer a better explanation as to why certain artists obtains high incomes, and states that this 

perhaps means more to success than the level of talent (Rosen, 1981). 

One of the most important findings in the work by Rosen (1981) is that those who ‘fail’ in 

the creative industries do not necessarily leave the market, but instead choose to continue fighting 

for a spot, despite the harsh competition caused by the overflow of creative workers. It can 

therefore be argued that the oversupply of labour is not only due to institutional changes, but also 

due to the creative workers themselves. 

 

Despite the evidences of low return from vocational creative work and of the high degree of 

income inequality, artists are not deterred from entering such an occupation in growing 

numbers (Menger 1999, p. 553). 

 

Menger considers that it is the best to maintain an excess amount of workers in the creative industry 

in order to maintain a high quality of art and claims ‘it is in the interests of society at large to 

nurture an oversupply of creative workers so as to have the best possible choice of talented 

workers’ (Menger 1999, p. 570). However, the choice of living with the aforementioned uncertainty 

and unattractive features of the creative labour market has made scholars wonder why the creative 

workers are willing to take on the risk that follows by doing so. When there is so much uncertainty 

and competition in this field it comes close to ask why this excess amount of workers value a 

creative occupation higher than securing themselves with a regular job and a fixed income. It can 

only be assumed that the creative workers are longing for other things than monetary rewards when 

pursuing a work life in the creative industries. 

 

4.4 Longing for creative work 

Several papers have tried to come up with an answer to why these industries continue to be 

oversupplied and why people have such a desire for doing creative work (McRobbie, 1998, 2006; 

Menger, 1999, 2006; Ursell, 2000). Menger does a good job in finding some general explanations 

for this desire, which is consistent with much of the work on this topic. He distinguishes between 

three different rationales for entering the industry: the first argument is the ‘labour of love’ 

explanation (Freidson, 1990), the second considers that the creative workers might be ‘risk-lovers’ 
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and the third explanation claims that creative work gives a sort of ‘psychic income’ or 

psychological nonmonetary rewards (Menger, 1999). 

 

4.4.1 Labour of love 

A distinctive, if not unique feature of the creative industries is the degree of enthusiasm and even 

love workers show for their work. Labour of love is explained as the creative workers, or symbol 

creators, having a ‘calling’ of potential fulfilment (Freidson, 1990). The care that creative workers 

put in their work, also known as 'art for art’s sake', is what distinguishes the creative industries from 

other industries (Caves, 2000). Workers from every level of the value chain in industries such as 

music and television care about originality and are often driven by intrinsic motivation, where they 

are willing to settle for lower wages than offered by humdrum jobs (Caves, 2000). The creative 

workers essentially care about their products and find great pleasure being involved in the creation 

of products that they can be proud of (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). Both studies by McRobbie 

(2002b, 2007) and Ursell (2000) suggest that cultural labour can be dubbed 'passionate work'. 

McRobbie (2007, p. 1) describes the passionate attachment that such people have to their work as ‘a 

space of romantic idealisation perhaps more rewarding than personal relationships’. In Ursell’s 

research (2000; 2006, p. 161) on television workers, she showed how ‘pleasure, self-expression, 

self-enterprise and self-actualisation seem to be at the heart of explanations of why people want to 

work in media and the creative industries. This love for such a high-risk occupation comes with 

ambivalent experiences, and later it is explained that this personal attachment to work also has some 

important consequences. 

 

4.4.2 Risk-lovers 

It is argued that creative workers belong to a class of risk-taking individuals who are willing to 

trade off a small chance of getting the big financial reward for a much larger chance of low earnings 

(Alper and Wassall, 2006). Their choice of entering the market can be compared to participating in 

the lottery (though success and failure is less arbitrary than in a lottery) (Hesmondhalgh, 2013), and 

it can not be ruled out that people overestimate their chance of ‘making it’. The odds have for many 

years stalled around an 80/20 chance of ‘breaking through’ where the majority are failures that 

never make it into the industry (Caves, 2000). Creative workers are often keen to ask themselves 

“why not me?” and firmly believe that someday they will succeed to become a ‘hit’, whilst only the 

minority do. Creative workers are argued to be setting up a ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ a phrase 
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coined by Robert Merton (1948, p.195) to mean ‘a false definition of the situation evoking a new 

behaviour which makes the original false conception come true’. This belief in a particular outcome 

may indeed cause that outcome to be realised, even if the belief itself was initially unfounded, or 

even false, and it is that hope that many creative workers cling to. 

The explanation for much of the attraction of the creative industries has to do with the 

highly visible and fabulous ‘F’ rewards that are available in these industries - fame, fortune and 

fulfilment (Mathieu, 2012; Menger, 1999; Ursell 2000). The temptation for these prestigious 

rewards and social recognition may lead upcoming creative workers to engage in this ‘occupational 

gambling behaviour’ (Menger, 1999). It suggests that creative workers are entering the creative 

industries knowing that it comes with a high degree of uncertainty and the chance of becoming 

successful is limited, which implies that they are prepared to accept the risk of failure. 

 

4.4.3 Psychic income  

Creative workers that remain in creative jobs despite all the downsides of the creative industries, 

gain something else that make them keep choosing the working life of a creative worker. The 

income that the creative worker could expect to draw from a non-artistic occupation, according to 

their skills and qualifications, is likely being exchanged in return for psychic goods, often 

associated with autonomy, socialising, the possibility of self-actualisation, and potentially high 

degrees of recognition or even celebrity. 

In a sample of visual artists, Honey, Heron and Jackson’s work (1997) found that they 

would link success with the quality of their creative work, rather than their income. This led them to 

conclude that the careers of artists are different from others in that ‘psychic income’ is a main driver 

for creative work, rather than monetary rewards. Defined as the personal or subjective benefits, 

rewards, or satisfactions derived from a job separate from its objective or financial ones. This 

notion of the pleasure of doing creative work is a common finding of research into creative labour. 

Ursell (2000, p. 819) for example quotes one television cameraman saying, ‘I don’t do this for the 

money. If I wanted money, I’d work in a bank’. Some of these desirable features will later be 

reviewed. 

 

4.5 Careers in art  

Arthur et. al. (1989, p. 8) defined career as ‘the evolving sequence of a person’s work experiences 

over time’, where work experiences both can be the objective experiences (what one has done) and 
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subjective experiences (how it is felt). This definition fits very well with the emerging 

‘boundaryless’ paradigm, which characterises careers in the creative industries. Creative careers do 

not take the form of traditional organisational career patterns such as staying in one company to 

‘climb the ladder’ within the organisation. In the creative industries it is instead typical to have 

project-based or ‘boundaryless careers’ (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996), meaning that workers move 

between various employers to work on different projects in order to build upon their repertoire of 

work experiences and skills. Employees will in this case view their current firm, or project, to be 

having the right resources and scope for self-development at the time (Edwards & Wajcman, 2005). 

The term ‘boundaryless careers’ seems rather nonsensical as work, career and social life in general 

are only possible through the existence of boundaries (Gunz et al, 2007), but it is the concept and 

the metaphor behind it that becomes useful when explaining creative careers. As a label, it can be 

used to look at a number of tendencies that recur doing creative careers (Arthur and Rousseau, 

1996). 

Menger (1999) argued that the attributes of self-employed creative worker look very similar 

to that of an entrepreneur. They both show a deep commitment and have a strong sense of personal 

achievement from work, as well as the ability to set their own working pace. However, when the 

risk of making it, all is in the hands of the individual alone it can induce the pressure of getting it 

wrong and the feeling of only been given one chance can provoke feelings of insecurity (Gill, 

2002). Menger (1999, 552) also recognises that this may be only ‘illusory independence and 

autonomy’ particularly for those outside the ‘inner circles’, who are trapped in a precarious 

situation (Gollmitzer & Murray, 2008). Most of the creative workers are located outside these inner 

circles and the oversupply of aspiring entrants makes creative careers fragile and hard to sustain 

over an entire lifetime. This leads to a sense of vulnerability and even disposability among many 

workers and it is not unusual that the creative workers burns out mid-career and choose another 

career path with a more stable income (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

With the absence of moving from one level to another like in other sectors, almost all 

mobility of creative workers is based on competition, and very intense competition indeed (Menger, 

1999). Stoyanova and Grugulis (2012) provided a concept called the tournament career which 

implies that gaining work in the creative industries is a continuous competitive process, with 

winners and losers, and that winning is not a state which is permanent, but merely temporal until 

'winning' another contract or job. They further showed that creative workers do not necessarily 

compete on a higher level after winning the first time, because the rules of the competition rarely 
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are transparent as well as the decision-making processes within the industries. Moreover, they are 

not necessarily justified or explained either, which again leads to uncertainty and makes the success 

very much dependent on the chance and luck of making it. 

While work in the creative industries is very much based on temporal projects and short-

term work agreements (Caves, 2000, Mathieu, 2012) the next contract is usually obtained through 

networking, hence networks circulate labour and thereby provide support and security in an 

uncertain market (Wittel, 2001). The creative worker will need to build upon their reputation from 

their peers, which is important when trying to build and sustain a career in the creative 

industries.  This is often a continuous process that comes from both small talk during work 

processes within the project (Bechky, 2006) to grand prizes such as winning an Oscar in movies. 

Consequences of not participating in such culture and social events can mean that creative workers 

are being excluded from certain powerful cliques and not belonging to these means they do not ‘get 

a look in’ (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011, p.154) and miss a potential job opportunity. Ursell 

(2000) showed how freelancers largely organised their own labour market in terms of recruitment, 

referencing, discipline and hierarchical relations. There is a ‘much strengthened role for the self-

referential and partially closed occupational communities, which have always characterized 

television workforces,’ (Ursell, 2000, p. 807). Through networks, one must build a reputation for 

‘good work’ while nursing friendships and relationships that will offer recognition and 

opportunities for employment (Ursell 2000, p. 811-12). Banks (2007) accurately sums up how it is 

to pursue a career in the creative labour market: 

 

Workers must learn to navigate the precarious terrain of a more flexible economy that 

requires employees thrive on low or no pay, juggle multiple jobs and ‘projects’, relentlessly 

self-promote and subsist as expendable labour often in contractual hock to large firms and 

multinationals - while always remaining alert to the possibility of being undercut or ‘let go’. 

(Banks, 2007, p. 36) 

 

4.6 Participation in reality television programmes 

In extension to these rationales for doing creative work, studies on television work have tried to 

give an explanation for people’s desire to participate in reality television programmes. These 

studies suggest that people have various individual reasons for appearing on television (Andrejevic 

2004; Gamson 1998; Grindstaff 2002; Syvertsen 2001) and the reason why ‘ordinary people’ want 
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to be put in extraordinary circumstances are diverse. In her research on talk shows Grindstaff 

(2002) found that motivation is typically mixed for people that want to appear on television and 

their decision to participate is the result of multiple influences. Talk shows as well as talent shows 

‘afford people the opportunity to try on celebrity status, to travel in style, to explore previously 

untapped performative talent, even to fantasise about launching professional careers’ (Grindstaff, 

2002, p. 163). This is consistent with Syvertsen’s (2001) research of the Norwegian dating 

programme ‘Reisesjekken’ in which he found that the motivation for participating was not only a 

mix of the person's own internal motives, but also the external surrounding environment which the 

person was located in. Suggesting that a participant’s motivations are not always or only their own. 

Syvertsen (2001) found that three categories of individual motives that would explain why people 

would sign up for a reality television programmes: 

1.  First there would be the instrumental motives related to the genre, which would be the final 

outcome or the winning prize at the end of the programme - for example winning a record 

deal in a talent show. 

2.  Some participants also do it for expressive motives, which is about participating for the 

‘experience’ itself and to do something out of the ordinary. 

3.  Lastly some people would join a programme because it is broadcasted on television, so the 

very act of being on television and all the attention that follows would be the main driver for 

participants to sign up. 

 

In addition to this, Grindstaff (2002) found that some participants find it difficult to articulate 

precisely what their motivation is and others find that their reasons shift or change over time, which 

indicates that participants may hold multiple motivations simultaneously, and justification for their 

appearance, for themselves as well to one another. ‘It is to suggest, however, that guests’ 

motivations are not always or only their own’ (Grindstaff, 2002, p. 161) and there are often several 

kinds of ‘circumstances’ which push or drive people to enter television programmes. For most of 

the cases in Syvertsen’s research, participation was a result of a process involving other people, 

such as colleagues, friends and family, but also the production team of the programme. The 

participants would often be encouraged to join the programme and end up saying that ‘everybody 

thought I should do it’. Sometimes friends and family members would even sign up on the behalf of 

the person who got on the programme (Syvertsen, 2001). Davies and Mosdell (2001), who 

examined the ethical treatment of non-professional child actors in television programmes, found 
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that parents might be more enthusiastic about seeing their children on television than the children 

themselves. This encouragement from others would often be experienced as premature by the 

participants but still accepted as reasonable and ‘normal’. For some of the participants they would 

feel a high pressure from their peers, which was too hard to resist. Also the pressure from the 

production team could sometimes be so high that the participants would feel as if they were forced 

to join the programme (Syvertsen, 2011). 

Syvertsen (2011) concluded that a general acceptance from the participant’s social ties was 

needed to give final consent for participating, as it seemed to be a too big step to sign up to the 

programme on their own. Having a network of friends, family and colleagues etc. that encouraged 

them, or accepted that they signed up, therefore also seemed to be a main factor for participating in 

a reality television programme beside their own internal motives (Syvertsen, 2001). 

 

4.7 When art becomes work and work becomes art 

Banks (2007) noted that together with the general lack of attention to the creative workers there has 

neither been put much emphasis on the individual subjectivity in the creative workplace. While 

there are plenty of papers covering careers, working conditions and labour market issues in the 

creative industries, there is not much research done on the creative workers as individuals or how 

these workers feel about, or subjectively experience their jobs. Hesmondhalgh & Baker (2011) have 

however, begun to fill in this gap using qualitative data to analyse the emotional responses of 

creative workers during their work in the creative industries. They found that creative workers 

experience many forms of distress and anxiety, as a result of the aforementioned working 

conditions, but at the same time they show that the creative industries never fail to offer elements of 

intrinsic rewarding work. What generally seems to be the common denominator for many of the 

papers on creative work is that it contains ambivalent experiences to work in the creative industries 

(Banks, 2007; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; McRobbie 1998; Ursell 2000). Recent research has 

shown that most creative occupations have higher than average levels of life satisfaction, 

worthwhileness and happiness than employment in general, although creative occupations also have 

higher average levels of anxiety (Fujiwara et al, 2015). Satisfaction and dissatisfaction are often 

intertwined in these industries and Hesmondhalgh & Baker (2011, p. 222) neither celebrate nor 

denounce the creative industries in their book. Instead, they point out that ‘we need to hold on to the 

ambivalence of creative work’ as the creative industries are made up of countless entities and 
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institutions, each with different approaches to managing creative labour, which vary the experiences 

of creative work from workplace to workplace. 

 

4.7.1 Seeking full potential  

Self-actualization, as denoted in psychology studies, means man's aspiration to achieve goals and 

fulfil his potential. It can be seen as a continuous process of emotional and mental growth, learning, 

and maturing which only can be realised by one’s own actions. Expressing one's creativity, the 

pursuit of knowledge, and the desire to give back to society are such examples of self-actualization. 

The term was coined by Kurt Goldstein (1940 cited in Modell, 1993, p. 44) who explained that it is 

the organism's only real motive and ‘to actualize itself as fully as possible is the basic drive... the 

drive of self-actualization’. The concept of self-actualization is maybe best known for its top 

placement in Maslow's hierarchy of needs, and Maslow (1943, p.383) explained self-actualization 

as ‘the desire to become more and more what one is, to become everything that one is capable of 

becoming’. Goldstein’s interpretation of the concept is being used in this paper in a much more 

specific and limited way, and Maslow felt that self-actualization could only serve as a motivating 

force for human action if all other needs had been satisfied first. 

Hesmondhalgh & Baker (2011) used the term self-realisation, which is closely linked to 

self-actualization, and argued that people’s sense of fulfilment and development over time is 

extremely important. In their book, self-realisation in relation to creative labour refers to work done 

by the creative worker that contributes to a feeling that they are ‘developing, flourishing, achieving 

excellence in forms of work activity that is valuable’ (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011, p.140). They 

found that creative labour offers genuine possibility for self-realisation and creative workers find 

ways of fulfilling their potential and developing their talents through their creative occupation, and 

this often gives them a sense of purpose and meaning in their lives. Their work indicated that the 

occupation the workers ended up with often involved talents or enthusiasms from their childhood. 

Examples were the overly dedicated music magazine editor that had always wanted to be a 

magazine writer and the jazz musician than in an early age ‘was in no doubt’ that he wanted to be a 

musician. They both showed a sense of personal growth underpinned by their love for their 

occupation. For others the challenges within a creative job allowed them to develop self-confidence 

and despite the challenging working conditions of the creative industries, many creative workers 

seem to achieve states of pleasurable absorption from the complexity and challenge afforded by 
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their work, at least some of the time, and the consequence of this can lead to great sense of 

satisfaction (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

 

4.7.2 Self-identification with work    

Creative labour demands a high degree of personal investment from the workers (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011), which makes their sense of self become strongly invested in their work (Rowland & 

Handy, 2012) and for many creative workers, work become a way of life rather than a job. The high 

degree of personal investment can come with both positive and negative emotional consequences. 

It can be highly satisfying to do work that comes from one’s own imagination and self, 

which is particularly prominent in creative work due to the strong expressive and aesthetic elements 

involved (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011). The positive and negative experiences of quality of 

creative work are intensified by the fact that creative products are highly visible in the public and 

available for everyone to evaluate. Creative workers mostly have their name assigned to their work 

and the close connection of oneself to one’s creations make the creative worker rise and fall with 

the success of his work (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). Satisfying and rewarding work involved in 

the creation of good products is intermingled with the importance of communicating with an 

audience, and successful creative workers attain pleasure from seeing their products have a 

significant impact on their audiences and the industry they work in (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 

2011). This ability to feel ‘as though one’s work has had a significant effect not only on one’s 

peers, but attitudes within society as a whole’ is one highly desirable characteristic in the creative 

industries (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011, p.188).  

In contrast, the feelings towards the end product can also be of great frustration and 

disappointment, when it is not well received by the public. Blair (2001) argued that in this business 

'one is only as good as their last job' and with a high degree of identity bound up with one’s jobs, it 

can be very hurtful for one’s self-confidence as the uncertainty in the market and the high rate of 

failure makes it almost impossible not to run into times with critical reviews and negative feedback. 

Mediocre, hurried and constrained creative products are a common feature of cultural production, 

and being part of it can provide a sense of purposelessness when having invested a lot of emotions 

into creating the products (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). Self-doubt and the feeling that someone 

out there can do a better job is not unusual in a business with many players and it is common that 

creative workers experience anxiety, insecurity and individualised shame in a field where one is 

judged on what you produce (Blair, 2001). For many musicians it is only during live performances 
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that anxieties about the significance and quality of their work can be resolved (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011). It can therefore be assumed that quality of the end product provides a sense of 

meaning and purpose in creative work, but this notion of good quality is co-created with the 

audience that receives it. 

 

4.7.3 Creative control  

An important benefit from working with creative products and expected by the workers in the 

creative industries is the relative autonomy that usually follows taking this career path. Christman 

(2015) described autonomous as: 

 

...to be one's own person, to live one's life according to reasons and motives that are taken as 

one's own and not the product of manipulative or distorting external forces. 

 

Autonomy is an important concept for work as a whole, and perhaps especially for creative work. 

Hodson, (2001) examined professional craft workers, which jobs depended highly on daily exercise 

of autonomy in relation to work priorities, tools and techniques. He found that the workers in these 

jobs reported greater levels of job satisfaction and creativity at work than other types of 

occupations. Autonomy often leads to job satisfaction because ‘employees welcome a sense of self-

organisation; for when individuals organise their own work it becomes more meaningful’ (Knights 

and McCabe, 2003, p. 1588). In accordance with Hodson (2001), Hesmondhalgh & Baker (2011) 

argued that creative workers seek forms of autonomy just like the craft workers. Many creative 

workers value the freedom that follow with autonomous creative work much higher than the, in 

their eyes, repetitious nine-to-five work of other jobs and creative workers often see autonomous 

work as a refreshing contrast to ‘ordinary’ work (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). Workers in these 

industries are tempted by experiences that is out of the ordinary and one can argue that the effort to 

build a career under the circumstances of the creative industries is an ‘attempt to make-over the 

world of work into something closer to a life of enthusiasm and enjoyment’ (McRobbie, 2002a, p. 

523), where autonomy becomes an important part of meeting that goal. 

However, nearly all creative workers experience the constraints that are imposed on them in 

the name of profit accumulation when art meets commerce (Hesmondhalgh, 2013). For managers, 

control is needed in order to deliver creative products; it therefore becomes an on-going negotiation 

with the creative worker to organise for autonomy and creativity. This can be very difficult, 

especially when talking about creative inputs such as musicians, actors etc. who demand a ‘free’ 
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working space. Townley and Beech (2010, p. 7) described this challenge as trying to achieve ‘the 

inherent tension between the freedom to be creative and keeping this creativity within manageable 

and productive bounds’. To overcome this challenge, it therefore becomes a balancing act between 

giving the freedom to be creative and taking control in order to also be cost efficient, especially 

when time is of the essence in creative projects (Caves, 2000). Lampel et al. (2000, p. 263) argued 

that this is best achieved by building ‘creative systems to support and market cultural products but 

not allowing the system to suppress individual inspiration, which is the root of creating value’. 

Managers become an important part of building a creative system that steers towards such a goal 

and they will need to adopt ‘the seductive veil of ‘facilitator’ or ‘friend of creativity’’ (Banks, 2007, 

p. 72) in order to not inhibit the workers sense of autonomy.  

As mentioned earlier satisfaction of creative work (and work in general) includes a sense of 

development over time, and a feeling of being able to do autonomous work. ‘To be (or appear to be) 

in control of one’s destiny is what encourages workers to endorse the systems put in place to 

expedite flexible production’ (Banks, 2007, p. 55), if managers successfully implement a sense of 

autonomy, workers are more likely to take on additional tasks and duties. It is therefore not unlikely 

that the desire of autonomy and pleasure of doing creative work might only be conceived ultimately 

as tools of control and for encouraging self-exploitation by the managers apparent in the creative 

industries, as the ‘seduction of autonomy’ is argued to be powerful enough to bypass all the 

constraints and disadvantages of working in a highly uncertain and competitive field (Knights & 

McCabe 2003, p. 1613). The highly valued freedom the creative industries seem to offer is 

therefore also argued to often be a very complex type of freedom (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

It can therefore be assumed that autonomy is always limited because it requires control to 

deliver cultural products, and it can be argued that autonomy becomes a good excuse for self-

exploitation or the acceptance of the poor conditions within the industry for the workers. 

 

4.7.4 (Self-)Exploitation  

It is not unusual that creative workers would become so captivated by their art that they would push 

themselves to the limits of their physical and psychological endurance (Banks 2007; Hesmondhalgh 

& Baker, 2011; Ursell 2000) and it is generally believed that creative workers need to suffer to 

make great (er) art which may further encourage individuals to self-exploit. This is often expressed 

by increasing their workload (even on weekends), taking no holidays, work for free and the 

'bulimic' patterns of working in the creative industries, where times of non-work quickly can turn 
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into intense working schedules can have impact on health, sleep, diet, and social life (Gill, 2007; 

McRobbie, 2006). According to Banks (2007, p. 36), being a worker in the creative industries 

essentially means that:  

 

…one must do whatever is required to support commercial interests. It increasingly requires 

working longer or unsocial hours, taking onboard additional responsibilities, relocating 

according to company demands and certainly committing oneself to the commercial 

imperatives of the firm over and above non-work commitments. 

 

The passion to do creative work often becomes so high that the boundaries between work and life 

become blurred. This has long been a feature of the creative industries and following the rise of ‘the 

new economy’ it is also becoming visible in other industries (Pratt & Jarvis 2006). When life and 

art begin to merge it is not false to say that the love of art can lead workers to neglect the care of the 

self (Banks, 2007). Scholars have revealed that it is common to find self-employed creative workers 

such as fashion designers, musicians, television workers etc. who push themselves to their limit in 

order to not only satisfy their own passion for working creatively, but also to meet deadlines and 

contractual obligations imposed by others (Gill, 2002; McRobbie, 1998; Ursell, 2000). The on-

going personal project or company that the worker is indulged in often becomes the most important, 

and the industries can as such be very exploitative.  

McRobbie (1998) showed how difficult it was for young designers to survive in fashion and 

when working independently the creative workers would experience high levels of stress, 

exhaustion and were forced into patterns of self-exploitation way beyond what any employer could 

legitimately get away with. Some argue that it is the allure and glamour of the creative industries 

that leads workers to self-exploit (Banks, 2007) and Gibson (2003) found that dreams of future 

fame were often sufficient to make workers in the music industry keep on working under the most 

burdensome and oppressive of workplace circumstances.  

 

4.7.5 Work-life balance 

Research on work-life balance in the creative industries has pointed towards two general 

tendencies, one that creative workers tend to have long working hours and secondly that the 

workload can be very irregular. The extraordinarily long working hours and time pressure are 

among the most prevalent pressures of work for the creative worker and is a feature of the industries 

that is thoroughly documented (Banks, 2007; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; McRobbie, 1998, 
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2006; Ross, 2004; Ursell, 2000). Ross (2004, p. 9) argued that ‘new economy’ firms aimed to 

provide work cultures that ‘embraced openness, cooperation and self-management’ which he meant 

was closely connected to these long working hours and a serious breakdown of the wall between 

work and leisure. 

In the study of McRobbie (1998) she showed how young creative workers clearly identified 

the creative aspects of their work as the most important. The interest that the fine art world showed 

in the young designer’s work would legitimate her long hours ‘knitting away night and day’ in her 

studio. Long working hours are a result of the creative worker’s passion for their work and may be 

the outcome of creativity, self-expression, and opportunities for socialising in a field where 

'networking' is less about talking over the powerful in the business, than hanging out with co-

workers, friends and other people who share similar interests and enthusiasms (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011). 

Many creative workers frequently make no distinction between work time and leisure time, 

especially the young creative workers, and when life is taken over by work it can hurt social 

relationships. As Melissa Gregg (2011) argued; work is taking up a central position in the lives of 

many, threatening to displace our intimate relationships with partners, children and others. 

Rowlands & Handy (2012) compared the desire for working in a creative environment with an 

addiction. Their research found that creative workers described themselves as feeling compelled to 

repeatedly return to creative work even though they saw it as damaging their financial, physical and 

emotional well being. Furthermore, the literature suggests that the addicted person’s connections 

with family and friends can be damaged by the involvement with the addictive activity and in some 

cases the addicted person replaces relationships with a set of social relationship configured around 

the addictive activity (Orford, 2001, cited in Rowlands & Handy 2012). These relationships are 

often intense and highly rewarding for those involved. However, Rowlands & Handy (2012) point 

out that they tend to be more fragile than other relationships as they primarily link between those 

involved is the addictive activity. The next section will further review the social aspects of creative 

work.  

When the competition for a creative career is fierce, it is harder to gain access to 

employment because so many try to seek inside and there will be more variability in the level and 

schedule of work activity, which leads to that creative workers cycle more often from work to 

unemployment, or from arts work to arts-related or non-arts work (Menger, 1999, 2006). The 

massive ‘reservoir’ (Miège, 1989) and the growing numbers of entrants in this field therefore means 
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that in many cases workers are willing to work for free. The line between paid and unpaid work, 

between amateurs and professionals, is often hard to dismantle and many creative workers often 

spend years doing unpaid work before gaining entry into the business, this to provide the basis of 

reputation in order to get access to rewarding and fulfilling employment in the future 

(Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

In particular, the young workers are willing to work for free. McRobbie (1998) showed how 

several young designers had themselves gone through work experience programmes in which they 

did all the dogsbody work of the fashion designing process and other non-art work such as writing 

press material, being on reception and running errands. This while not being paid, but in return it 

gave them the needed work experience and a first step towards a creative career in fashion. Ursell 

(2000, p. 814) explained how a number of university students would ‘gift’ several weeks of free 

labour to production companies in the television industry in the hope of that ‘their gift will bring 

career returns in the future’. When many of these students later graduated from the university they 

would ‘persist in working for nothing or expenses only, or cash-in-hand, or very low pay’ which 

would result in ‘extremely low pay at the entry point to the industry’ (Ursell, 2000, p. 814-815). 

Working for free is only possible for some time, and at some point the creative worker will 

need to find a source of income. The deeply rooted culture of ‘working for free’ explained above 

and the mix of long hours of creative work means that money often needs to come from other 

places. This together with the general work insecurity amongst creative workers makes it necessary 

to take on second and third jobs to be able to get through the day economically (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011). A constant battle for the creative worker is to get enough time for their art while 

being able to economically survive in the industry. 

Multiple jobs are often considered a necessity for the creative worker and the sole purpose 

for having extra jobs is to get money and have an economical foundation for doing their beloved 

art. Throsby (1994) presented a ‘work-preference’ model of artist behaviour, where he argued that 

the driven artist’s principal objective is to maximise the time the person spends on art work, and to 

therefore take advantage of any earnings from non-art work to spend more time on art work. The 

model is built on the idea that most ‘workers are assumed to have a positive preference for leisure 

time and a negative preference for time spent working’ (Throsby, 1994, p. 69).  Like other studies, 

this paper shows that the satisfaction or desire to work in the artists' chosen field generally motivate 

them more than financial rewards. It should however be mentioned that this model only is a 

simplified representation of a very complex reality. 
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4.7.6 The social aspect  

There is a very strong culture of hedonism associated with many creative jobs and especially the 

social benefits in the creative industries add to the culture. Creative work can be highly 

collaborative and can be a source of pleasurable social interaction, friendship and even love 

(Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011), which can make up for much of the challenging working 

conditions such as bad pay and long working hours. Bechky (2006) described the creative 

environment of filmmaking as a temporary ‘total institution’ in which workers were put into a 

cloistered intense world, removed from their normal surroundings, to work and socialise 

exclusively with the team members for the duration of the project, which does not differ much from 

any other project-based work in the creative industries. The project nature of much creative work 

can often make it difficult to sustain relationships as creative workers only work together 

intensively for a limited period and are disbanded at short notice (Rowlands & Hardy, 2012). Most 

creative workers are therefore also aware of recognising the often short-term and context-dependent 

nature of the relationship (Bechky, 2006) 

Research has shown that amongst a varied set of rewards from this type of work, many 

creative workers claim that they gain a great satisfaction from working in project-teams with other 

creative workers (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; Bechky 2006). However, experiences of creative 

production and the difficult conditions under which creative work is carried out, together with the 

fact that creative workers spend much time together, may develop real friendships. These 

sometimes therapeutic relationships enable them to cope with the insecurity and precariousness in 

the industry during the time the project-based work is taking place (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011).  

Another social aspect of creative work is that many creative workers gain pleasure and 

satisfaction from the fact that others consider their jobs to be interesting, unconventional and even 

glamorous. Some of the most satisfying aspects of sociality for creative workers are unspoken 

moments of affirmation from audiences and other peers (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). Research 

has found that this social aspect help build confidence and sense of recognition (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011), hence work can enhance or diminish the worker’s sense of self-esteem, and related to 

this, their sense of others’ respect for them and recognition for their work.  
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4.7.7 Emotional labour 

Researchers have examined the issue of cultural production from a perspective that focuses on 

identity, subjectivity and affect as key features of creative labour (McRobbie, 2002b; Ursell, 2000; 

Ross, 2004; Gill, 2002). These authors see the investment of emotion and affect as a central part of 

the creative labour process and their research provides insight to why creative workers not only 

choose to live with the aforementioned highly precarious, poorly paid and exploitative working 

conditions in the creative environment, but indeed embrace them. 

Arlie Hochschild (1983, p. 7) defined emotional labour as ‘the management of feeling to 

create a publicly observable facial and bodily display’. This requires the worker ‘to induce or 

suppress feeling in order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind 

in others’. Hochschild (1983) presented an example of flight attendants, whose work besides their 

physical skills also needed mental skills in order to disguise feelings of irritation, discomfort and 

fatigue to make the airline passengers feel cared for and looked after. Their skills of being able to 

handle such emotions were therefore highly valued by the airline companies that hired these 

workers. A major problem that comes from this is that suppressing feelings can have a damaging 

effect in the long run and turn into an alienation of the worker’s true self and feelings. The theory 

on emotional labour can therefore also show how work in the creative industries can be a threat to 

autonomy and positive self-realisation. 

Emotional labour can be seen as an important concept for understanding the socio-

psychological dynamics of creative work and the pressure to deliver work that helps building one’s 

reputation has a strong impact on the individual's ability to carry out emotional labour 

(Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). If one wants to build up a network and a reputation, it is often 

necessary to put oneself in uncomfortable situations in order to get recognised. This cooperation 

with other people, that one may not like, is very important in order to get the contacts that lead to 

new contracts in the creative industries (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

Emotional labour is a big part of producing a creative product such as a talent show on 

television and emotions play an important role in creating television that audiences can relate to. In 

her book ‘The Money Shot’ (2002), Laura Grindstaff showed how emotion work is a requirement 

of the work made by talk show producers, and also how emotion work is required by the guests 

onstage to do well on the programme. This first type of emotion work concerns with how the 

producers display required emotions towards the participants and others in order to get ‘the money 

shot’, a term of pornographically character that Grindstaff (2002) borrowed to explain the moment 
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in reality television where participants show the strongest emotions, such as happiness or anger. It 

depends largely on the collaboration of guests for producers to succeed in eliciting the money shot 

through emotion management, but guests often also understand how important it is to perform well 

on screen in order to fulfil their expectations of what to receive out of their appearance, and most 

are quite adept at manipulating their own emotions (Grindstaff, 2002). 

Examining how producers make stars out of ordinary people, Grindstaff (2002) argued that 

the talk show gives a voice to the people who normally are excluded from the media spotlight, but 

reality is that the guests only are controlled to speak in certain ways and under certain conditions in 

favour of the programme. Once the participants have joined the programme they are not only part of 

the network of family and colleagues who ‘recruited’ them, but also the production team who wants 

to make the best possible programme. The primary goal of the reality programme is to collect 

money and get high ratings, but this goal can be difficult to achieve since success depends on 

unpredictable performances of ordinary people (Grindstaff, 2002). Producers therefore repeatedly 

convince participants that they will benefit in some way from participating. They know how to push 

the right buttons, and they work hard to develop a personal relationship with guests. 

There is also potential for the participants to get hurt as the rights of the participants always 

will come second (Syvertsen, 2001). Gamson (1998) simply described it as a part of the nature of 

show business, and it is the programme’s mission to exploit. In addition, Gamson (1998) pointed 

out that there are many dangers involved in television making for participants, as they can be 

manipulated, sometimes lied to, used and discarded. In worst case, the participants can sometimes 

be set up or ‘ambushed’ in order to get the required emotions. 

 

4.8 Coping with eliminations in reality television 

There have been several studies focusing on describing how people come to accept involuntary loss 

or failure in a variety of situations (e.g. Ball, 1976; Becker & Strauss, 1956) and in the recent year’s 

focus has been turned towards talent show competitions to examine how participants cope with 

being eliminated from such a programme (Van den Scott et al, 2015; Wei, 2016). When participants 

enter a talent show competition, they out their talent up for appraisal and the success or failure of 

participating can confirm or deny their own sense of self as well as identity among peers. 

Van den Scott et al (2015) analysed how participants in different competition based reality 

television programmes, including talent shows, are doing emotion work to try to save face when 

leaving the programme after elimination. Before entering a talent show competition, many 
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participants firmly believe they are talented (Wei, 2016), but as mentioned earlier, failing is the 

norm in the creative industries and only a few get to be successful. The ordinary participants of 

these programmes therefore use several psychological self-saving strategies to ensure themselves, 

and others, that they are still talented (Van den Scott et al, 2015; Wei, 2016). 

The research by Van den Scott et al (2015) showed how participants made sense of the 

moment when they were eliminated from the competition and how they seemed to manage their 

emotions as they contemplate their transition from reality television into the real world. They 

suggested that a specific form of emotion work emerged when participants were eliminated, which 

they would name ‘eulogy work’. This is due to the similarity of which eulogies frame a deceased 

person’s life and how the participants deal with connections of self on the programme when they 

transfer themselves to a post-show reality (Van den Scott et al, 2015). The reality programmes 

therefore become a metaphor for the life journey and life within the context of the programme and 

the elimination come to represent a ‘symbolic death’. The elimination can be seen as a loss of 

access to the resource of fame, followed by a return to their ordinary life, hence the participants exit 

becomes a moment of transition and loss. When participants are eliminated, eulogy work can 

therefore work as a reputation management tool in their last public moment to emotionally frame 

their time on the programmes and justify their symbolic death to themselves and their audience 

(Van den Scott et al, 2015). 

In explaining the different strategies in which the participants perform eulogy work, Van 

den Scott et al, (2015) partly use Goffman’s (1952) conceptual developing of ‘cooling the mark out’ 

as a framework for this transition. Goffman saw the practice of cooling the mark out as the self-

conscious application of a pervasive social mechanism, which is helping people to accept failure. 

The study of Van den Scott et al, (2015) revealed that, participants effectively use strategies to cool 

themselves out by publicly performing their own eulogy and framing their ‘symbolic death’ as a 

good ‘death’. 

Wei (2016) used Goffman’s cooling out strategies in his paper on auditioning vocalists in 

the American talent show American Idols. First strategy he examined was venting emotions. Wei 

explained that some participants would allow themselves ‘to explode, to break down, to cause a 

scene, to give full vent to his reactions and feelings, to ‘blow his top’’ (Goffman, 1952, p. 458). As 

an example, by directing such emotions at others who the participants believes unjustly caused their 

failure can possibly be a strategy to help regain face after not having succeeded. Another strategy 

used by the participants was minimizing significance and as the name suggests, the participant 
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would in some cases minimizing the significance of their investment in the competition (Wei, 

2016). Goffman (1952) argued that people would try to cool themselves out by making sure that 

they are not committed to the role they might lose, keeping their commitment secret to themselves 

and others. The last cooling out strategy that Wei addressed was: offering future opportunities, 

which according to Goffman (1952, p. 458) involved offering marks ‘a status which differs from the 

one he has lost or failed to gain but which provides at least a something or a somebody for him to 

become’. Wei (2016) claimed that by focusing on opportunities in the future, participants do not 

have to abandon the idea that they are talented and that their talent will someday be rewarded. 

In addition, Wei’s (2016) research showed that in order to save face, participants attributed 

their losses to reasons other than a lack of talent by using accounting strategies. Scott & Lyman 

(1968, p. 46) defined accounts as ‘a statement made by a social actor to explain unanticipated or 

untoward behaviour’, and generally there exist two types of accounts, excuses and justification, 

where either are used when a person is accused of having done something that is ‘bad, wrong, inept, 

unwelcome, or in some other of the numerous possible ways, untoward’ (Scott & Lyman, 1968, p. 

47). Excuses are used when one admits that the act he did was bad, but then denies full 

responsibility. An example is that of a soldier who would admit that the killing of other men was 

wrong or immoral, but then claims that he did it because he must obey the orders from his 

superiors. When people use justification, they accept the responsibility for their mishap, but deny 

that the act they did was ‘bad’. In this case, the soldier may admit that he killed other soldiers in 

combat, but then deny that he did an immoral act since those he killed were from an opposing army 

and hence deserved to die. 

In Wei’s paper (2016) he found two types of accounting strategies. The first strategy that 

participants used were judging idiosyncrasies and biases, since some participants would claim that 

judging procedures and standards made the judges’ ability to evaluate their talent unfair and 

inaccurate. Second strategy was unrealized potential, which helped participants save face by 

highlighting how their loss was not due to lack of talent, but rather that their talent was unrealised at 

that time. Hence, participants would blame minor temporary mistakes as why they did not perform 

to their full potential. 

In the literature, there has not been much focus on how people cope with having failed in the 

creative industries and it can be argued that cooling out and accounting strategies might be a useful 

concept for analysing workers striving and failing to realise their creative talents in the precarious 

environment of the creative industries. It is arguably hard to measure the effectiveness of these 
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strategies and to exactly know how much it really helps the participants to retain confidence. 

Neither the paper by Van den Scott or Wei analyse how the audience reacts to these strategies, 

which could provide a sign of if the participants really did save face. Furthermore, while it is called 

a strategy it refers to as if these last minute speeches are well planned, which is uncertain. It is 

though argued that losing still is a disadvantage on a larger social scale (Goffman 1963), and when 

recognition from peers and audiences is important for further success in the creative industries, 

creative workers do not favour a tarnished image. 

 

5. ANALYSIS 

 

The following chapters will present the empirical results about the experiences of participating in 

the Danish talent show, X Factor. The purpose of this analysis is to contribute to existing literature 

on the creative worker’s subjective experiences of the work dynamics in creative industries, which 

as previously mentioned, is an area that has only recently garnered attention by other scholars. The 

theories and concepts explained previously in the theoretical framework will shape the discussion of 

the findings. The main goal is to prevent creating a one-sided picture of the work experiences 

within this setting, and the overall discussion in the analysis revolves around the fact that creative 

work comes with ambivalent feelings, as positive and negative experiences often are intertwined in 

these industries (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

The first chapter sets the stage for the entire analysis as it examines the participants’ longing for 

creative work and their love for music, then discusses the rationales that impact their decision to 

sign up for the televised talent competition. The second chapter discusses how the participants 

experience the working conditions on the programme, with focus on the implications of media 

coverage, work-life balance, the core creative processes, and the social aspect of the programme. 

The third chapter draws in the concept of emotional labour in order to discuss how the participants 

experience being part of a television production. Lastly, an analysis on how the participants cope 

with being eliminated will be conducted. 
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5.1 Entering the lottery 

Competing for a spot in the X Factor programme is similar to competing for a job in the creative 

industries. When going against tough odds and joining the ‘pool’ of thousands of hopefuls, the 

participants exhibit ‘gambling behaviour’ which is a common trait in the creative industries 

(Menger, 1999). Just like careers within the creative industries, X Factor can be seen as a 

tournament with winners and losers whose outcomes are marked by high levels of ambiguity and 

uncertainty. Success is uncertain at each step in the creative career, (Stoyanova and Grugulis, 

2012), and like Syvertsen (2001, p. 335) argued, ‘being on television is a highly unpredictable 

affair’, as the participants becomes subject to the power of television. 

Typical for the project-based or ‘boundaryless’ career pattern in the creative industries 

(Arthur & Rousseau, 1996), many of the participants saw X Factor as just another step in their 

creative careers. X Factor was as such seen as a temporal part of their lives, with the potential to 

teach them about the industry, but also about themselves, hence offering the right resources and 

scope for self-development (Edwards & Wajcman, 2005). 

When ‘formal training does not act as an efficient mean for selecting talents and screening 

abilities’ (Menger, 1999) and creative careers are very much generated through work experiences 

(McRobbie, 1998; Mathieu, 2012), X Factor can be seen as another way to obtain the skills, 

network, and recognition that is vital to getting work in the creative industries. 

This study shows that while the primary motivation for joining X Factor originates from a 

desire to perform music, the reasons for signing up for the competition are various. The following 

chapter will examine the participants’ unconditional love for music and their motivation for 

entering a lottery that can have a significant influence on their futures. 

 

5.1.1 An unconditional love 

All of the participants explained that they had a long lasting relationship with music that started at 

an early age. Formal training is not strictly required to enter the professional community and 

succeed (Menger, 1999), common to the participants was the experience of accumulating their 

musical skills through experience and a learning-by-doing process. Several of the participants 

would describe themselves as self-taught and they would pleasantly tell about the many hours they 

had invested in refining their talent. 
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Jeg havde en drøm om at blive sanger, og forhåbentlig var der et pladeselskab der ville 

opdage mig så jeg kunne blive en af dem man så på MTV. Altså det var det der var 

drømmen... jeg har sunget seriøst siden jeg var 7. Jeg har altid bare sunget på mit værelse og 

kopieret de ting jeg havde set på MTV og har aldrig rigtig fået undervisning af nogen og 

heller ikke gået til musik… jeg sang derhjemme, jeg sang rigtig rigtig meget, vi snakker 10 

timer om dagen, og så tror jeg bare jeg blev selvlært sanger. (Lukas, ‘10) 
 

What had started out as a dream for many, seemed to have almost turned into an addiction to this art 

form (Rowlands & Handy, 2012), and the dedication to training themselves, many admitted, came 

from having an unconditional love for their music. Some described it as a ‘calling’ (Freidson, 1990) 

and the most desirable way of living one’s life. 

 

...jeg har holdt fast i kærligheden til musikken og grunden til at jeg elsker det, det er at jeg 

føler det er mit kald. Det kommer mig egentlig meget naturligt og jeg er gladest når jeg 

laver musik. (Lukas, ‘10) 
 

Others used figurative expressions such as music equalled ‘oxygen’ and periods of time without 

music would be ‘painful’. Hence, a life without music was impossible. 

 

Jeg tror sgu ikke det er mig der jagter musikken, jeg tror det er musikken der jagter mig. Der 

er nogle perioder man får det næsten fysisk dårligt hvis man ikke holder sig i gang med 

musikken. Man kan ikke lade være med at spille. Musikken den jagter dig. Jeg tror bare det 

er ens personlighed, og uden at spille musik så føler man sig ikke hel. (Sveinur, ‘12) 
 

Besides loving to perform music, the participants clearly showed indications of other factors that 

made them want to pursue the life of a full-time artist. For some, the desire to do music as a way of 

living could not be matched to any monetary rewards and being part of the world of music was 

considered highly attractive due to different intrinsic rewards (Menger, 1999). Many showed that 

they were willing to make great sacrifices to be able to have music as a significant part of their 

lives. Some were more determined than others, but essentially they all expressed that without 

music, something very important would be missing in their lives, which best was described as 

leaving ‘a big hole’ that could not easily be filled by any other occupation. Lisa was one of the 

many participants who emphatically explained the readiness to sacrifice in the name of art and 

expressed the struggle to be able to have enough time to do her beloved music. 

 

For mig er det så vigtigt at have min musik, at have tid til min musik. Jeg vil faktisk hellere 

bo på en sten, end jeg vil undvære musik. Jeg vil hellere være vagabond, hvis det kom der til 

jeg er ligeglad. Jeg er ligeglad med materielle ting, jeg er ligeglad med fine middage osv. det 

siger mig ikke noget. (Lisa, ‘08) 
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Given that an income is required to maintain a household, Lisa’s will to maximize her time doing 

music is often constrained by the low income in the field, and she therefore is forced to 

simultaneously supply some labour to the better-paying non-artistic labour market (Throsby, 1994). 

Since her appearance in the programme, she has been vacating a teaching job at her local school 

parallel to her music, and as illustrated above she clearly stated that music meant more than her job 

at the school. Lisa was not the only person to quickly turn away from monetary rewards: it was 

clear that the participants distinguished between artistic work and non-artistic work in the way they 

discussed their different work activities. 

While many had a hard time explaining what music really gave them intrinsically, some 

admired the ability to use their own initiative and have an everyday life that included a low level of 

routine. Some saw the qualities of the music industry as a life out of the ordinary, and would 

welcome the self-employed life. The ability to organise one’s own work is for many very 

meaningful (Knights & McCabe, 2003). This is best expressed by Frederik, who really emphasized 

the autonomous ways of being creative in music and the worry of a repetitious work-life. 

 

...jeg elsker musik og hvis jeg kunne kombinere musikken med et job og en måde at leve på 

så ville jeg helt sikkert allerhelst det... det er nogle spændende typer man møder hele tiden, 

som er meget forskellige fra hinanden i modsætning til hvis jeg skulle ned og sidde i Netto. 

Altså der er det meget ensformigt, her er det ligesom at hver dag kan bringe noget nyt. Jeg 

tror det er alsidigheden jeg godt kan lide, og at man ikke er tvunget til at gøre de samme ting 

om og om igen, og man hele tiden skal være nytænkende og komme med nye idéer. 

(Frederik, ‘13) 
 

A passionate attachment to something called ‘my own work’ gives the possibility of maximizing 

self-expressiveness and provides a compelling status justification (McRobbie, 2006). Much 

pleasure in doing creative work also came from being recognised by others. ‘Giving something 

back to other people’ was a strong motivation for the participants to pursue the art form. 

 

Der er en eller anden tilfredsstillelse ved at formidle nogle gode sange og nogle gode 

melodier og røre folk. (Michael, ‘13) 
 

Mærke musikken. Mærke andre mennesker kan føle det man synger og også det man selv 

føler, for det er udtrykket i musikken der er vigtigt. Det er det man også kan give andre 

mennesker noget. (Lina, ‘14) 
 

Jeg kan godt lide når man har lavet noget musik hvor folk virkelig elsker det, det synes jeg 

er den fedeste følelse. Hvis man også inklusive en selv virkelig kan lide det, det synes jeg er 

den fedeste følelse. (Mathias, ‘15) 
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The perspectives above, provide insight to the common love for music; the foundation of pursuing 

the art form. Entering a competition that affords the possibility of a creative career in music is a 

clear indication of the desire to pursue music as a way of life, but the reason for signing up for the 

programme grounded in multiple individual reasons and justifications (Grindstaff, 2002). These 

reasons represented both a mix of expressive and instrumental motives (Syvertsen, 2001) that were 

not mutually exclusive. Their internal motives can be put into three different categories; the need 

for, 1) ‘an experience out of the ordinary’, 2) ‘approval’ and 3) ‘exposure’. Apart from their internal 

motives, their decision to participate was also affected by external factors. These factors can be 

counted as, 1) social ties and 2) the production team, which will be discussed in more depth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.2 An experience out of the ordinary 

While some found it difficult to precisely describe their motivation, the status of the programme in 

terms of media coverage and the promise of the grand prize certainly made the programme 

attractive. From the outside, X Factor looks like a clear path to the music industry and the 

Figure 6: Rationales for participation 

Production 
 

Experience
"X Factor var en mulighed 

for at få lov til at få en 
oplevelse som de fleste 

musikere aldrig får"

Approval
"Motivationen var at få at 
vide om man overhovedet 

kunne noget"

Exposure
"Mit håb var fra start, at jeg 
ville få lov at stå på scenen 

foran Danmark og vise hvem 
jeg var og hvad jeg kunne"

Social ties 

Unconditional love for music 
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participants would describe X Factor as a potential ‘springboard’ when explaining the career 

possibilities of the programme. 

 

Jeg havde en drøm om at blive sanger, og forhåbentlig var der et pladeselskab der ville 

opdage mig så jeg kunne blive en af dem man så på MTV. Jeg var 15 på det tidspunkt og jeg 

vidste ikke hvor man skulle kigge hen eller hvem man skulle spørge og hvad man skulle 

gøre. Så, så jeg første sæson af X Factor og tænkte; ej hvor er det bare fedt, det er bare helt 

almindelige mennesker som mig, som kommer med i sådan et program og lige pludselig ved 

alle hvem de er, og så kan du synge for folk og gøre det du brænder for. Så jeg tænkte det 

var en god mulighed. Et springbræt videre. (Lukas, ‘10) 
 

It was clear that the prize and opportunity to perform on national prime time television played an 

important role in the decision to enter the competition, however no one was quick to admit that it 

was their main reason for entering, mainly because they were aware of their slim chances. Many, 

however, expressed that due to their competitive nature they were very focused on winning the 

programme in the latter part of the competition, when they ‘already had come that far’. 

A clear pattern across all of the participants was the desire for a unique experience: for 

something to happen in their lives or to change their current situation. This indicates the desire for 

self-actualising an unfulfilled potential, learning about oneself, and hence ‘becoming everything 

that one is capable of becoming’ (Maslow 1943, p. 383). 

 

Jeg skal bare gøre noget vildt, jeg skal gøre noget grænseoverskridende, jeg skal gøre noget 

som jeg aldrig nogensinde kunne have gjort for. Hvad har jeg at miste. (Sophia, ‘15) 

Før X Factor, der betød X Factor det for mig, at det ligesom var en mulighed for at få lov til 

at få en oplevelse som de fleste musikere aldrig får. At for det her hul igennem hvor folk 

rent faktisk lytter til din musik og kommenterer det. (Daniel, ‘10) 

 

Jeg stod sådan et sted hvor jeg gerne ville have at der skete et eller andet, et eller andet vildt, 

og få den der oplevelse. (Mathias, ‘15) 

 

The experience of going through X Factor was considered an experience out of the ordinary and 

was often described as invaluable in terms of the knowledge that one could acquire from 

participating in the programme. The mere experience was thought of as exciting and to enter the 

competition was for many expected to be a turning point in their life, if they were lucky enough to 

persevere. 
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5.1.3 Seeking approval  

The majority of the participants saw X Factor as an opportunity to test their talent and to test the 

appeal of the professional creative environment. Being recognised as talented was a desire shared 

by everybody and while X Factor is only a talent show, it was apparent that many of the participants 

were curious to know where they were ranked among their peers. In the creative industries, people 

with above average talent are not necessarily better off: talent alone often is not enough to explain 

why some become successful while others do not (Rosen, 1981). The out-sorting of ‘talent’ that 

happens in X Factor therefore served as an instrumental tool to gain acknowledgement for one’s 

ability to make it in the industry. Being recognised is especially important in the creative industries 

when trying to build a career (Mathieu, 2012) and considered a criterion for being an artist (Frey & 

Pommerehne, 1989). It is not far off to imply that, for many of the participants, X Factor functioned 

as a practical way to remove some of the insecurity of their own abilities as vocalists. By both 

providing feedback from renowned industry professionals and the ultimate test of being a star; 

performing on the big stage, the programme afforded them the possibility to get a stamp of 

confirmation of their own talent. Some were more aware of their talent than others, but they were 

still very interested in getting feedback through the platform, and most saw it as a unique 

opportunity for reflecting on one’s worthiness in music. Both Sveinur and Frederik expressed this 

need to know if they had the potential to make it in the industry. 

 

Det var ligesom en gylden mulighed for at se hvor man stod vokalmæssigt. Hvis man 

kommer forbi første audition så har man ligesom fået et lille okay tegn på at der er noget at 

arbejde med. Og kommer man hele vejen til 3. pladsen som jeg, så ved man der virkelig er 

noget at arbejde videre med som sanger. (Sveinur, ‘12) 
 

Motivationen var at få at vide om man overhovedet kunne noget, om det var helt skidt det 

man rendte rundt og lavede eller man faktisk kunne et eller andet. Og ja, efter man ligesom 

fandt ud af at man fik en eller form for anerkendelse, at man faktisk kunne et eller andet, så 

gav det ligesom en blod på tanden. (Frederik, ‘13) 
 

Some would also see the programme as a way to challenge the talent of others, positing that they 

could do a better job themselves. Self-fulfilling prophecies (Merton, 1948) occur more often than 

not in the creative industries; despite facing fierce competition, some of the participants asked 

themselves ‘why not me?’ when they addressed their chances for success through X Factor. 
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Det var ligesom nu eller aldrig, hvorfor ikke prøve, hvorfor ikke lige mig? Jeg tænkte hele 

tiden at jeg kunne sagtens gøre det bedre når jeg så programmet, så fik man også bare lidt 

lyst til at prøve det og se hvor langt man kunne komme. (Lina, ‘14) 
 

In X Factor the ranking of popularity between participants can be said to become more ‘visible’ as 

the voting system of the programme naturally ranks the participants. Lina’s comment implies that 

this clarity about which artists outrank others was useful in order to receive confirmation that one 

could make it despite the tough competition. 

X Factor provides the participants with the opportunity to try on celebrity status, and 

experience the life of a professional artist in the music industry. During the time the programme is 

running, they get a glimpse into being famous and experience the working conditions one must 

adapt to in order to be a part of that world. This form of testing the waters of a career path in the 

music industry together with the passion for music and singing were the main factors for entering 

the programme. 

 

Jeg vil sige X Factor er en smagsprøve på hvordan det er at være musiker. Og så er det 

efterfølgende hvor du finder ud af om det er det man virkelig vil. Og hvis det er det man vil, 

så skal man selvfølgelig arbejde for det. (Frederik, ‘13) 

 

5.1.4 Seeking exposure 

If there is one thing that is certain, it is that a prime time television of this calibre is the place to be 

seen, and the exposure the participants receive on the programme is huge in Denmark. It should 

therefore not come as a surprise that many would primarily sign up in hopes of achieving celebrity 

status or at least get their ‘15 minutes of fame’. Lisa described how the many hopefuls in season 

one were battling for the camera’s attention as they tried to get themselves on television. 

 

De var sådan “årh det er fedt, og nu kommer vi i fjerneren”. Jeg var meget overrasket over 

hvor mange der nærmest løb efter kameraet, det ser man selvfølgelig ikke i fjernsynet, men 

mange var sådan “tag mig, tag mig jeg vil gerne interviewes”. (Lisa, ‘08) 
 

To be recognised as an artist you need an audience and X Factor provides Denmark’s biggest 

audience in terms of television viewers. Many of the participants talked about the chance of being 

exposed to millions of people as exciting. Some would hope that with their participation they would 

reach out to someone who liked their persona and work, including industry professionals, putting 

them on top of the large portion of hopefuls that all wish to become something in music. 
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Mit håb var fra start, at jeg ville få lov at stå på scenen foran Danmark og vise hvem jeg var 

og hvad jeg kunne. Jeg håbede at folk ville høre mig og forstå mig. Jeg har altid skrevet min 

egen musik, og det ville jeg gerne have, at verden skulle høre. (Stephanie, ‘09) 

 

Vi har lavet musik sammen i ti år så nu var vi klar til at komme lidt ud over Nordjyllands 

grænser, og få det eksponeret ud til en lidt større målgruppe. (Theis, ‘16) 
 

Some participants were more cynical about their motives, and expressed that the opportunity to 

network was the only reason for participating. X Factor was perceived for many as a place that 

could give some valuable contacts, as it opened up to the ‘powerful cliques’ (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011) in the music industry. When contracts often are short-term in the industry (Menger, 

1999), a massive exposure and the opportunity to expand one’s network can potentially reduce the 

time in between contracts, as more people will be aware of one’s work. Thus, the exposure that the 

programme afforded was therefore seen as a way to ‘get out there’ and the networking opportunities 

and the recognition they could get from their participation were highly desirable. 

 

5.1.5 Influenced by others 

While ‘there is evidence to indicate that being part of a network of friends, family, neighbours, 

colleagues and so forth is a precondition for being enlisted’ to a reality television programme 

(Syvertsen, 2001, p. 334), it was likewise found that almost every participant would sign up after 

having carefully metered the expectations from their closest peers. Only very few would sign up 

themselves without encouragement from other people. Frederik is an interesting case in this context 

because he wanted to prove to his family that music was a viable career path and something to earn 

a living from. 

 

Min familie har altid sagt “Frederik du skal have en uddannelse, du er nødt til at finde på et 

eller andet at lave du kan tjene penge på”. Så man kan sige jeg har haft, ikke en kamp, men 

jeg har altid haft lyst til at bevise overfor min familie, at man faktisk godt kan tjene penge på 

musik og man godt kan leve af det. (Frederik, ‘13) 

 
 

Like Frederik, many explained how their participation was a result of influence from their social 

circle, and at times they would even blame them for being drafted to the programme. Some of the 

social ties of the participants would also sign them up without their knowledge. 

 

Det var faktisk min ekskæreste der meldte mig til. Vi havde set programmet sammen året 

inden, hvor jeg havde spillet lidt for smart og sagt “det kan jeg fandme gøre bedre”. Det 

havde hun taget til sig og meldt mig til. Jeg havde faktisk taget beslutningen først om at sige 
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nej, men så ringede jeg for at høre min vens mening som jeg har spillet meget musik 

sammen med på Færøerne. Jeg var sikker på at han ville sige “nej det synes jeg heller ikke 

er en god idé”, men han sagde det modsatte. Så det var faktisk hans skyld, han fik overtalt 

mig. (Sveinur, ‘12) 
 

Min veninde syntes at jeg skulle melde mig til. Mit svar var: “Ej det er ikke noget for mig 

sådan en konkurrence vist på fjernsyn”. Jeg er sådan rimelig sky på den måde, også fordi det 

ikke er alt det fjernsyn der driver mig. Det er musikken bag. Så sagde hun, “hvis du ikke 

melder dig til det her, så vil jeg aldrig nogensinde høre på at du har en drøm”, så lukkede 

hun munden på mig. (Lisa, ‘08) 
 

Both Lisa and Sveinur’s answers above show that participation in X Factor is indeed an interplay 

between their own expectations and acceptance from their social ties, which indicates that actions 

and motives of other people are a likely explanation of why they participate in the programme 

(Syvertsen, 2001). 

Apart from receiving confirmation from social ties, it also showed that the production could 

influence their decision to participate in the programme. While visiting the production site, the 

production team did not hide that they actively reached out for people to enter the competition. The 

production would often call individual vocalists they had scouted, using for example YouTube or 

by contacting choirs etc., in hopes of influencing their decision to sign up to the programme 

(Christian, BLU, 2016). The fact that X Factor officials invited them to join the programme seemed 

to have a positive effect on the participants’ motivation for joining; the programme scouted several 

of participants taking part in this study. For the group The Competition, consisting of Theis and 

Kristoffer, the interest showed by the officials gave them a feeling of recognition for their work and 

an opportunity that was hard to resist although they did not initially like the X Factor concept. 

 

Vi er ikke rigtig fans af selve konceptet og det har vi aldrig været og kommer vi nok aldrig 

til. Men vi tænkte nu fik vi den her mulighed for at komme helt ind til de rigtige dommere. 

Vores musik var blevet hørt af nogle af dem fra BLU og holdet, så de inviterede os med til 

en audition. Så tænkte vi hvorfor så ikke prøve, nogle folk har lagt mærke til vi kan noget 

med vores musik, så gør vi det da og ser om vi kan få det videre i X Factor. (Kristoffer, ‘16) 
 

X Factor as a concept and a self-promoting tool is widely discussed, and typically not in a positive 

way. As Kristoffer, many of the participants initially expressed a dislike towards the programme 

and explained that they had met a lot of prejudices against it, which resulted in them establishing 

their own.  

 

Jeg har altid hadet X Factor og har altid grinet af det og sagt det slet ikke mig og man skal 

gøre det på den rigtige måde. Jeg har altid haft mange fordomme omkring det. Eller hvad 

skal man sige, jeg har overtaget andres fordomme og gjort dem til mine egne. (Sophia, ‘15) 
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Man ved godt når man stiller op, eller det ved alle ikke, men jeg vidste i hvert fald godt det 

ikke er den vej, man skal gå, hvis man gerne vil lave god musik. (Lina, ‘14) 
 

As well as their own prejudices and thoughts about X Factor not being the legitimate way of getting 

into music, many of the participants described, in contradiction to Syvertsen’s research (2001), that 

their social ties would not encourage them to sign up. The participants explained that the 

programme was often mocked by family, fellow students or colleagues and referred to as a ‘sell 

out’. 

 

Min datter, hun blev faktisk rigtig ked af det, hun syntes det var at sælge ud. Og min kone 

var heller ikke vildt begejstret. (Michael, ‘13) 
 

Allerede da jeg fortalte folk, at jeg ville stille op i X Factor, var der nogle stykker der faldt 

fra. Det var veninder der selv sang. De opfordrede mig til at lade være og gav udtryk for at 

de syntes, det var åndssvagt. (Stephanie, 09) 
 

Der er mange der har sagt til mig…”Hvorfor melder du dig til sådan et lorteprogram” du 

har jo rent faktisk talent. Hvorfor gør du det ikke på den rigtige måde. (Sophia, ‘15) 
 

Daniel was driven by personal development, and was curious to see what X Factor could afford him 

as a musician. Coming from the Academy of Music, it was especially an unorthodox and unpopular 

path to choose in order to become a professional musician, but regardless, he went against the tide 

and signed up for the programme. 

 

Jeg valgte at stille op fordi jeg undrede mig så meget over, at på konservatoriet der gik de så 

meget op i at man skulle ned og jamme de og de steder og man skulle ses, og man skulle 

høres og man skulle netværke og man skulle i Gaffa og alt muligt. Når snakken så faldt på X 

Factor så var det så forfærdeligt, og jeg havde fornemmelsen af “det er bare fordi I ikke tør. 

Det er bare fordi det er for stort og I ikke kan styre det”. (Daniel, ‘10) 
 

It was for most of the participants hard to explain what made them participate despite first disliking 

the programme. It is fair to surmise from their comments that despite all their negative prejudices 

towards the programme, often reflected in opinions of their peers and the general public they would 

not submit to negative arguments. This suggests that the desire to do ‘art for art’s sake’ (Caves, 

2000) and the eagerness to enter the music industry, in this case using X Factor as a platform, was 

unaffected by the many prejudices about the programme, thus their desire to pursue music and the 

temptation of intrinsic rewards, such as self-actualisation was higher. 
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5.1.6 Audition day 

The first audition in front of the judges was often referred to as the hardest step in the competition, 

provoking greatest anxiety because of the out-sorting of talent that occurs. As mentioned earlier, 

many arrived to the audition seeking reassurance that they were indeed talented enough to do music 

at a high level. Having the risk of ‘making it’ in the hands of the individual alone can induce the 

pressure of getting it wrong (Gill, 2002) as well as a lot of self-doubt, which can be tracked in the 

answers of the participants. Especially in regards to witnessing the scope of the competition present, 

all with the same goal of taking the opportunity to appear on the biggest television programme in 

Denmark. 

 

Jeg blev lidt hylet ud af at der var folk der varmede op. For man havde hørt mange af de 

deltagere der havde varmet op og sang helt fantastisk og da man så så dem komme ud og 

ikke komme videre så  tænkte man, “shit shit shit”. Jeg var meget fokuseret på det der med 

at skulle floppe når man står derinde og hvordan kameraerne påvirker en og hvordan man 

fremstår når man taler i kameraerne. Strategisk skal man være sig selv, men hvordan får jeg 

mig selv bedst frem. Og det er noget med at sige de rigtige ting på det rigtige tidspunkt og 

vælge den rigtige sang. Der er bare så mange ting der har en betydning i sådan en situation. 

(Sophia, ‘15) 
 

Sophia’s comment above clearly shows that the pressure was high, and meeting their competitors 

face to face was difficult. Seeing that many would leave the audition empty handed despite having 

great vocal abilities made it difficult to predict which factors made some go through in favour of 

others, which illustrates that often ‘nobody knows’ who is going to succeed in the creative 

industries (Caves, 2000). 

Sophia and the rest of the participants were aware that they were going to compete on other 

terms than talent, which also made the competition much more difficult for many of the 

participants. The essence of the programme is to discover participants with ‘box office appeal’ 

(Rosen, 1981). This is difficult to determine and the decision-making processes within the audition 

depends on the subjective opinions of the judges, which are not necessarily transparent and easy to 

figure out beforehand. 

In a creative field like music and television ‘one is only as good as their last performance’ 

(Blair, 2001). Knowing the vast amount of participants were ready to take the spot if they did not 

perform to the best of their abilities could bring out doubt in their own skills and anxieties of 

potential loss of face. Special for this particular case is that 1.5 million people are witnessing the 

tryouts from their screens at home, which typically only compounded the pressure. 
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Når man står i det, så føles det som det største og vildeste nogensinde, og det gælder liv og 

død på en eller anden måde da de der kameraer er som maskingevær, der peger på dig. Så 

jeg var virkelig nervøs, og det synes jeg var meget, meget hårdt. Jeg var selvfølgelig bange 

for at Thomas ville komme med et af de der berømte udbrud hvor han bare kan sable en ned 

og kritisere alt fra ens sko til ens hår til ens type, som han tror han har genkendt ved at se på 

en i 10 sekunder. (Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

The participants taking part in this study all experienced the great relief of having gone through this 

stage, which was often described as ‘the best moment of their journey’ and a ‘door opener’, as it got 

them one step closer to their dreams. 

 

Det er selvfølgelig helt vildt fedt at blive bekræftet i, at man kan noget og de synes det er 

interessant. Så det var en rigtig fed følelse at gå videre. Det var meget lettende, fordi man 

bliver selvfølgelig lidt nervøs når man på den måde bliver sat lidt på prøve og skal 

bedømmes, som det jo er når man går til en audition. (Laura, ‘08) 
 

The first audition was only step one along the path, and in this case the participants were all lucky 

enough to go through the following stages, all the way to the live shows, which were considered a 

milestone for many, and a great chance to show themselves off to the country. 

 

Jeg følte, at min drøm var gået i opfyldelse, jeg følte, endelig at jeg havde åbnet en dør ind 

til noget, som ikke længere var utopisk. Det var inden for rækkevidde, plus at jeg nu har en 

fod indenfor og er tættere på min drøm. Hvorvidt at jeg ville vinde det satsede jeg jo på, for 

så vandt man en pladekontrakt og kunne lave musik. (Lukas, ‘10) 
 

Jeg havde det sådan; hvis Lina valgte mig til live shows så blev det livsændrende for mig det 

var den følelse, jeg havde. Og jeg var helt smadret. Jeg tudbrølede da jeg vidste, at det her 

ville åbne nogle helt andre døre for mig. (Sophia, ‘15) 
 

5.1.7 The rule set  

‘If you want to play the game, you need to follow the rules’, and taking part in the game of X Factor 

the participants need to sign several contracts, that include a set of rules. For example, in order to 

enter the competition, the participants need to sign a contract that allows the production team to use 

all footage during shootings on set. In addition, by signing the participants agree to sign unforeseen 

future industry contracts in order to move on in the latter part of the competition (To read full 

contract, see Appendix ##). Music and Contract Consultant Mikael Højris from DMF (Dansk 

Musiker Forbund) has claimed several times that this contract is deceiving (Bjerge, 2014; Støyer, 

2008, Hansen, 2007). Going into the live shows the participants have to sign several industry 

contracts with Sony Music Entertainment and Danmarks Radio that widely deviate from industry 

arrangement norms (Mikael Højris, 2016). It is common for creative workers to agree to obligations 
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imposed by others only to satisfy their own passion for practicing their art (Gill, 2002; McRobbie, 

1998; Ursell, 2000), thus it is not surprising that participants would self-exploit and agree to these 

terms. 

The contracts proved to be of little significance for the participants, who in their moment of 

actualizing their dreams, were not to be stopped by a piece of paper, despite some of them feeling 

exploited. When asked whether or not they had read the contracts, it became clear that many had 

not even looked at them, and those who were aware of the ‘poor’ conditions, would still do 

‘whatever it took’ to be on the programme. Some would say, ‘everybody was doing it’, and made 

the authors aware that no one had gotten hurt by signing the contracts. When asking Mathias and 

Isabella about the time they were presented with the contracts and their terms, they answered: 

 

Jeg tænkte sådan, hvis jeg skal gøre det her, så skal jeg jo skrive under lige meget hvad. Og 

det var en lang én, så jeg orkede ikke at læse den. (Mathias, ‘15) 

 

Ja, der var virkelig mange papirer man skulle læse, og jeg vidste jo egentlig godt hvad der 

stod. Så jeg skrev bare under. Jeg ville jo være med lige meget hvad. (Isabella, ‘12) 

 

Daniel did not read all of them either, but was aware that the production was allowed to use all 

footage of him, which did not please him. Still, he was not reluctant to follow the rules set by the 

programme in order to pursue potential success through the platform. 

 

Enten skriver du under på ”at vi må bruge dig og hvad du siger og alle billeder i en hvilken 

som helst situation på hvilket som helst tidspunkt, til gavn for programmet”, ellers skriver 

du ikke under på det, så er du ikke med i spillet - det er bare spillets regler. Så i det øjeblik 

jeg har sagt ja til at være med i X Factor og gerne vil vinde X Factor, så hører det jo med at 

sige ja til de ting. Et eller andet sted koste hvad det vil, for det er det, jeg vil… Det vil sige 

du kan ikke diskutere de kontrakter. Enten siger du ja, eller også siger du nej. (Daniel, ‘10) 

 

Some of the few participants that had taken the time to read its content expressed their concern 

about the winning and finalist contracts with Sony Music Entertainment due to the participant’s 

lack of creative control presented in the contracts. 

 

Man bliver kunstnerisk begrænset i sådanne kontrakter, da de har nogle helt særlige formål 

med de artister, de har igennem sådan et TV show. For Sony ved godt, at det er noget, der 

kan give penge i en vis periode, og så er det ikke noget, man prioriterer længere. (Sophia, 

‘15) 
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However, well aware, Sophia and several others would justify their ‘risk taking behaviour’ 

(Menger, 1999) of potentially running into an unpleasantly constraining collaboration with Sony 

Music Entertainment, by stating ‘I knew I would not win, and I knew Sony would not use its option 

to sign me’. 

 

5.1.8 Summary 

This study showed that, the desire to follow a creative career in music was based on an 

unconditional love for the art form. However, the main rationales for participating in the X Factor 

programme were grounded in multiple individual reasons, which proved to be a combination of 

internal motives and external influences. An out of the ordinary experience was tempting because of 

the possibility to change one’s current situation and fulfil a desire for self-actualisation. 

Furthermore, the participants expressed a need for approval; to ensure themselves that they were in 

fact talented. This confirmation would help them to reduce doubt in their own skills and worthiness 

in the business. The high exposure was seen as a way to ‘get out there’ and be recognised by others, 

which potentially could heighten their visibility and strengthen their network in the market. 

        Witnessing their competition for the first time and risking a potential loss of face 

would generate a lot of pressure and induce anxieties and self-doubt. Completing the auditions was 

a great relief for many, and this accomplishment was felt as life changing. When the audition was 

successfully cleared they would not hesitate to sign the contracts needed to participate, which 

showed that many outweighed the chance of self-fulfilling rewards through the programme, then 

the potential constraints they could have on their future careers. 

 

5.2 From ordinary to extraordinary 

When going through to the live shows, participants go from being ordinary to extraordinary 

overnight and become an important piece of carrying out the cultural production of X Factor. Due 

to being in the centre of the creative labour processes of the television production (Caves, 2000), it 

can be argued that they temporarily become creative workers. All their time becomes dedicated to 

the programme and they have to deliver a professional musical performance every week - a creative 

product of symbolic meaning (Bilton, 2007). 

This chapter examines how the participants experienced their time on the programme, in relation to 

the work dynamics of the creative industries and within creative projects. The first section focuses 
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on the sudden rise to fame and how this brings mixed feelings. The second section discusses the 

work-life balance of taking part in a project-based production. This is followed by the third section 

that turns to the core creative work that is carried out8, and lastly, the social aspects of participating 

are examined. 

 

5.2.1 Celebrities overnight 

X Factor provides one of the biggest audiences, and the press coverage of the programme makes the 

participants cultural celebrities overnight. The participants spoke highly of suddenly being the 

centre of attention, and accessing the world of cool and glamour. This is not uncommon in the 

creative industries where fame and to be recognised as interesting and unconventional by others can 

lead to great pleasures (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011), and it is often a factor for the risk hopefuls 

impose on themselves when striving for a creative career (Menger, 1999). The participants would 

get invited to fancy parties, walking the same quarters as other celebrities, be waited on and sent 

different forms of freebies, which typically only increased with their progression in the programme. 

While the exposure is also what creative workers seek to ‘get out there’, it can come with 

ambivalent feelings (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). For, while they are getting their name on the 

billboards, they also have to deal with all the negative public opinions, and the media world, which 

is notoriously for making sensational stories about the programme and its individuals. 

Before starting the X Factor journey, the participants are educated in tackling the attention. 

The psychologist assigned to the production is available to guide them through any possible 

psychological downturns connected to pressure from the ‘real world’. Several of the participants 

interviewed took advantage of the psychological support offered by the production and showed 

great appreciation for having the option to talk to a professional about the potential problems and 

pressure that could accompany the sudden rise to fame. Isabella was one of the participants who felt 

the pressure of her instant fame and was glad she had a psychologist to consult. 

 

Vi fik at vide, at det måske ville blive hårdt psykisk, fordi der er så meget fokus på en. At 

skulle spille foran hele Danmark nærmest… jeg kan huske, at jeg var ret bange for hvad der 

skulle til at ske, og jeg snakkede meget med psykologen… jeg var bange for, at jeg ikke var 

stærk nok, og at jeg ville bryde sammen, og at jeg slet ikke ville kunne gennemføre at synge 

et nummer oppe på scenen, fordi jeg var så nervøs. (Isabella, ‘12) 
 

                                                        
8 See examples on week activities in Appendix 7  
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One’s appearance can make you rise and fall with the success (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011) and 

suddenly having one’s persona and vocal performances visible for public evaluation could be 

overwhelming for the participants. In these days where it is easy to contribute with one’s opinion on 

social media about the programme and its performers, critique will come from every flank, and 

negative comments are inevitable. The majority of the participants were aware that public criticism 

would follow from being in the spotlight and quickly learned not to pay much attention to it, as 

hurtful comments became part of life on the programme. Laura, who appeared on the first season of 

X Factor, was faced with relentlessness of the public when one suddenly goes from ordinary to 

extraordinary. Her comment shows the extremity of a collective hate campaign the viewers of the 

programme can create. 

 

Det dårligste er helt klart bagsiden af at blive et kendt ansigt i dagligdagsbilledet, hvor alle 

folk har en mening om en. Jeg har ikke oplevet nogle folk, der har sagt noget dårligt til mig 

direkte, men der er jo skrevet rigtig meget dårligt om mig på nettet om mit udseende. Folk 

der ikke kan lide den måde jeg synger på, og den måde jeg ser ud på. Der blev oprettet 

hadegrupper på Facebook, og folk kaldte mig det ene og det andet på mine YouTube 

videoer, der blev lagt ud på programmets side. Det var ikke særlig sjovt. Men det er en del 

af det, desværre. (Laura, ‘08) 
 

Fortunately, the majority mostly received positive reactions from the audience, but the high amount 

of awareness and a positive response from the public could easily, if they were not careful, make 

the participants lose their sense of reality as Sveinur argues below: 

 

Man skal fandme også passe på at man ikke kommer lidt for højt op, al den reklame og alt 

det, der kommer til en, det er så vildt, man kan ikke forklare det. Jeg tror, jeg har fyret 1000 

autografer af, og selfies og folk der kommer over og roser en, og klapper en på skulderen. 

Så man skal ligesom huske at nyde det, men man skal også ligesom huske at have begge ben 

på jorden. (Sveinur, ‘12) 
 

One of those who battled with his newly acquired stardom was Lukas who, as a consequence of the 

high level of attention, failed to maintain a clear head. In his answers he self-reflectively looked 

back at his younger self, who suddenly acquired an exaggerated view of his own capabilities 

following his rise to celebrity status. His picture of celebrity status and recognition in the creative 

industries got distorted on the programme, as not even the most popular artists get that much 

exposure. 

 

Lige pludselig kendte alle en og vidste hvem man var, så blev man også lidt selvfed. Fordi 

jeg havde i hvert fald svært ved at kapere den der instant fame. Jeg havde også svært ved at 

finde ud af hvem, der var mine venner, og hvem der lige pludselig bare syntes, jeg var cool. 
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Set i bakspejlet så gav det mig et fuldstændigt forvrænget syn på hvad det vil sige at være 

kendt i Danmark- jeg tror ikke der er nogen, der får så stor mediedækning af udøvende 

kunstnere, heller ikke de allerstørste. Jeg tænkte jo bare; det her er standarden, fedt, det kan 

kun gå opad herfra. På den måde blev det sådan lidt misvisende, men det kunne jeg ikke 

vide. (Lukas, ‘10) 
 

After the programme the attention participants receive will drop significantly. Unlike Lukas, many 

were aware of their short time in the spotlight. For some it was frustrating that the fame did not 

continue in their life after the programme, as the recognition from the public had been intrinsically 

rewarding. But for several, due to the shadow costs of this exposure, they would be glad to get out 

of the line of fire from the media and back to their ordinary lives. Either way, everyone would 

emphasise that the experience of trying on celebrity status and the pleasures that came from it, 

overshadowed the negative that followed. 

 

5.2.2 When art becomes work  

 

Det var meget mere, end jeg havde regnet med. Jeg havde slet ikke forventet at det var så 

hårdt at være med. Jeg troede bare, man skulle øve en sang men det var meget meget mere 

end bare det. Det var meget mere, end jeg havde forventet. (Frederik, ‘13) 
 

For many realising how tough the working conditions were on the programme would come as a bit 

of a surprise. Some would argue that they did not have any private life, considering how much time 

they needed to dedicate to the programme. While appearing on X Factor, the participants are given 

one day off every week, but would ‘put themselves to work’ (McRobbie 2002b; Ursell 2000) and 

practise their performance at home, which was necessary and typically expected by their mentor. 

Pushing oneself to the limits is common in the creative sector (Banks, 2007; Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011; McRobbie, 2002b), but only very few seemed to have anything against working all the 

time, and most did not regret it afterwards. 

However, having all their time dedicated to their art showed to have an effect on their social 

relationships, which is not uncommon when work takes a central position in one’s life (Gregg, 

2011). The comment below shows how the participants would feel the pressure from their social 

ties at home, and for Azilda it could be too much for her being focused on the programme only, and 

not having time for herself. 

 

Jeg har en veninde, som er så sur på mig lige nu, fordi jeg ikke altid lige har tid til at ringe 

og når jeg så endelig er hjemme, så er jeg så træt, at jeg sover. Jeg er sådan en, jeg kan godt 

lide at være alene og skal have lidt pusterum. Så det med, at man skal være her hele tiden 
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det kan godt være svært, men på samme tid er det helt vildt godt, og det er helt vildt 

hyggeligt. Jeg har bare brug for at komme helt væk og bare væk fra alle mennesker nogle 

gange. Man ved ligesom godt hvad man går ind til, og man må ofre meget, da det er meget 

tid, man bruger ...hvis jeg var taget hjem alle de gange, jeg har villet taget hjem, så havde I 

ikke set halvdelen af, hvad vi har præsteret på scenen, for det ville ikke være blevet godt. 

(Azilda, ‘16) 
 

Azilda also points to the product, which for them are the songs they have to perform, and how these 

songs need all the time and effort they can get in order to be of a satisfactory quality. The fact that 

creative workers care about their product and find it rewarding to make a good product (Caves, 

2000, Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011), may be perceived as a win-win situation in this context, as 

the invested time and effort is preferable for both the participants in order to stand out from their 

competitors, but also for the producers, as it adds to the quality of the television programme. 

However, it is not atypical that creative workers would become so captivated by their art that they 

would push themselves to the limits of their physical and psychological endurance (Banks 2007; 

Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; Ursell 2000), which also was seen in this case. Participants would in 

many cases neglect caring for themselves and many talked about sleep deprivation which resulted 

in psychological challenges and physiological impacts on their health (Gill, 2007; McRobbie, 

2006).  

 

Selve live show perioden, der stod vi jo op kl. 7 og var færdige kl. 11 om aftenen, der brugte 

vi stort set alle de vågne timer, jeg havde på det. Og i finaleugen, der sov jeg måske 

sammenlagt 14 timer i alt i hele den uge, der var så meget run på, da der var så meget at 

lave. (Frederik, ‘13) 
 

Lukas was only sixteen when he appeared on the programme and, given his youth, he would have 

appreciated more awareness about the pressure the participants underwent. His experience portrays 

a severe example, as he broke down halfway through the programme, as the expectations became 

too big a burden to handle. 

 

Jeg syntes godt, at der kunne have været taget mere hånd om mig. Det kan godt være, at jeg 

fremstod som en meget taknemmelig og ydmyg deltager, der bare ikke var til besvær, men 

jeg synes også nogen gange, at jeg blev glemt, og jeg fik jo et sammenbrud halvvejs 

igennem de live shows, fordi jeg stod med for meget selv og jeg troede, jeg kunne bære det 

(Lukas, ‘10) 
 

Besides committing themselves to a tight schedule, choosing to participate in the X Factor 

programme, the participants cannot expect to get any payment for their time and effort invested. 

Creative workers regularly do unpaid work early in their career to get work experience (McRobbie, 
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1998; Ursell, 2000), and X Factor was for many seen as the ultimate experience to self-actualise 

their potential (Edwards and Wajcman, 2005). The participants would typically justify their self-

exploiting behaviour saying that, ‘the experience was the biggest in their life’, ‘it could not be 

bought for money’ and the exposure they got, being that well covered by the media and performing 

on live television, was more than what any common artist could afford to market themselves. 

Especially for the young participant Markus, money was not a concern considering what he could 

learn from the challenges the programme presented. 

 

Du får nogle erfaringer, som du ellers ikke ville kunne få for mindre end en halv million, 

fordi der er sådan en stor produktion og setup, med interviews, og du får lov til at spille med 

alle mulige professionelle mennesker. For mit vedkommende gjorde det ikke noget vi ikke 

blev betalt, fordi jeg var studerende på det tidspunkt, men sådan en som Mathias og Finn, 

der var det jo et problem, fordi de ikke har den indkomst som der plejer at være der for dem. 

(Markus, ‘15) 
 

Keeping their regular life in balance with the activities they were carrying out on X Factor seemed 

to be impossible. They had to neglect their regular jobs in order to participate and several of the 

older participants would highlight the economic pressure the programme laid on them, while the 

younger felt consequences on their studies. 

 

Jeg var faktisk lige ved at gå konkurs med firmaet, fordi jeg ikke kunne lave noget. Jeg kan 

huske, jeg sad om natten og lavede momsregnskab mens de andre festede på Remee’s 

diskotek Zen. Fordi hvad gør man? Man får jo ikke løn for at være med. (Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

Jeg stoppede på min skole, eller jeg holdte pause. Jeg kunne nemlig ikke tage eksamen, 

fordi jeg ligesom ikke var med i undervisningen og havde for travlt til at kunne lave lektier. 

(Fie, ‘14) 
 

As these were the conditions necessary in order to live their dream, most were willing to self-inflict 

this pressure. Some would argue that the pressure of time, no payment, and extensive working 

hours would help them realise what they were capable of and opened up for new sides of 

themselves they had not seen before. 

 

Det er sådan et lille bitte udsnit af din hjerne, man har indblik i, og så finder man ud af ved 

at være med i det her, hvor man bliver udsat for sådan et stort pres og bliver udstillet på alle 

mulige måder og finder ud af; hov du kan faktisk klare helt vildt meget. (Annelouise, ‘11) 

 

This hints to some of the rewards reached by working creatively and being part of a talent show 

production. The next segment examines how the challenging environment of X Factor can be 

intrinsically rewarding, when the participants get to practice their art form. 
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5.2.3 Performing the art 

A large portion of the participants found important intrinsic rewards among the pressing challenges 

that they were presented with during the programme. Creative work is characterised by offering 

genuine possibility for self-actualisation (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011) and many would assign 

the programme therapeutically qualities, helping them to mature by extending their view on many 

different areas, providing them a higher self-confidence and improving in their profession. 

 

Jeg lærte nogle nye sider af mig selv på grund af det her program. Og jeg tror ikke, jeg ville 

være den i dag hvis jeg ikke havde været med i X Factor. Jeg har udviklet mig, rigtig meget, 

på grund af det. Der er mange ting jeg tør, og mange ting jeg ikke er så bange for mere. 

(Isabella, ‘12) 
 

Some of the participants said that their participation in the programme was ‘the hardest they ever 

tried’, but they also liked the challenges on the programme; especially the creative challenges of 

recreating the songs they were going to perform. While the programme is entirely cover songs, the 

original song would need to be rearranged in order to both fit the time schedule of the programme, 

and the participants’ vocals. Every week was pressed for time and challenging in order to deliver a 

performance of two minutes, with choreography, styling and everything else in place. When it 

comes to the choice of song the participants are going to perform, and how they are arranged, the 

participants rarely get to make the creative decisions entirely by themselves, rather, the final 

decision lays in the hands of their mentors. However, according to the participants, their mentors 

were great at giving a sense of autonomy and creative freedom to the participants in the process of 

preparing their performance each week, and while they had to market the cultural product of X 

Factor, they were able to not entirely suppress their individual inspirations (Lampel et al., 2000), 

making them perceived more like ‘friends of creativity’ (Banks, 2007). 

The feeling of autonomy varied among the participants and came down to which mentor 

they were assigned. Those who were given creative freedom found great satisfaction in being able 

to freely alter their performance. Some workers highly value the relative autonomy that creative 

work gives them (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011) and in this case the participants would say that 

being given creative freedom was the single best part of their time on the programme. Seeing their 

ideas come to life was very satisfying, and it gave evidence of creative processes within this 

programme that would indeed give a sense of self-organisation, which made the work they did very 

meaningful to them (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 
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Jeg har været med til at vælge og jeg har også været med til at skrive arrangementerne. 

F.eks. lavede vi en version af Ghost, hvor jeg lavede det lidt Tracy Trapman folket i stedet 

for, og brugte nogle andre akkorder. Der var mange ting i arrangementerne, jeg fik lov at 

være inde over. Det synes jeg bare var fedt, at jeg kunne sætte mit helt eget præg på det og 

havde frie rammer. Men selvfølgelig skulle det godkendes af kapelmesteren. (Sophia, ‘15) 
 

In some cases, the mentor would entirely make the creative decisions, denying the participants’ 

self-direction and taste. This was at first not always appreciated, but during the process, most of the 

participants came to terms with the creative expression and choice of song, as they felt they got to 

influence them creatively, thus ‘making them their own’. 

 

Jeg hadede dem alle sammen fra start af, men så når man endelig stod og havde det færdige 

produkt, så var jeg helt vild med det... det blev ens eget nummer til sidst, det følte man i 

hvert fald. (Markus, ‘15) 
 

Den sang vi synger i første runde, er ikke en sang, jeg ville have valgt. Men jeg synes jeg 

lærte noget af det. For den endte jo med at blive rigtig flot og det var et godt valg og godt set 

af Thomas. (Michael, ‘13) 
 

Preparing for the live shows in close collaboration with their mentor, and the team behind X Factor, 

such as the band that accompanied them on game night, was very enriching in itself. The 

participants found great gratification in working with other creative workers (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011; Bechky, 2006). Learning from the best in the business would be very fulfilling and it 

can be argued that the learning process of working with the X Factor team leading up to Friday 

night’s programme became more important than their creative freedom. 

 

Jeg syntes bare, det var et mega fedt forløb. Dem man får lov til at arbejde med... det er så 

vildt ligesom alt det som sker bag skærmen. At spille sammen med de fede musikere i X 

Factor, at have en sangcoach og arbejde sammen med Mick og hans producere. Hele den 

mølle der, forarbejdet inden man skal op på scenen og levere varen i 2 minutter. Alt det 

arbejde inden var mega fedt, og man lærer rigtig meget af det. (Sveinur, ‘12) 
 

Some of the participants would use the word education in connection with the creative processes 

they went through during the programme. It was discussed as incomparable to any other musical 

education in Denmark, as X Factor provided them a practical way of working creatively, made it 

possible to fulfil one’s potential and develop one’s talent. 

 

Det var min bedste uddannelse, vil jeg sige. Jeg er uddannet på konservatoriet, og der har 

jeg selvfølgelig lært en masse. Men X Factor har været den bedste uddannelse. Jeg har fået 

meget mere ud af det end konservatoriet. (Daniel, ‘10) 
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The process leads to an end product each week - a musical performance, and for many, the best 

experience was performing in front of the big crowds. A few of the participants taking part in this 

study were able to reach the finals, which entailed an even bigger crowd. Many would call that 

experience surreal, surpassing their wildest dreams. Witnessing how the audience received their 

performances was something out of the ordinary. Mathias forms a picture of this below. 

 

Jeg husker lige da vi er færdige og det bifald kommer. Alle rejser sig op og klapper helt 

vildt, og jeg kiggede ind i kameraet og havde øjenkontakt med halvanden million 

mennesker. Det var ret vildt, det var sådan helt euforiserende. (Mathias, ‘15) 
 

To be able to deliver a part of oneself in front of the public was the goal for many, and about the 

focus of their dreams. With a high degree of identity bound up with one’s work (Rowland & Handy, 

2012) and with the work they had invested in the performances, it was very rewarding, especially 

for their self-confidence to feel the appreciation from the crowd. It made them feel like a successful 

worker in the creative industries, who repeatedly attain pleasure from seeing their products have a 

significant impact on their audiences (Hesmondhalgh and Baker, 2011). Annelouise described the 

sense of happiness many received after delivering a good performance as: 

 

Det er jo sådan en lykkefølelse, man får indeni kroppen. Det havde jeg flere gange - det var 

virkelig en dejlig følelse, fordi det var ligesom om den bliver forstærket af, at der er så 

mange, der ser med. Det gør den trods alt frem for når du sidder derhjemme ved klaveret og 

spiller, som også kan give dig en lykkefølelse, men det er ligesom om at i takt med, at du 

bliver spejlet i så mange kameraer og i folk, så bliver den også fordoblet tilsvarende på en 

eller anden måde. (Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

Their great attachment to their performance could also cause great frustration and disappointment 

depending on their feelings towards the end product (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). Having 

contributed to creating a quality performance they were proud of, would be very satisfying, but it 

could quickly change to frustration if they had delivered a bad or unpopular performance. 

In this environment it is common to be judged on what one produces (Blair, 2001) and a big 

part of the X Factor programme, is that the participants are put up for evaluation in front of the 

country every week after their performance. The criticism from the judges is one of the most 

discussed aspects of the programme, and in some cases the judges are accused for going too hard on 

the participants (Thorsen, 2015). Even though it is part of the game, constantly being evaluated and 

publically criticised was, for the majority of participants, one of the downsides of the programme. 

 

Det er jo en hård omgang at få kritik. Jeg fik jo vildt meget kritik hele tiden af dommerne. 

Og det var ikke sådan at Blachman, min egen mentor bare var ubetinget begejstret. Jeg kan 
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huske den episode hvor ham der hed Rasmus røg ud til fordel for mig i afstemnings 

processen, og Cutfather han kunne næsten ikke skjule sin foragt over, at det var sådan 

udfaldet blev. Det er jo skyggesiden ved sådan at blive anmeldt hele tiden. Bagefter 

programmet da vi stod og drak øl bagved og kameraerne ikke rullede længere kunne han slet 

ikke se mig i øjnene, han kunne slet ikke have det. Det synes jeg virkelig var hårdt. 

(Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

At the first audition the participants typically felt insecure due to the competitive and unfamiliar 

environment, which often is combined with personal experiences of self-doubt (Hesmondhalgh & 

Baker, 2011). What became clear was that this feeling of insecurity would slowly be replaced with 

a boost in their self-confidence during their run in the programme, due to acknowledgement from 

the audience, which lead to several feeling that they ‘earned their spot’ and belonged to this creative 

environment. 

 

Jeg blev helt sikkert meget mere selvsikker. Men det har ikke bare styrket min selvtillid, 

men også mit selvværd. Jeg følte, jeg havde en værdig plads og folk var der på grund af mig. 

Jeg var stadig usikker på mange punkter, men jeg følte mig det værd og jeg følte, at jeg 

havde min værdighed i programmet. (Sophia, ‘15) 
 

Self-confidence was a major benefit of the challenges and experiences the participants underwent. 

To be able to intensively learn more about one’s craft in close collaboration with experienced 

professional creative workers in a challenging environment, where thousands of people watched the 

performances one had invested heart and soul into creating, seemed to be what most of the 

participants could ever dream of. X Factor is of course an extreme example, and only the fewest 

will be able to try themselves out at this magnitude, but it still shows how creative workers gain 

intrinsic rewards from this type of work and how it can be realised. While exposing themselves to a 

pressure that arguably is in the top end of what can be found in any creative job, making a good 

performance to the applause of the audience would remove most of the worries. 

Particular challenges of creative work helped build self-esteem and confidence, but also a 

sense of recognition from their ‘colleagues’ on the programme. The social aspect of working in a 

team of both their mentors, but also the other participants, under difficult conditions can lead to real 

friendships. Creative workers that spend much time together may develop a therapeutic relationship 

that enables them to cope with the insecurity and pressure that arises (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 

2011). The next section will investigate the social life on the programme and how participating in a 

temporal project such as X Factor can bring people together (Bechky, 2006). 
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5.2.4 The X Factor family 

 

As the first ‘outsiders’ to visit the X Factor set in DR Byen while the programme was underway, the 

authors got to meet the participants of this year’s programme. Most were in the fitting process of 

finding the right clothes, while they in turn were practicing on the big stage for the following 

night’s broadcast. The authors were warned about their tight schedule, which was indeed intense 

and the participants were running around in turn to do their tasks. One participant, Alex, was late, 

which was the biggest sin one could do in this ‘no one over the team’ culture that the officials 

carefully had implemented. While everybody was ‘running’ there was still room for laughter and 

the occasional banter with following smiles. When a short break finally came, the attention was 

directed towards one of the older participants Andrew, who was celebrating his birthday that day. 

The others all broke out into a birthday song, with everybody finding their harmonic space in the 

song. This gave the authors a very good impression of how this group had come together, young 

and old, and created a unity where people had become friends more than competitors.  

                                                                                                                          (Notes, 3 March 2016) 

 

X Factor can be seen as a temporal project where participants each season form a new 

constellation that works closely together. They are removed from their normal surroundings into a 

new intense world where they work and socialise exclusively with members of the same project for 

the whole season (Bechky, 2006). Annelouise described this world as: 

 

X factor settet formår at skabe et helt univers, som er som din egen lille livsfortælling. Hvor 

det nærmest handler om liv og død, drømme og magi og det er også derfor det bliver sådan 

en fantastisk oplevelse at være med, for det er virkelig en beruselse at være med i det. Det 

føles uvirkeligt, men du er bevidst om, at det eksisterer i virkeligheden, på en eller anden 

måde. Det er jo en fantastisk ting. Det er jo meget sjældent man kan opleve det, ligesom at 

komme ud over realiteterne, og være på en lyserød sky. (Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

In creative projects, new friendships are often formed between workers because of the close 

cooperation and intensity in the work (Bechky, 2006). During research for this study, it has been 

confirmed for the authors that the camaraderie that resulted from participating in the programme 

was one of the biggest rewards of their participation. 

The participants would often compare their time on the programme to being at a boarding 

school (efterskole), because they see each other all time and some of them even live together while 

the programme is running. It usually was dubbed the X Factor family during the interviews with 

both participants and officials, which illustrates tightest of bonds they created. Laura’s view of the 
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X Factor family was consistent with the majority of the responses that were obtained about the 

social life on the programme. 

 

Vi var fuldstændigt som en familie, fordi man er sammen med nogle mennesker i sådan et 

intens forløb som X Factor var. Man lærer hinanden at kende med det samme. Man er meget 

sammen og der er meget ventetid, så vi sad sammen tit. Vi støttede jo også hinanden. Det er 

sådan lidt underligt at man er konkurrenter, men det er sådan når man er inde i programmet 

så ser man ikke konkurrencen i det, så ser man bare at vi er sammen om det. Det er helt klart 

familiært og også produktionen, de tager sig jo af en, og sørger for man kommer hen til det 

rigtige sted, trøster en når man er ked af det, og glædes med en når man er glad. Det er 

meget familiært mens det står på. (Laura, ‘08) 
 

For the production in this temporal organisation of a whole new team, it is their greatest task to 

create an environment that brings people together that have not worked side by side before, to reach 

a common goal of creating the best programme with the highest ratings, while simultaneously 

creating a creative space (Banks, 2007, Lampel et. al., 2000). The production would get a lot of 

praise for the quality of the social life that was on the programme and many shared Laura’s positive 

view of their work. 

 

Jeg syntes, det var mega fedt, de var rigtig gode til ligesom at snakke med os. De havde en 

føler ude for at høre hvordan vi havde det, og hvis der var noget der var et problem så 

spurgte de ind til det. Hvis der fra hjemmefronten var lidt uenigheder, så var de også gode til 

at ringe til ens kæreste og forklare hvordan det hele hængt sammen. Så der var god 

opbakning fra deres side af. (Sveinur, ‘12) 
 

Good relationships with the mentors were also typically established and many saw it as a great 

advantage to have become close friends with top industry professionals and their entourage. As 

networks reduce risk in an uncertain market by providing support and security (Wittel, 2001; 

Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011), it was rewarding to gain a network of professionals for potential 

further collaborations, and a way into the music industry. 

 

Der er jo mennesker jeg har fået et rigtig tæt bånd til. Altså sådan en som Lina (dommer) og 

hendes hold. Hendes manager har taget mig under hans vinger, og er blevet min manager så 

meget han nu har kunnet. Jeg synes virkelig hele produktionsholdet, der er bare så mange 

gode mennesker i det der. Og det er rørende i sig selv, de kontakter jeg har fået, og 

venskaber, men også følelsen af så mange mennesker har støttet op omkring mig. (Sophia, 

‘15) 
 

Nu har jeg lige pludselig mulighed for at ringe til Anne Linnet, hvis det er det jeg har lyst til, 

og spørge hende om råd, det havde jeg jo ikke før. Og så møder man jo en masse folk 

indenfor produktionsbranchen. Folk fra Sony, Universal og alle sådan nogle. Og det har helt 

sikkert hjulpet. Det vil sige, hvis jeg gerne vil udgive noget, har jeg mulighed for at tage fat i 
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nogle folk der faktisk kan udgive noget ordentligt. Jeg har ihvertfald nemmere ved at 

komme igennem til dem end folk der ikke har været med i X Factor. (Frederik, ‘13) 
 

Many talked about the duality of both being friends and competitors, and while some in the 

beginning would have a competitive attitude they would soon find out that they felt more secure 

when joining the community of friendship.  

The project nature of much creative work makes friendships, but relationships that are build 

up in the creative industries are often difficult to sustain as it is a short lived experience in which the 

teams are formed (Rowlands & Hardy, 2012). Even though the team was well aware of the short-

term and dependent nature of the relationship (Bechky, 2006), the participants and the production 

expressed great sadness when it was over and even though some of the participants still are in 

contact today; the majority revealed that they do not see each other privately.  

 

5.2.5 Summary 

Suddenly going from ordinary to extraordinary was indeed a unique experience for the participants. 

They spoke highly of suddenly being the centre of attention and having access to the inner circles in 

the creative industries. But being in the spotlight came with ambivalent feelings as the attention of 

becoming visible in the public sphere meant that opinions from strangers became a regular part of 

their time on the programme. The participants would gain self-confidence from the many positive 

comments, but negative opinions were inevitable, and for some it could be hurtful to have one’s 

personality publically exposed. 

The tough schedules made both psychological and physical challenges a part of the daily 

work life on the programme and the participants would in many cases neglect caring for 

themselves. Sleep deprivation was one of the consequences of putting themselves to work ‘all the 

time’. An economical pressure was also felt, mostly by the older participants, whereas the younger 

participants were better protected. However, everyone had to neglect responsibilities from their 

regular life such as school and jobs, but very few seemed to have anything against dedicating the 

time, and did not regret it afterwards. Their attitude of doing ‘whatever it took’ on the programme 

was reasoned with work experiences and exposure that ‘could not be bought for money’. As X 

Factor was the condition for being able to live their dream, most were willing to self-inflict the 

pressure upon themselves. 

Many of the participants found important intrinsic rewards in the challenges that the 

programme presented them. These challenges would help them to learn, and improve at their art. 
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Many saw it as an invaluable education to be on the programme, and it fulfilled their need for self-

actualisation and gaining approval. It was very satisfying to perform songs they had influenced and 

some would say that being given creative freedom was the single best part of their time on the 

programme. Some were not given much freedom to express themselves, but the learning process 

arguably became more important than their creative freedom. Self-esteem would slowly rise as they 

were recognised, both by the audience and their colleagues, for their performances. But constantly 

having to be publically criticised as part of the game was for the majority of participants one of the 

downsides of the programme. 

Finally, real friendships would be made as the intense working conditions brought people 

together, which for most was one of the biggest rewards of participation. The X Factor family was a 

big part of enabling participants to cope with some of the immense pressure that would come from 

their own expectations, being in the eye of the media, and working under a tight schedule. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Summary table - From Ordinary to Extraordinary 
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5.3 X Factor as the puppeteer 

As an entertainment programme, X Factor naturally entails other challenges than vocal and 

performance training. Besides doing tasks related to music, participants also have to be available for 

creating television content. The ability to perform emotional work can be considered a necessity in 

the creative industries as good abilities to suppress and elicit emotions in a structured way makes 

one able to better manoeuvre in the precarious state of the industries. This is true both when trying 

to win ‘friends’ as a compulsory skill (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011), but especially in the case of 

X Factor that lives on the promise of delivering emotional content. In X Factor, it becomes 

necessary for both the participants to do emotion work on a weekly basis in order to provide the 

right reactions and emotions towards the audience, as well as the producers. They will need to bring 

the participants into the right mind-set and build a frame of security where they can feel 

comfortable in order to deliver good performances for the cameras. The ultimate goal for the 

production is to have high rating and emotional work therefore becomes a vital tool for creating a 

successful product that steers towards this goal. 

 

Følelser, drama og humor er altid godt. Vi er glade, når udsendelsen har haft mange seere, 

og rigtig glade når det lykkes os at få seerne til at involvere sig, og have en mening om 

udsendelsen, eller noget der er sket i den. Vi er også glade, når tingene er gået op i en højere 

enhed, når vi har fået en idé, der virker, og når noget er blevet virkelig lækkert. Vi kan godt 

lide, når der er en høj production value og når vi kan lave noget overskudsagtigt, noget der 

egentlig ikke er nødvendigt, men lige gør det en tand lækrere, sjovere, sejere (Suki, BLU, 

2016) 
 

The next section will take a deeper look into the concept of emotional labour and discuss the 

participants’ experiences connected with delivering good television. 

 

5.3.1 Forming reality 

When the participants join X Factor, they are left in the hands of the production team and are 

contractually bound to the activities of the programme. This means that they have accepted having 

footage of them available for the production to freely use. As Daniel had observed, ‘alt hvad du 

siger kan og vil blive brugt imod dig i spillet om den gode udsendelse’. 

The participants are inserted into a theatrical context that fictionalises their performances, as 

the producers have the power to create and form the images they capture. Variables that the 

production can alter in order to tell the story of the participants are various, and things that people 

are recorded saying or doing while on camera can easily be edited (Grindstaff, 2002). When the 
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programme is so highly editable it makes it possible to steer the programme in the most desirable 

direction. Michael gave his account of how he encountered the experience of being told to deliver 

the right emotions, joy, when he progressed through the audition, and how he reacted when he saw 

that his audition had been altered to fit the context. 

 

Det var en sindssyg mærkelig oplevelse. Efter auditionen, skulle man ud og være skide glad 

for at være gået videre, og jeg havde fået et halvandet ja altså? Det var virkelig mærkeligt. 

Og den måde de så vælger at klippe det sammen på bagefter, stemte ikke overens med hvad 

der skete. Jeg så programmet hjemme hos Thomas Blachman, hvor jeg sagde; ”hold kæft 

hvor er det langt ude, at det så ud til at jeg fik 3 ja’er, det gjorde jeg jo ikke, jeg fik 2 og 

faktisk kun halvanden”. ”Nå, sagde han så” det kunne han overhovedet ikke huske. De 

klipper det bagefter som det passer dem, så det passer ind i deres skabeloner, når de finder 

ud af hvem der går videre. (Michael, ‘13) 
 

The participants lose control of their portrayal as it becomes difficult for them to influence how 

they are going to be presented on television. When all external market value for the creative worker 

is based on reputation (Menger, 1999), it can arguably have a great impact on the participant’s 

future career to leave their image in the hands of a commercial television production. The 

producer's role will in most cases be to showcase the ordinary participants from their most 

interesting side, but sometimes it can also be more entertaining to show the less favourable side of 

one’s personality or of one’s performance. This can significant influence how the public perceives 

the participants. 

 

Da jeg skulle synge for Lina og hendes meddommere var jeg virkelig nervøs. Og så fik vi en 

opgave for- Jeg skulle have vind i håret og bevæge mig samtidig, hvilket gjorde mig endnu 

mere nervøs. Fordi jeg var så nervøs, og det lød så dårligt, fik jeg love til at synge igen 

anden gang. Og så vælger de alligevel at tage det dårlige med i fjernsynet. Så, da det blev 

vist i fjernsynet fik jeg virkelig meget hate, at jeg var gået videre. Jeg blev faktisk rigtig ked 

af det, og jeg kunne ikke lade være med at læse de kommentarer jeg fik inde på min og X 

Factor’s Facebook, hvor der blev spurgt til; hvorfor jeg gik videre frem for en anden? Så det 

gik mig rigtig meget på at de havde valgt det dårlige, frem for det gode. (Fie, ‘14) 
 

The criteria that producers employ in determining the potential of the participants often involves 

selecting those who have interesting or unusual stories (Grindstaff, 2002): all participants are 

screened for interesting story lines in the early stages of the programme. According to the 

participants, it was clear that being part of the programme required them to release private stories. 

 

Jeg vidste jo godt at en af betingelserne var, at der skulle være et eller andet de kunne skrive 

om mig. Og jeg blev den der unge mor, alenemoren, og sådan nogle ting, og det havde jeg 

det fint nok med. Det tænkte jeg, det skal de bare køre på hvis det er det som de føler for. 

(Sophia, ‘15) 
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Early on, the PR team will try to use the background stories of the participants to build up 

interesting and relatable characters. The selection of good stories is done in collaboration with the 

participants while they are educated in how to tackle their new celebrity status. Participants will tell 

their most sensitive stories to the PR team to prepare them to do damage control if a negative 

backstory unexpectedly surfaces. An example of this was the 2014 winner Jasmin who, during the 

programme, was faced with a violent backstory about her dad. The PR team was prepared and 

managed to make a deal with the magazine Se & Hør not to publish the story before the finale had 

taken place, thereby protecting Jasmin and her family as much as possible (Maria, Have 

Kommunikation, 2016). 

         These backstories are very interesting for the PR team as they can provide excellent content 

and add to the media coverage of the programme. Annelouise shared how the team would 

sometimes encourage them to share their most sensitive stories in order to get more press. 

 

Jeg havde fortalt en personlig privat historie, jeg virkelig ikke ville have kom ud, og den 

prøvede de, ikke at presse mig til, men at spørge lidt ind til, om vi ikke godt kunne fortælle 

den til pressen, fordi det var jo i virkeligheden en god historie. Der tænkte jeg; “det kan i 

fandeme ikke være bekendt”. Og der var jeg glad for, at jeg var ældre, for hvis man var 

yngre, kunne man måske ikke modstå presset, for at ligesom når de siger: “pressen vil gerne 

have noget”, “de brokker sig over der ikke er nok til at fortælle om jer”. Fordi vi har jo alle 

sammen den her pleaser inden i os, at vi gerne vil tilfredsstille andres behov, og vi gerne vil 

leve op til den standard de ligesom synes der er. Vi vil derfor gerne give dem noget, hvis de 

gerne vil have man skal fortælle og har brug for noget. (Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

For some it came as a surprise how much reality was edited before it was broadcasted. They 

realised that the producers did not always portray them favourably. In show business it is often the 

programme’s mission to exploit (Gamson, 1998) and the participants would in many instances learn 

that they would have to do what was in the best interest of the programme. The balancing act of 

giving in to the ‘pressure’ of the programme and standing one’s ground was found to be an on-

going battle and problematic for the participants involved, which the next section will look into.  

 

5.3.2 The balancing act 

During the programme the participants would often succumb to the X Factor team. They felt they 

had to compromise with themselves, which left them with the feeling of having to do what they 

were asked ‘because it was television’. It can be argued that they agreed to cooperate because it was 
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necessary to fulfil their desire to do music, and several claimed ‘that it was just part of the deal 

when signing the contract’. 

 

På nogle tidspunkter skulle man tage sig selv i nakken og spørge; ”hvor er jeg henne i det 

her?” og måtte sætte nogle grænser for sig selv. Man måtte vælge sine kampe, og overveje 

hvor meget energi man lige skulle bruge på det her. Der var jo ting man skulle, ting som lå 

langt fra den man var.  Men det er jo det man vælger, når man går ind i sådan et program. 

Det er jo ikke dig det handler om, eller det er det, men i sidste ende, handler det om 

programmet. (Lina, ‘14) 
 

For many of the participants, their self-identity would be bound to their clothing, and it would 

typically be really difficult for them to compromise on this area. Often they would have to bow to 

the powers of television, which require extravagant and spectacular clothing, especially for a highly 

classy formatted prime television show like the X Factor. Participants in television often feel that 

producers try to change them (Grindstaff, 2002), and Lukas provides a good example on how the 

production’s vision quickly can derail from the participants’ views of themselves. 

 

Jeg følte, at jeg blev sat i en bås, jeg følte, at jeg skulle være den dreng der altid skulle danse 

på scenen. Det havde jeg ikke nødvendigvis altid lyst til, nogle gange var det også fedt bare 

at stå med et mikrofonstativ, og bare rocke, og have det godt. I stedet for at man skulle have 

farverigt stort tøj på, og være hip hop'et. Det var ikke noget jeg valgte, og det var ikke sådan 

jeg så ud til min audition… Dengang var jeg ikke kritisk, jeg tænkte bare, det er da fedt at 

stå her og synge. (Lukas, ‘10) 
 

At skulle bære noget bestemt tøj, og have noget bestemt make up på, var ikke altid sjovt. 

For eksempel, kunne jeg slet ikke overskue, at mine øjenbryn skulle tegnes op. Jeg syntes, 

jeg lignede en klovn. Men det var jo TV, og jeg kunne godt forstå det, men det var godt nok 

ikke sjovt. (Stephanie, ‘09) 
 

Like Stephanie and Lukas above, it was typical for the youngest participants to go with the flow and 

leave the responsibility with the experienced professionals, and thus not criticise their decisions. In 

contrast, the older participants would say that persuading their mentors into going with their ideas 

required stubbornness: a stubbornness the younger participants typically did not have. Some of the 

participants described the difficulties that could arise when going against their mentor’s vision. In 

the case of Isabella and her group member it made them think twice about opposing. 

 

En uge, der prøvede vi noget tøj, og det havde vi virkelig ikke lyst til at have på, for det var 

virkelig grimt, og jeg synes ikke det hang sammen med noget af det andet, og jeg tror jeg 

kom til bare at sige; “nej jeg vil ikke have det på. Det gider jeg ikke.” Hvor Blachman blev 

virkelig sur. Jeg kan måske godt forstå at han blev lidt sur, men han kaldte os forkælede, og 

sagde, vi bare fik vores vilje derhjemme. Men det var jo slet ikke det. Jeg havde bare ikke 

lyst til at gå på scenen og ikke føle mig tilpas i det tøj jeg havde på. (Isabella, ‘12) 
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Suppressing their own emotions clearly was part of the game, for while most of them felt that it was 

a great opportunity for them, they also knew that being part of the programme was not only about 

showcasing their potential. They knew that delivering a commercial product like X Factor was 

structured and followed carefully considered guidelines, where it is not possible to be given 

complete freedom to express oneself the way they wanted. They had to walk a fine line between 

giving in to contributing to a better programme and not ending up in a potential hurtful and self-

estranging situation. The production team would assure the authors that no one was forced into 

delivering too much of oneself, and while they can not force people into creating good television 

content, it becomes up to the skill of the production team to create a space where mutual trust 

makes it tolerable to repeatedly express one’s emotions so it fits the frame of the programme. 

 

5.3.3 Hired friends 

‘Producers perceive the ultimate success or failure of a show to lie beyond their control because it 

rests with the unpredictable performances of ordinary people’ (Grindstaff, 2002, p. 117). For this 

reason, in order to steer the participants in the right direction, it becomes the producers’ greatest 

task to put the participants in the right mind-set, and build a frame of security where they can feel 

comfortable. This is done to enable the participants to deliver good performances for the cameras 

and accept proposals made by the producers. ‘Producers are consummate sales people, they know 

how to push the right buttons at the right time’ and they will work hard in order to develop personal 

relationships with the participants and convince them how they benefit from being on the 

programme (Grindstaff, 2002, p. 133). The production team on X Factor includes multiple people 

hired exclusively to attend to the participants and their wellbeing. This study showed that the 

participants were highly aware of the producers’ role, and made clear that the producers had 

established a workplace that was based on trust and friendship from both sides. It may be inferred 

that this made it possible for the participants to express themselves and feel safe in order to cope 

with the pressures on the programme. 

 

Der var jo nogle der decideret var ansat som vores venner... for jo mere deltagerne slapper 

af, og føler de bare kan være sig selv, jo bedre optagelser kommer der. Og jo nemmere er 

det til at få folk til, og få deltagerne til, det de gerne vil have de skal gøre. Produktionen gør 

det den kan for at få de ønskede resultater, og den ønskede reaktion. (Daniel, ‘10) 
 

Det er også det produktionsholdet bliver betalt for, det er at man ligesom skal føle sig som 

bedste venner, i den periode der, men de er faktisk reelle nok, de er virkelig søde alle 
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sammen. Det er et rigtig, rigtig stærkt team de har bag, det er også det der gør det muligt for 

unge som os at lave X Factor på fuld tid, det er det der gør at vi kan kapere det hele. 

(Markus, ‘15) 
 

Even though most actions from the production team were disguised in kindness and most developed 

close bonds to the team, many of the participants felt the constraint put upon them when being put 

under administration. Suddenly becoming important characters of the television programme meant 

that producers were watching their every move. These constraints would sometimes bring 

annoyance to the participants who felt that they were kept on too short a leash. 

 

Jeg mindes en rigtig sød, Panama, som var deltageransvarlig, som hele tiden stod og sagde; 

“Annelouise du har to minutter. Så skal du være tilbage”. Det synes jeg var lidt svært som 

31 årig, hele tiden at være underlagt nogle regler, og nogle der skulle bestemme hvad jeg 

skulle, det var temmelig irriterende. Det var helt sikkert bagsiden af medaljen, ved det at du 

blev sat under administration. (Annelouise, ‘11) 
 

Hvis man skulle på toilettet så skulle man slås for det. Jeg husker da vi var til five-chair 

challenge ville jeg gå en tur, efter at have været  sammen med de unge mennesker, der 

havde siddet og skrålet hele dagen, hvilket jeg var blevet fuldstændigt bims af. Så jeg sagde, 

jeg ville gå en tur, og det kunne jeg ikke få lov til. Så sagde jeg til Christian; ”nu går jeg en 

tur og hvis jeg bliver kørt ned, så er der ikke noget at gøre ved det, så må i finde en anden. 

Nu går jeg simpelthen en tur” og så skred jeg. Jeg kan jo godt finde ud af at kigge mig for 

når jeg går over gaden. (Michael, ‘13) 
 

The surveillance of the participants was mainly geared toward obtaining the footage needed for the 

programme. The television programme needed to provide enough footage to fill out an hour worth 

of television content that complements the live music performances. For some it would be exciting 

to have cameras directed at them, but for many it was also nerve wrecking and unpleasant to have 

cameras following them most of the time. 

 

Der var jo optagelser hele tiden. Der var jo fandeme ikke nogle pauser, og vi skulle hele 

tiden tage det om. Ud og ind, af togene hele tiden, og det var virkelig forvirrende og jeg 

havde slet ikke tænkt det var sådan. (Fie, ‘14) 
 

Mens vi var på boot camp der filmede de hele tiden. Jeg tror der var seks timer i døgnet de 

ikke filmede. De filmede mens jeg børstede tænder. Jeg var hele tiden på. Og hvis du laver 

noget hele tiden, så bliver du selvfølgelig også bedre, eller mere rolig, eller vant til det. 

(Daniel, ‘10) 
 

Searching for valuable content to show the viewers quickly becomes a matter of trial and error and 

the production requires that the producers be on guard all the time for spectacular television 

performances. For given that the participants are not professional actors shooting the programme 

also comes with a lot of unpredictability for the producers, because it is not certain that they will be 
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able to elicit the ‘right’ emotions at the right time (Grindstaff, 2002). The friendly space that the 

producers create is the foundation for getting the best and most dramatic performance from the 

participants. The next section will examine how the participants experienced being guided to 

deliver true emotions. 

 

5.3.4 The money shot  

A great modern entertainment programme like X Factor requires true emotions from the 

participants that reaches all the way out to the living rooms of the viewers. For this reason, the 

participants are expected not just to showcase themselves, but also to do it in such a way that they 

deliver emotions expressed in visible and bodily terms (Hochschild, 1983; Grindstaff, 2002). Being 

a vital asset on the programme is very much about having an interesting story, but while it is 

entertainment, it is required for the participants to be animated and able to perform. This requires 

the participants to be able to express emotions that fit the context, thus being able to do emotional 

work. 

When running a tight schedule, it becomes necessary to structure the work and time the 

producers put into recording the participants. The guidelines are important in order to have some 

type of control of the outcome. Doing background checks and studying the participants is typically 

a practical way to make sure they have enough interesting material to showcase for the viewers. 

 

Allerede til auditionen lagde jeg mærke til at tilrettelæggerne havde en oversigt med billeder 

som var farvekodet, og skrevet forskellige noter til. Jeg kunne godt se, at jeg havde en særlig 

farve med en masse stjerner der viste de skulle have fat i mig. Så de hev fat i mig, og 

spurgte, om jeg ville lave et indslag hvor jeg f.eks. kunne ringe op til min datter og sige; “uh 

nu er jeg spændt, nu skal jeg ind til audition”. Og der sagde jeg; ”min datter er 5 år gammel, 

jeg tror hun er sådan lidt ligeglad”. Men det var jo en del af det, så man tog ja hatten på, og 

det var jeg også frisk nok på. (Sophia) 
 

Much of the programme is build up around footage of the participants reacting. These reactions 

often include strong emotions of joy or sadness, but sometimes they might not be strong enough, or 

something else with the shot has been unsatisfactory, and if it is not successfully captured the first 

time, it has to be retaken. This is of course to ensure the best quality of footage for the viewers, and 

the challenge is to reach as close to true emotions as possible, while maintaining believability for 

the audience (Grindstaff, 2002). 

 

Jeg kan huske, at en ung fyr Jesper. Hans gestik var ret rolig. Og da han så var gået videre, 

gik han ned og sagde; ”ah jeg er gået videre”. Hvor tilrettelæggeren straks sagde, ”ej det 
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skal du lige tage om”. Og de blev ved, med at tage det om, indtil Jesper var sådan; ”hvad 

helvede vil i have jeg skal, skal jeg hoppe ud af døren sådan her.” og hoppede ud af døren, 

sådan lidt i sjov, og det brugte de så. (Daniel, ‘10) 
 

This gives a glimpse into some of the reality behind doing a television programme like X Factor, 

and it shows that the participants often are controlled to express themselves in certain ways in 

favour of the programme (Grindstaff, 2002). Their work at the programme suddenly becomes very 

close to that of an actor; some would argue that they got as much training in acting as they got in 

music performance. 

 

Man bliver generelt en god skuespiller efter X Factor, fordi man nogle gange skal tage sine 

følelser om og om igen, og så er det ligesom du skal genfinde dem et eller andet sted fra, og 

det kan du ikke gøre på normal vis, der bliver du nødt til at lave, en eller anden form for 

skuespil. (Kristoffer, ‘16) 
 

The producers have a sixth sense of where to get the most natural emotions, and they often know 

exactly where to get the best footage for the programme. When a scene is about to unfold they are 

very quick to move out. As mentioned earlier, the participants are closely tied to their 

performances, which enable the producers to capture genuine emotions from the participants 

(Grindstaff, 2002). The most intense example that was found of the production’s willingness to get 

footage with strong emotions was Michael’s story about Katrine who, after a bad performance, was 

confronted by the camera crew. 

 

De ‘overgreb’ man blev udsat for, var voldsommere end jeg havde forestillet mig. Da de 

f.eks filmede Katrine til hun græd. De fangede hende, ude i gangen, og spurgte hende om de 

samme ting igen og igen, og blev ved med at filme hende og hun var så ked af hendes 

optrædelse til boot camp, at det endte med hun begyndte at græde. Hvor jeg endte med at 

sige; “nu har i den, nu har i filmet hende i 20 min. Kan hun ikke få lov at samle sig lidt?” 

Det var de helt uforstående over for, og valgte selvfølgelig også at bruge det i programmet. 

(Michael, ‘13) 
 

Such a reaction as the one described above is gold for television producers, as it shows the real 

emotions after a painful defeat. Getting pictures of these situations is important when you want to 

deliver an emotional performance from the participants that reaches out of the screen. At the same 

time, these ‘ambushes’ are arguably damaging (Gamson, 1998): it was also too much for Katrine to 

be confronted by the camera crew in her moment of defeat. Several of the participants voiced their 

concerns, saying it could be traumatising to witness these raw emotions while a camera crew coldly 

immortalised the scene to later be broadcasted on national television. 
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Der var en deltager der var tæt på at bryde sammen, fordi det gik lidt dårligt for hende. Og 

der pressede tilrettelæggeren, meget groft på, for at få en reaktion ud af hende, og der tænkte 

vi andre, at nu var det altså nok. Det er en træls situation at være i, og man havde ikke 

behøvet at presse hende mere end højst nødvendigt, for det er jo mega nederen at gå ind og 

føle man har leveret en dårlig performance. (Kristoffer, ‘16) 
 

It is clear that participating in X Factor requires one to be able to act for the cameras, and a big part 

of the programme is to capture emotional situations. The majority of the participants expressed that 

performing emotion work in favour of the programme was part of the game and they would not 

mind performing in front of the cameras. While none of the participants in this study expressed 

being a victim of the camera crew’s eagerness to get footage for the programme, many would share 

stories of others who had been. The participants would express their concern about this aspect of 

reality television and were glad it did not happen to them. 

The greatest emotional scenes in the programme are found in the elimination rounds where 

emotions often are the strongest: every Friday the chances of catching drama, tears and joy are high. 

The next and final chapter explores how the participants cope with being eliminated from the 

programme. 

 

5.3.5 Summary 

Making television is an emotional task, and it was in most cases exciting to be part of a television 

production for the participants. While becoming an actor is not the primary goal, the participants 

would not mind performing emotional work on a weekly basis. However, this could be hard work, 

and the constraints that come from being filmed and guided most of the time could be annoying and 

stressful. The participants put themselves in an uncertain situation in which they were not in 

complete control of their own image, which could influence how they were perceived by the public 

and their reputation, which is important for further jobs in the industry. The fact is that television 

screens do not always portray reality, which could lead to great frustrations from the participants, if 

the way they were portrayed was inconsistent with their own sense of self. The balancing act of 

giving in to the ‘pressure’ of the programme and standing one’s ground was found to be an on-

going battle and problematic for the participants involved. They had to walk a fine line between 

giving in to contributing to a better programme and not ending up in a potential hurtful and self-

estranging situation. Suppressing their own emotions and bowing to the power of television became 

part of the experience. This was necessary in order to fulfil their desire to do music and be a vital 

part of the programme. 
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Hired friends would make it comfortable for them to elicit the right emotions, but along with 

experiences of joy, moment of sadness and disappointment also makes for good television. The 

emotions that would come after a disappointing performance could sometimes be intensified with 

cameras directed in a participant’s face. This could lead to people breaking down; the participants 

that witnessed these situations described it as very uncomfortable and raised their concern about 

this aspect of reality television. 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Game over 

 

Failure is the norm in the creative industries, and so it is in X Factor. As the rules of the talent show 

demands, there is only one who is going to be crowned with the winning title, and every week the 

participants will have to fight for not being eliminated from the competition. X Factor is therefore a 

great metaphor of the competitiveness that is present in the creative industries. Entering the 

programme can be compared to participating in the lottery (Hesmondhalgh, 2013), as the odds are 

very small for winning the competition. The reality is that even winners of this programme are not 

certain that they will succeed in the future (Figure 3), and for all it will be a continuous competitive 

process to strive for a career after the end of the programme. Hence, the fame they get on the 

programme is not necessarily permanent, but merely temporal until they successfully secure them 

another gig or contract (Stoyanova and Grugulis, 2012).  It can therefore be argued that achieving a 

Table 2: Summary table - The X Factor Puppeteer  
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creative career through X Factor is just as uncertain as the rest of the creative industries. Of those 

who ‘lost’ on the programme never gave any sign of giving up and many kept believing they would 

find success someway in the future, despite having witnessed the harsh competition made by the 

overflow of creative workers (Menger, 1999; Rosen, 1981). However, when failure is the norm and 

success is uncertain, it is valuable to explore what makes the participants cope with having been 

rejected or failed, and what makes them sustain their belief in succeeding in the future. 

This section will explore how the participants cope with being eliminated from the programme, 

hence losing the competition. The first section sets the stage for the rest of the chapter by examining 

the participants’ experiences of going into the eliminations. Afterwards, the participants’ final 

moments are analysed, followed by an examination of how the participants account for their 

elimination when looking back at the competition. 

 

5.4.1 The elimination 

Every week at the elimination there is lined up for the money shot to capture the narrative of broken 

dreams, which adds to the success of the programme.  

 

Jeg kan huske en fredag aften hvor vi gik derfra, vi samledes omme bagved og så var der 

bare vild jubel, fordi det havde været en sindssyg god fredag. Der var simpelthen så mange 

der havde grædt, og der havde været så meget drama, og det havde været pisse godt fjernsyn 

og det er det det drejer sig om. (Daniel, ‘10) 

 

In X Factor the elimination can be seen as a transition phase for the participants who will have to go 

back to their ordinary lives and thereby lose their access to fame (Van den Scott et al, 2015), hence 

losing their extraordinary status. The participants are aware of the rules of the game, but mentally it 

is hard to prepare themselves for being placed in the bottom, and the pressure that arises from 

failing can quickly set in, knowing that elimination will send them out of the spotlight. Most of the 

participants did not like the feeling of having their talent up for review and it showed that the 

pressure of losing both came from themselves, but also by the surrounding media.  The experience 

of encountering the eliminations made Theis and Kristoffer from The Competition aware of how 

hard others judgement could be. 

 

Farezonen var hård at komme i. Det er første gang vi har oplevet nedtur i det her program, 

og det skal man lige vænne sig til. Det er ikke fordi vi ikke er gode musikere, men det kan 

lidt fremstilles som om. Medierne kører meget hårdt på dig, og det du har lavet. Og du 

glemmer lige pludselig hvorfor du står her. Hvorfor du egentlig er en af de sidste ni, og det 

skal du egentlig sætte pris på du er, men medierne kan fyre dig helt ned i kulkælderen. Det 
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er virkelig den negative side ved programmet, det er den negative opmærksomhed man kan 

få. (Kristoffer, ‘16) 

 

There is a general belief in television that ‘one is only as good as their last job’ (Blair, 2001) and the 

media will quickly remind the participants if they are not doing a good job on stage which can be 

harmful for one’s self-confidence as the comment above alludes. As previously mentioned the 

participants create a very strong bond to each other, and going into eliminations also provoked a 

fear of leaving the X Factor family. Azilda, from this year’s winning group, Embrace described the 

eliminations as part of a bad dream and expressed her worries about having to think about 

themselves before the other participants. 

 

Det føles bare som en del af en ond drøm synes jeg, fordi selv om vi går videre så er der en 

anden en der ikke gør. Man vil jo selv gerne videre, men man vil jo også gerne have sine 

bedste venner går videre. Og til sidst, bliver vi jo færre og færre, og hvis vi står tilbage med 

vores bedste venner som de sidste to, skal vi jo tænke mere på os selv end på dem, og det er 

et træls sted at stå. (Azilda, ‘16) 

 

Having friends, as competitors and knowing that one has to leave the programme would bring up a 

lot of emotions. Research has shown that creative work can lead to real friendships (Hesmondhalgh 

& Baker, 2011) and in this case it is no different. After having studied the eliminations taking place 

from 2008-2016, it clearly gave an indication that these bonds became to mean more than the 

competition itself, and many of the participants would express how much they were going to miss 

everyone on set when they were eliminated. 

 

Det jeg kommer til at savne mest, det er fællesskabet, og de fantastiske syv mennesker der 

står derovre. Det er det jeg er allermest ked af, men jeg håber på at kunne tilbringe noget tid 

med dem alligevel. (Lukas, Live show 5, 13 March 2009)  
 

Above clearly shows that the participants are aware of the high rate of failure the competition and 

this industry comes with. The fear of being let out and failing is present in the way the participants 

account for their experiences going into the elimination. Despite, knowing that the odds are tough 

they take the risk of a possible failure in front of the public, which indicates that they are willing to 

put themselves in a highly uncertain situation in order to possibly succeed (Menger, 1999). It may 

be perceived that they love the ‘chance’ it gives them for succeeding, but the pressure that comes 

from failing can induce fear of not being able to make it. 
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5.4.2 Goodbyes 

When it is time to decide who is going to be eliminated, participants line up in front of the judges to 

get their final verdict that decide their fate in the programme. Those who ‘fail’ in the creative 

industries often keep on fighting (Rosen, 1981) and this requires one to believe that they are still 

talented, while justifying it towards others, in this case, in front of millions. When being voted off 

the competition the participants have to visible account for their loss. Van den Scott et al (2015) 

argued that participants in competition based reality television programmes were doing emotion 

work when being eliminated from the competition. Using their last public moment to emotionally 

frame their time on the programme, emotion work makes it possible to leave without harming their 

self-confidence or self-identity (Van den Scott et al, 2015). This study found several ways the 

participants would frame their last moments on the programme. There was evidence of 1) venting 

emotions, 2) minimizing significance and 3) future opportunities, which will be discussed below. 

Saying goodbye can be an emotional experience for the participants and many of the 

participants ‘allowed’ themselves to show their disappointment and sadness about having to leave 

the programme (Wei, 2016). The participants often expressed their concern and disappointment 

about being placed in the bottom with someone they cared about, and last year the two new best 

friends Baraa and Tannaz were going against each other in the elimination, which turned into 

probably the most emotional elimination in Danish X Factor history.  

 

 

Tears were not held back when Tannaz and Baraa found out that it was either one of them 

who had to leave that week. “Tannaz, så er i på den igen” it came from the host turning 

towards Tannaz who answered with a lump in her throat “vi har stået her før og Baraa er en 

af mine bedste venner, så det er bare virkelig forfærdeligt”. The attention quickly turned to 

Baraa “Og Baraa?” and with a small shake on his head he tearfully released “ingen ord”. 

“Du behøver ikke sige noget” it came from the host, before encouraging the audience to 

wish them good luck while they prepared for their potential final performance. This was just 

the beginning on what should be an emotional farewell to Tannaz, who after their 

performances was left in the hands of the judges that used a long time to come up with a 

reason to vote her off the show. A deep silence followed the judge's final decision as the 

whole studio was filled with tears. The host would break the silence and present the tribute 

video of Tannaz’s journey through the programme. A still emotional Tannaz left with the 

final words “det har været en mega oplevelse for mig, at få de bedste venner i hele verden 

og jeg vil gerne takke hele Remee’s hold; det har betydet så meget for mig og det er ikke 

noget jeg vil give slip på i hvert fald, og tak til Remee også.” (Live show 4, 6 March 2015). 
 

 

Goffman (1952) argued that by venting one’s emotions it allowed a person to possibly help him or 

her regain face. Although not witnessing anyone directing their cathartic release at others who they 
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believed unjustly caused the loss, many left while crying or were otherwise visibly upset. While 

venting emotions is not necessarily enough to put the attention away from their talent and skill, 

other strategies were also used to emphasise on other things than their loss. 

In order to minimize the significance of the defeat, many would express it was ‘okay’ for 

them to leave due to the high competition and highly skilled vocalists, only being proud of having 

made it to the final stages of the programme. A recurring theme was that the participants would 

express that the programme did not ‘fit’ their musical style or that it was not the best conditions in 

which to use their talent to the fullest.  

 

 

Lina Rafn was about to choose between two of her young participants, Fie and Mathias, and 

ended up voting Mathias out of the show with the words “du skal hjem og lave dit eget”. 

Mathias agreed with Lina and totally accepted his fade “jeg er helt enig, Fie du fortjener så 

meget at stå på den her scene, jeg er helt okay med det, og du fortjener det her, det er din 

rejse og ikke min. Jeg hører ikke til her, jeg hører til derhjemme. Jeg skal lave min egen 

musik. Jeg har været så glad for at være her tusind tak.” (Live show 2, 21. February, 2014) 
 

 

Another way to downplay the significance of not preceding the programme was to put emphasis on 

other important things in life, such as their families, which they now could go home to and spend 

time with after having not seen much of them during the competition. 

 

 

Cutfather ended up in a situation where he had to decide between two participants from his 

own group "hvordan kan man vælge mellem sine børn…” he said before angrily arguing 

with the other judges about how harsh they had been that night. “Jeg vil godt sige nej tak til 

dette dommerbords opførsel i aften. Det har været under al kritik”. “Verdensklasse. Det 

skider jeg på” Blachman arrogantly answered, before an emotional Cutfather had to finally 

make his decision "Jeg skal vælge.... Jeg gør det hurtigt. Katrine jeg siger tusind tak for 

samarbejdet. Du skal hjem til familien.". Katrine quickly caught the microphone to make her 

final speech “jeg vil bare gerne sige tak, og jeg synes det er synd for dig Mich (Cutfather) at 

du skal stå i den her situation, men jeg har alt respekt for dit valg, og jeg glæder mig til at 

komme hjem til min familie”. (Live show 2, 17. February 2012) 
 

 

The participants would repeatedly use their last words to thank X Factor and the people involved 

for the fantastic journey, suggesting that it had been a valuable experience that instantly had 

fulfilled their dreams. Emphasising on having learned and being blessed with the X Factor 

experience would minimize the significance of the loss on stage. It may be perceived as a way to 

ensure themselves that the experience of making it far in the competition would be enough to keep 

believing in a future career in the creative industries. 
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Jeg bliver så glad når jeg ser hvordan jeg har udviklet mig, og når jeg tænker på hvilken 

fantastisk rejse og hvor meget det her har givet mig. Det er simpelthen det største der er sket 

i mit liv, og jeg er så stolt af mig selv, at jeg kan stå her, det er helt vildt jeg får lov at stå her 

foran 40.000 mennesker. (Jesper, Final, 27 March 2010) 

 

Det har været en kæmpe rejse, det har nærmest været terapi for mig. Jeg er så taknemmelig, 

for de mennesker jeg har mødt og det jeg har fået lov til at præsterer her, jeg er meget stolt 

af mig selv, og det vi har arbejdet med. Jeg er rigtig, rigtig glad for muligheden. (Sophia, 

Live show 3, 27 February 2015)  
 

As part of their thank you speech the participant would often focus on future opportunities and 

ensure that ‘this is not the last you will hear from us’. Changing the subject away from their defeat 

to opportunities in the future, the participants will not have to abandon the idea that they are 

talented (Van den Scott et al, 2015) and it can be argued that referencing to the future helps the 

participants to put their experience on the programme into perspective and minimize the emotional 

impact of their departure (Wei, 2016). 

 

 

As the judges were about to make their decisions, the programme changed to a darker tone 

followed by a red light that focused down upon the stage. The Competition and Mads 

Christian had just finished their ‘save me’ songs, and facing the judges brought a tear to the 

eye of Mads Christian, while the duo The Competition looked more settled. They did not 

seem to lose confidence even after the final verdict by Blachman who voted for them to 

leave the programme. After their tribute video the host asked “er der noget i vil sige 

afslutningsvis?”. Theis humbly answered “da vi stillede op til audition havde vi slet ikke 

regnet med at komme så langt her, så det har været en kæmpe oplevelse for os. Vi stillede 

op for at lære en masse om musik”. Kristoffer took over with more determination in his 

speech “det er jo bare et tv program, vi har så meget arbejde vi skal gøre nu. Nu har vi 

opbygget en større fanbase end den vi havde, og det er nu det hårde arbejde går i gang. Vi 

har så meget materiale vi skal bygge videre på, så i skal nok høre en masse til os selvom vi 

er ude af det her.” (Live show 3, 4 March 2016) 

 

 

The strategy to emphasise on the future, instead of the defeat, was often used by several of the 

participants and like The Competition above it was important for them to leave on a positive note. 

Similar to recent research, (Wei, 2016; Van den Scott, 2015) this study suggests that 

participants cope with failure in several ways that mutually do not exclude each other. Similar for 

all, it is assumed that participants try to turn focus away from their defeat to help them accept being 

eliminated. This can be argued to make them not abandon the idea of them being talented which 

helps to minimize the emotional impact of their exit (Wei, 2016). In an industry where reputation 

plays a major role in getting a career, it can be argued that it is necessary to perform emotion work 
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to leave on a positive note and frame their exit to something positive. Focusing on the learnings and 

the experience X Factor had brought them seemed to be a common pattern that appeared in the 

majority of the ‘goodbyes’, suggesting that the experience came to mean more than their spot in the 

competition. It is arguably hard to measure the effectiveness of these reactions and to exactly know 

how much it really helped the participants to retain confidence, but their words and actions may 

work as an indication to how they cope with failure. In the next section it will look into how the 

participants account for their elimination when reflecting back on their departure. 

 

5.4.3 Losing accounts  

Besides the strategies used in their moment of elimination from the competition, this study revealed 

three ways in which the participants would account for their defeat when looking back at their exit. 

These can be counted as 1) blaming the format, choice of song and clothing, 2) emphasising on the 

relief they felt due to potential future economic issues and the high intensity of the programme, and 

3) focusing on the experience and self-improvement. 

Sophia was one of the many participants that could not hold her tears back when it was her 

turn to leave the competition. Looking back on the experience of this transition from reality 

television into the real world, she expressed it as a mourning phase. 

 

Det var nærmest sådan en sorgfase. Først var jeg rigtig ked af det, og græd og græd og græd, 

så blev jeg lidt vred, og var sådan; hvorfor? Bagefter var det sådan en sørgmodighed, eller 

sådan en, oh, det var sgu også vildt at være med, sådan helt nostalgi på hele forløbet der 

havde været. Så var det bare sådan tomt lidt tid, og da finalen så kom, så var vi allesammen 

samlet igen, og så kom der en afslutning på det. Det gjorde det lidt bedre eller nemmere at 

håndtere det, da det ligesom var slut for alle, på en eller anden måde. (Sophia, ‘15) 

 

While there is a lot of self-blaming amongst failing workers (Banks, 2007), this study shows that 

the participants not only blamed themselves for their elimination. Which can be interpreted as being 

a way to reassure themselves that they can succeed in the future, despite ‘losing’ being evidence to 

the contrary (Wei, 2016). 

 

Jeg vil sige, at jeg røg ind i det problem at jeg på et tidspunkt havde lyst til at synge det jeg 

havde lyst til at synge, men der glemte jeg spillets regler. Man skal ikke synge det man har 

lyst til at synge, man skal synge det folk gerne vil høre hvis man vil spille det spil der 

hedder X Factor. Jeg tror også det var derfor jeg røg ud. Jeg røg ud med ”Painted In Black” 

og når jeg har hørt det på YouTube, så synes jeg faktisk det er den bedste af dem jeg synger. 

Jeg synes faktisk jeg gør det skide godt, men jeg kan godt forstå hvorfor det er mig der 

ryger, for det er ikke det folk de gad at høre. Det var sådan lidt et sats at synge den sang. 

Hvis jeg f.eks. havde sunget dansevisen, som har en rod i noget dansk, så kunne jeg godt 
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have sluppet afsted med noget der var så gammelt. Ellers så handler det om at synge noget 

folk har en relation til, og det er jo de unge mennesker, sms mafiaen, der sørger for hvem 

der kommer videre. Og det er også derfor, der er mange der synes at den første sang jeg 

sang var den bedste. Det var fordi det var en ny upcoming sang, der var skide god. Men jeg 

synes slet ikke selv den var bedst. (Daniel, ‘10) 

 

Above Daniel blamed the choice of song for his defeat, stating he firmly believed that it was his 

best performance. He therefore accepted that he was voted off, but denied that his performance was 

‘bad’ (Scott & Lyman, 1968). It may be perceived as a way to save face by emphasising that if he 

had chosen a better ‘fitting’ song that suited the X Factor format and demographic, he would have 

proceeded in the competition. Blaming the format could therefore be seen as a way to justify one’s 

defeat and make it reasonable to believe in future opportunities. 

It was not unusual for the participants to blame the decisions that were taken during the 

process up to the live shows, and even a wrong pair of jeans was argued to be part of the reason for 

one’s defeat. 

 

Jeg ville helt sikkert ikke have taget de bukser på. Det ville jeg bare ikke. For jeg ved det var 

helt sikkert de bukser, eller de gjorde ihvertfald at jeg holdte mig tilbage da jeg stod på 

scenen. (Sophia, ‘15) 

 

Others would claim they felt a sense of relief when looking back at their departure from the 

programme. For them, their defeat was justified by emphasising on potential future economic issues 

and that the high intensity of the programme, would have been ‘impossible’ to continue in. 

 

Jeg var rigtig lettet over jeg røg hjem, og jeg var lettet over det faktisk lød okay, jeg slipper 

meget godt fra det, især i omspilningen synes jeg det går rigtig godt. Hvis jeg skulle være 

med hele vejen så havde det blevet rigtig dyrt. Så det passede mig super fint at jeg røg ud i 

den runde som jeg gjorde, fordi jeg tror ikke jeg havde haft råd - det kostede mig jo hele min 

løn sådan en uge. (Michael, ‘13)  
 

Det krævede helt vildt meget af mig, at skulle stille mig der en gang om ugen, så det var lidt 

en lettelse da det sluttede, også fordi det sluttede jo på toppen, det var mega vildt, og jeg var 

simpelthen så tilfreds med at blive nummer to. (Annelouise, ‘11) 

 

A recurring theme showed that participants would justify their defeat by referring to their 

progression in the programme. Being one out of the last nine acts in a talent competition that 

thousands signed up for made them feel that they ended ‘on top’. What was common for all was 

their gratitude towards the programme and the learnings about oneself that came with it. This may 

be perceived as being valued higher than their placement in the competition, thus implying that 

there was no shame in being voted off. This way to justify their exit was very similar to the way 
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participants framed their last moment of the competition, implying that the experiences provided 

them more opportunities than hindrances for their future career. 

 

Jeg fik virkelig bekræftet en gang for alle at den vej jeg havde valgt i livet var den rigtige, at 

der faktisk var mennesker der syntes jeg var talentfuld. Så på den måde fik jeg bekræftet at 

det var realistisk at jeg gør det her, og at jeg kan det og at jeg er dygtig. Det var dejligt. 

(Lukas, ‘10) 

 

The study of the participants’ accounts showed that the format and decisions made in the process up 

to the live show would be blamed for one’s defeat. Also by making aware of how big of a relief it 

would be to leave the tough conditions of the programme, would help to justify why it was okay to 

be voted off the programme. Especially the time spend on X Factor would be emphasised to justify 

their exit and the learnings they did on the programme would sustain their belief of future success.  

Focusing on self-improvement in the eliminations as well as in their accounts after the programme 

implies that this may be an important factor for understanding how to cope with career failures, 

meaning that if participants are presented with new challenges and a sense of development over 

time, they may be able to believe in future success. If failing can be perceived as a way to improve, 

instead of a defeat, it arguably makes it easier to cope with failures in the long run. 

 

5.4.4 Summary 

In X Factor the elimination can be seen as a transition phase for the participants who will have to go 

back to their ordinary lives. Most of the participants did not like the feeling of having their talent up 

for review and it showed that the pressure of losing both came from themselves, but also from the 

surrounding media. The participants were aware of the high rate of failure the competition and this 

industry comes with, but despite the tough odds they were more than willing to take the risk of a 

possible failure in front of the public in order to possibly succeed. 

This study revealed that participants would cope with failure in several ways that mutually 

did not exclude each other. First, venting emotions; many left the programme while crying or were 

otherwise visibly upset. Second, minimizing the significance of the elimination; here, the 

participants focused on the format and claimed it did not match their musical style, while others 

would emphasise on important parts of their lives such as their family. Furthermore, by showing 

gratitude and suggesting that X Factor had been a valuable experience would minimize the 

significance of the loss on stage. Third, focusing on future opportunities; it was important for the 

participants to leave on a positive note by ensuring themselves and the audience that X Factor was 
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not the final destination. These strategies implied that the participants tried to turn focus away from 

their defeat to help them accept being eliminated and not abandon the idea of them being talented. 

Focusing on the learnings and the experience X Factor had brought them, seemed to be a 

common pattern that appeared in the majority of the ‘goodbyes’, suggesting that the experience 

came to mean more than their spot in the competition.  

Furthermore, this study revealed that the participants accounted for their exit in several ways. First 

by blaming the format, songs and clothing, and second by emphasising on the relief they felt due to 

potential future economic issues and the high intensity of the programme. Thirdly, they would focus 

on the experience which had provided them with challenges that made them feel like they improved 

and thereby sustain a belief in a future career. Focusing on self-improvement in the eliminations as 

well as in their accounts after the programme indicated that emphasising on improving one’s 

abilities may be an important factor for coping with failure and to sustain a belief in future success. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

 

This final chapter concludes the study by providing a summary of the main findings, followed by a 

discussion of academic and practical implications and suggestions for further research.  

 

6.1 Summary of main findings 

Throughout this study, explanations have been sought to understand the phenomenon of the Danish 

edition of the global talent show, X Factor. The purpose of this research was to understand how 

participants experience the work dynamics of this particular creative environment. To conduct this 

study, relevant theories were discussed and interviews, participant observation and secondary 

sources on the case study of X Factor have been analysed. 

The first chapter aimed to answer the sub-question: What are the rationales for 

participating in the X Factor programme? An analysis of the participants’ motivation was 

carried out. Consistent to prior research (Grindstaff, 2002; Syvertsen, 2001), it revealed that the 

reason for participating in the X Factor programme was a mixture of internal and external factors. 

The internal factors were found to originate from an unconditional love for music, and consisted of 

three main findings: First, many expressed X Factor as a life-changing experience which was 

tempting because of the possibility to change one’s current situation, fulfil one’s need for self-

actualisation and to do something out of the ordinary. Second, was a need for approval, to ensure 

themselves that they were in fact talented and to test the waters of a potential career path in the 

music industry. Lastly, the possibility of high exposure was found as a motivational factor for 

participating in the programme. The exposure was seen as a way to ‘get out there’ and get 

recognised by others, which potentially could heighten their visibility in the market, and hopefully 

secure them future work in music. In addition, two external factors were revealed to influence the 

participants’ decision for entering the competition. One was their social ties, who would either 

encourage, or actively sign them up for the programme, and discouragement from their social ties 

was revealed not to have any significance on their decision. The second factor was the production 

team, which was found to have a positive influence on the participants’ decision making. 

 

The second and third chapter aimed to answer the main research question: How do participants 

experience the work dynamics of the cultural production of the Danish X Factor programme? 

This study presented a special case where the music and television industries are entangled to bring 
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out the cultural production of X Factor, but the working conditions was found not to differ much 

from other creative projects in the creative industries. Evidence from this study confirmed in 

relation to prior research (Banks, 2007; Blair, 2001; Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; McRobbie, 

1998; Rowland & Handy, 2012, Ursell, 2000) that the creative workers, in this case the participants, 

experienced the creative working environment with ambivalent feelings. This was found in their 

newly acquired celebrity status, the work-life balance, and the core creative work that was carried 

out during the run of the programme. Self-fulfilling rewards were found in many of the processes 

behind X Factor, but were intertwined with tensions, anxieties and pressure. 

This study revealed that the participants were willing to self-exploit and self-inflict high 

amounts of pressure in order to be able to practise their beloved art form in front of the country. 

Participating in X Factor came with long working hours that impacted their social life, economical 

status, and sometimes resulted in psychological and physical consequences. These conditions were 

however, highly overshadowed by the challenges and social life the programme presented them 

with. Self-development and creative freedom was highly valued throughout the course of the 

programme and many of the participants found X Factor to provide the right circumstances for self-

actualising their potential. 

 

The fourth chapter and final part of the analysis aimed to answer the sub-question: How do the 

participants cope with being eliminated from the programme? An analysis of the participants’ 

final moments of the programme highlighted three main strategies the participant would use in 

order to cope with being eliminated. First, venting emotions; many left the programme while crying 

or were otherwise visibly upset. Second, minimizing the significance of the elimination; here, the 

participants focused on the format and claimed it did not match their musical style, while others 

would emphasise on important parts of their lives such as their family. Furthermore, by showing 

gratitude and suggesting that X Factor had been a valuable experience would minimize the 

significance of the loss on stage. Third, focusing on future opportunities; it was important for the 

participants to leave on a positive note by ensuring themselves and the audience that X Factor was 

not the final destination. These strategies implied that the participants tried to turn focus away from 

their defeat to help them minimize the emotional impact on their exit and not abandon the idea of 

them being talented. 

Besides these three strategies, this study revealed that the participants would use different 

accounting strategies to later justify their elimination. First, the participants would blame the format 
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and bad decisions in the process leading up to the live show, such as wrong choice of song or 

clothing. Second, the participants would justify their defeat by emphasising on potential future 

economic issues and the high intensity of the programme, which would have been ‘impossible’ to 

continue in. Third, it was common for all, to show gratitude towards the programme and emphasise 

on their development, which came from the challenging environment of the programme. Focusing 

on self-improvement in the eliminations as well as in their accounts after the programme indicated 

that emphasising on improving one’s abilities may be an important factor for coping with failure 

and to sustain a belief in future success. 

 

6.2 Academic implications 

This study contributes to the existing literature on creative work dynamics and how the workers 

within creative projects experience their work. It provides insight to motivation, work experiences 

and how creative workers cope with failure in this context. How creative workers feel or 

subjectively experience their jobs is an understudied area, and in these times where the economy 

has shifted to a ‘new’ one, it is important to gain knowledge about the workers that constitute these 

industries and how individuals differ in their experience of the work they do. 

This case study gave insight to the specific television genre of talent shows that gives the 

possibility for a career in the creative industries. Existing theories on why people enter reality 

television programmes (Grindstaff, 2002; Syvertsen, 2001) were used together with rationales for 

choosing a creative occupation (Menger, 1999). It was confirmed that the rationales for entering X 

Factor was a mix of internal motives and external factors. In contradiction to Syvertsen’s research it 

was found that social ties would discourage the participants to sign up for the programme, but in 

this case it did not seem to have any influence on the decision making to participate, which may 

indicate that the personal motives explained in chapter one were more important than submitting to 

the opinions made by others. 

The available literature has shown that creative work comes with ambivalent feelings. 

(Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; Ursell, 2000, McRobbie 1998). The results of this study comply 

with these findings and add to them by providing new knowledge about work experiences in a 

reality television context. Reality television is a relatively new part of the creative industries and 

while earlier studies have examined the producers of such programmes, this study was based on the 

work experiences of the participants that partake in the creative processes within a television 

production. Like earlier studies, intrinsic rewards such as creative autonomy, sociality and self-
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actualisation were very desirable for the participants involved, and in order to fulfil their desire to 

work creatively and succeed on the programme, many were willing to self-inflict pressure upon 

themselves. 

While the literature suggests that creative workers keep fighting despite failing in the 

creative industries (Rosen, 1981), this study highlights how participants cope with failing and how 

they insist to persevere. This paper contributes with empirical insight to the research done by Van 

den Scott et al (2015) and Wei (2016) and strengthens some of their findings on how participants in 

reality television do emotion work when exiting or being rejected from the competition. It was 

found that participants likewise blame the format and its audience for their defeat, which is similar 

to how participants would do eulogy work in the paper by Van den Scott et al. Wei’s paper found 

that hard work and persistence would allow participants to sustain a belief in reaching their dreams, 

a similar pattern was found in the answers of the participants in the Danish X Factor, who 

emphasised on self-improvement. 

 

6.3 Practical Implications  

This research allows to consider potential courses of actions for the producers of X Factor and bring 

general insights on the management of hopefuls within such an arrangement. Practical implications 

mainly address the BLU Production and the team involved in the centre of the creative processes 

within the production of X Factor. 

It should always be acknowledged that the participants of this programme are willing to go 

great lengths in order to pursue their favourite art form. It is important for staffs on the programme 

to keep focus on the well being of the participants, as their own and others expectations quickly can 

make it a stressful living to participate.  Furthermore, it has repeatedly been found throughout this 

study that the younger participants need the most guidance, as these seem to be more prone to the 

pressure the programme creates. As the emotional impact of such a programme is proven to be too 

much for some to handle, it is important to keep focusing on reducing pressure for the participants 

and it should continue to be accepted that participating in X Factor is intense and not for everybody. 

This study also shows how important sociality is in an organisation where much pressure is 

laid upon the workers week in and out. It shows how rewarding it can be to establish a frame where 

people can feel secure, which arguably is something that every organisation can learn from, and the 

social life on the programme should continue to be nursed. 
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 How the participants made sense of their elimination in X Factor gave insight into 

how creative workers make reason of their failures, and from these findings, this can potentially 

help managers understand how creative workers cope with failure. Providing work that is 

challenging, setting goals and motivates workers to reach what they are capable of becoming, can 

arguably help them to cope with failure and rejection in the long run. Furthermore, it can be argued 

that if creative workers begin to see development as a consequence of failure, and the perception of 

failure can be turned into something positive, it will arguably make it easier to work in the creative 

industries. 

 

6.4 Further research 

In the context of creative work subjectivity, there is still much to learn in this field, and as 

mentioned earlier, this study only serves to make a small contribution to a larger field of research. 

Therefore, it is interesting to look into which possibilities that lay within future studies, in order to 

understand the affective processes and emotional investment that keep workers in these industries. 

While more than 3500 people sign up for X Factor each year this case is ideal for a 

quantitative research approach, like surveys or questionnaires. This could allow for more exact 

explanations to why hopefuls sign up for these particular programmes, and extend the view of the 

motives behind following careers in art. 

Furthermore, a multi-case study could strengthen the generalisability of the findings in this 

research by comparing it to other case studies about reality television programmes, talent shows or 

editions of the X Factor programme in other countries, and thereby capture further knowledge about 

creative work processes in this context. In addition, more in-depth interviews with officials of the 

programme could gain insight into how management can be improved. 

Another interesting case would be to look closer into careers after the talent show, and 

examine in greater depth how talent shows affect one’s life on the other side and look more into the 

hypothesis of the career possibilities that the programme affords. 

Lastly, while this study only is based on in-depth interviews and a single participant 

observation, following the participants closer during their time at the programme could expand this 

work. A research based on multiple participant observations could lead to a greater picture of the 

social processes there are in this particular setting. 
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8. APPENDICES 

8.1 Appendix 1: Song themes 2016 

 
 

Season 

2016 

Themes  

Live show 

1 

A signature song (A song that defines who the participant is as an artist)  

Live show 

2  

Nordic 

Live show 

3  

Songs chosen from the year they were born  

Live show 

4  

Airplay #1 -Danish airplay  

Live show 

5 

David Bowie tribute  

Live show 

6  

1. Jukebox night  

2. My audition song (The participant performs the same song as they did to the 

audition)  

Final 1. A song of their own choice  

2. Participants featuring Danish artists on stage  

3. Finalist singles  

 

8.2 Appendix 2: Overview of the winning prizes 2008-2016 

 

Season Prize 

2008 Recording contract with Sony Music Entertainment  
 

Included recording, marketing and promotion, music video, TV spot as well as an advance 

of future record sales. 

2009 Recording contract with Sony Music Entertainment  
 

Included recording, marketing and promotion, music video, TV spot as well as an advance 

of future record sales. 

2010 Recording contract with Sony Music Entertainment  
 

Included recording, marketing and promotion, music video, TV spot as well as an advance 
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of future record sales. 

2011 Recording contract with Sony Music Entertainment  
 

Included recording, marketing and promotion, music video, TV spot as well as an advance 

of future record sales. 

2012 Recording contract with Sony Music Entertainment  
 

Included recording, marketing and promotion, music video, TV spot as well as an advance 

of future record sales. 

2013 Recording contract with Sony Music Entertainment  
 

Included recording, marketing and promotion, music video, TV spot as well as an advance 

of future record sales. 

2014 An EP produced by the 6 times Grammy award winner John Shanks and 10 weeks 

intensive course with music industry professionals.  

2015 Single produced by RedOne and a meeting with Simon Cowell  

2016 EP produced in London including one single written by Julian Bunetta and John Ryan and 

a music video produced by Michael Sauer Christensen  

 

8.3 Appendix 3: Average ratings 2008-2016  
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8.4 Appendix 4: Social media data 
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8.5 Appendix 5: Coding 
 

CATEGORY: DESIRABILITY 

Desire 

Dreams 

Self-actualisation 

 
CATEGORY: MOTIVATION & REASON 

The Experience Itself 

Confirmation/Test of talent 

Exposure 

Influenced by others 

- Social circle 

- Production team 

 
CATEGORY: PROCESS 

Contract 

Autonomy 

Exploitation/control 

Sociality 

Self-esteem 

Work-life balance 

- Economy 

- Second job 

- Private life 

Expectations 

Satisfaction 

Pressure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

How do participants 
experience the work 
dynamics of the 
cultural production 
of the Danish X 
Factor programme? 

What are the 
rationales for 
participating in the 
X Factor 
programme? 
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Coping with elimination 
Elimination Eliminations (n = 72) 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 
Emotional (18) Emotional (25) 
Miss the X Factor family (7)  
Grateful (41) Minimizing significance (54) 
Relief (2)  
Proud to have made it this far 
(2) 

 

Other deserve it (2)  
Minimizing significance (7)  
Future opportunities (11) Future opportunities (11) 
Did the best (2) Did the best (2) 
Not surprised (2) Not surprised (2) 
  
After elimination Interviews (n = 20) 
Blaming the format (4) Blaming (11) 
Blaming the clothing (3)  
Blaming others decisions (4)  
Relief to be voted off (4) Relief (4) 
Gratitude (17) Focus on self-improvement 

(29) 
The experience was worth it (8)  
Hard work (4)  
  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do the participants 
cope with being 
eliminated from the 
programme? 
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8.6 Appendix 6: Pre-casting contract 

 

 

1. Jeg fylder 15 år senest den 1. februar 2014 og vil efter anmodning fremvise en kopi af min 

fødselsattest eller mit pas som bevis herfor. 

2. Jeg må desværre ikke deltage i konkurrencen, hvis jeg allerede har en aftale med et pladeselskab, 

musikforlag, mv. om udfoldelsen af mit talent som sanger, fordi hovedpræmien i konkurrencen er 

en pladekontrakt. 

3. Jeg må desværre ikke deltage i konkurrencen, hvis jeg tidligere har været i finalen i X Factor 

(dvs. blandt de sidste 9 deltagere i konkurrencen) i Danmark eller i et hvilket som helst andet land i 

verden. 

4. Jeg forstår, at formålet med Programmet er udvælgelsen af en solist eller sanggruppe, og at dette 

betyder en konkurrence der indebærer musikalsk optræden foran et dommerpanel, og at denne 

optræden måske bliver optaget og udsendt på TV eller brugt i andre medier. Ved tiltrædelsen af 

denne aftale, giver jeg hermed min tilladelse til at Producenten må optage mig og mit bidrag, 

redigere frit i og bruge dette på de betingelser for deltagelse som er beskrevet her. Jeg er indforstået 

med at ved Programmet forstås programmerne X Factor og XTRA Factor. 

5. Jeg er dansk statsborger eller bor i Danmark (inkl. Grønland og Færøerne) og har en 

tidsubegrænset eller tilsvarende arbejds- og opholdstilladelse i Danmark (inkl. Grønland og 

Færøerne). 

6. Konkurrencen har et intensivt forløb, og jeg mener at jeg er ved godt helbred og både fysisk og 

psykisk kan klare at deltage i konkurrencen. 

7. Jeg forstår og erklærer mig indforstået med, at går jeg videre i konkurrencen og jeg ønsker at 

fortsætte, vil jeg blive bedt om at udfylde, underskrive og godkende andre kontrakter. 

8. Ved at tiltræde denne aftale overdrager jeg hermed samtlige rettigheder af hvilken som helst art 

ved og forbundet med min medvirken i Programmet til Producenten, sådan at Producenten vil være 

berettiget til at benytte og videreudnytte og give andre - herunder men ikke begrænset til DR, 

Producentens samarbejdspartnere og sponsorer - tilladelse til at benytte og videreudnytte dette mit 

bidrag på alle måder og i alle medier. Jeg anerkender også Producentens ret til at bruge mit navn og 

billede i foromtale og pressemateriale. 

9. Jeg giver mit samtykke til, at Producenten filmer mig med eller uden mit vidende til pre-

castingen, til brug i forbindelse med produktionen og videreudnyttelsen af Programmet. Jeg 

overdrager hermed til Producenten retten til i alle medier at anvende og genanvende min medvirken 

i alle Programmets produktionsfaser. 

10. Jeg anerkender, at Producenten ikke er forpligtet til at optage mit bidrag til Programmet eller 

inkludere mig i udsendelsen af Programmet. 

11. Jeg anerkender, at Programmet jeg medvirker i er en sangkonkurrence og at min medvirken i 

Programmet ikke udgør en professionel optræden, og ikke berettiger mig til honorar, løn eller anden 

form for kompensation. 

12. Producenten kan ikke drages til ansvar for noget tab eller skade på min person eller ejendom 

som følge af eller indtruffet under eller i forbindelse med min deltagelse i Programmet, medmindre 

Producenten har udvist forsømmelighed. 

13. Producenten må frit overdrage rettighederne og forpligtelserne ifølge denne kontrakt til DR og 

andre. 

14. Denne aftale skal i alle henseender behandles efter dansk ret. 

15. Jeg anerkender, at enhver tvist eller uoverensstemmelse, som måtte opstå i forbindelse med 

denne Aftale, skal søges løst ved mediation gennem Mediationsinstituttet, Tuborg Boulevard 12, 
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2900 Hellerup. Såfremt mediationen ikke fører til en løsning på parternes tvist, kan tvisten søges 

afgjort ved Københavns Byret som første instans. 
 

Jeg erklærer mig hermed indforstået med, at jeg medvirker i Programmet på de betingelser, som er 

beskrevet ovenfor i "BETINGELSER FOR DELTAGELSE OG OVERDRAGELSE AF 

RETTIGHEDER", og jeg erklærer samtidig, at vilkårene for min deltagelse er tilstrækkelig 

forklaret. 
 

VIGTIGT! 

Hvis du er under 18 år på dagen, hvor du deltager i pre-cast, kan du kun deltage i "X FACTOR - 

sæson 7", hvis denne kontrakt er accepteret af din forælder/værge. 

     

      Bygbjerg (2013) 
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8.7 Appendix 7: Overview of activities  

 

Season 

2016/ 

Activities  

Participants Mentors  

Saturday  Discuss choice of music with their 

mentor  

Discuss choice of music with their 

participants  

Sunday  Practice starts. Boot camp with their 

mentor  

Boot camp with their participants 

Monday  

Recordings of television spots 

 

Meeting with their mentors to discuss 

styling  

Meeting with GL (X Factor band) with 

choreograph, make-up artist, visuals and 

stylist to discuss the upcoming live show  
 

Sync recordings in DR Byen   
 

Meeting with the participants to discuss 

styling  

Tuesday  Vocal training  

Choreography  

 

Wednesday  Vocal training  

Choreography  

 

Thursday  Dress rehearsal  

Studio rehearsal  

Press meeting 

 

Friday  Studio rehearsal  

Makeup and styling  

Show rehearsal  
 

Live show  

Live show  
 

 

        (Christian, BLU, 2016) 

 

 

 

 

-  Lad os sige at vi er i uge 2, hvor 2. liveshow går løs om fredagen. Vi var jo indlogeret på̊ 

hotellet, Josty, så̊ vi kunne øve 24/7.   

-  Mandag og tirsdag ville vi være sammen med Remeé nonstop. Brainstorme og finde sang 

til ugen efter, øve koreografi med vores koreograf, øve med vores sangcoach, have 

meditationstimer, sove meget lidt, spise meget godt, hygge med Asien Sensation som også̊ 

boede der. Vi ville i det hele taget bare have mega travlt, men det var ikke noget, man 

mærkede   

-  Onsdag ville vi være i DR-byen. Der var nemlig deadline for næste uges sang. Producerne 

og bandet skal have den, så̊ de kan nå̊ at øve og beregne varighed af nummeret, så̊ det passer 

ind i programmet og alt muligt teknisk 
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-  Torsdag var den travleste dag. Der var styling sessions, lydprøver, lysprøver, 

kameraprøver, danseprøver, alle mulige prøver. Og når vi havde brugt hele dagen på̊ det, 

skulle vi videre ned i DR-byens presserum for at snakke med pressefolk om næste dags 

program.     

-  Fredag stod på̊ en tur i sminken og hår styling, kamera, lyd- og lysprøver igen, frokost 

med de andre deltagere, generalprøve, liveshow og derefter ned i presserummet og snakke 

med pressen om, hvordan det gik og alt det der. Tilbage på̊ Josty klokken bæ og æde pizza.

    

-  Lørdag stod oftest på̊ interviews og eller fri om aftenen- dog holdt vi aldrig fri. Vi var 

altid på̊ forkant med alt.    

-  Søndag blev brugt på̊ det samme som mandag og tirsdag. Dog sov vi vidst en smule 

længere!  
      (Stephanie, ’09)
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8.8 Appendix 8: Participants 

 


